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BRIGHT NEW 
IE 

for Multi -set TV -FM Home Operation... 

...and a 

Bright Profit Outlook for YOU with 

NEW JE RIO LII 

Amplified 3 SET COUPLER 
Here's a new precision -perfected 
amplifier that provides 5 DB min. 
gain across all TV -FM channels 
on two outputs and no loss in 
the third output. Housed in a 
rugged, compact and handsome 
case. The HSA-43 features 
single tube operation (6DJ8), 
A.C. interlock and no -strip twin 
lead terminals. Its excellent 
isolation and match prevents set 
interaction and ghosting. IDEAL 
FOR FEEDING ONE FM AND TWO TV 

SETS FROM THE SAME ANTENNA. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

2 TV and 
1 FM Set 

I, 
[i-tLi 

3 TV Seta 

j±i 
One TV and 
one FM Set 

in 
One 

one FM 
TV or 

Set 

Write Jerrold today for full details on this new Profit Outlook! 

JERR01,0 
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Distributor Sales Division 
Dept. IDS -81, Philadelphia 32, Pa. 
Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Limited, Toronto 

Export Representative: CBS International, New York 22, N.Y. 

$29.95 list LEADER AND LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF TV DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM EQUIPMENT 
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............ .......PREVIEWS of new sets Admiral 

CHASSIS 
NUMBER 

EXT. SPKR.-- 

NOISE- - 

AGC 

GREY -SCALE 
ADJUSTMENTS 

FC ;US HURIZ CONVERGENCE 

CENTERING PANEL 

tis 

É'ER7 
LiN 

VERT 

110LD 

KIiLLER 

THRESHOLD 

t 

Admiral Model L71 N57 
Chassis 25B6 

With 26 color TV models in their 1960 
line, Admiral has gone all out for color. 
Although four chassis are used, the only 
variations are in the type of tuner. Op- 
erational controls are grouped to the 
right of the picture tube; the control 
labeled color fidelity functions as a hue 
control. Safety glass cleaning procedure 
varies with the cabinet. Metal-cabineted 
models have a trim strip held along the 
top edge by metal screws, while those 
with wood cabinets have two "pry -out" 
metal strips hiding the glass retainers. 

The 24 -tube, vertically -mounted chassis 
incorporates printed boards for most of 
the monochrome stages while all color 
and horizontal deflection circuits are con- 
ventionally wired. As an aid in making 
grey scale adjustments, each control is 
color -coded and labeled for quick identi- 
fication. A 4 -ohm external speaker jack 
is provided, although the cabinet already 
houses a 6" x 9" woofer, crossover net- 
work, and dual 31/2" tweeters. 

Height, vertical linearity, and color - 
killer threshold adjustments are acces- 
sible through the hollow shafts of three 
front -panel service controls. The 25B6 
and 25UB6 chassis have "do-it-yourself" 
fine-tuning adjustments; the others em- 
ploy a regular manual control. VHF 
oscillator adjustments are accessible after 
removing the upper group of knobs and 
escutcheon. 

The chassis is equipped with a rather 
massive shielded power transformer; a 
pair of silicon rectifiers are used in a 
full -wave voltage doubler configuration 
to supply the B+ requirements. Protec- 
tive devices include a 31 -amp, type -C 
fuse for B+; a 3/4 -amp fuse for the 
sweep circuits; a 21/" length of #21 wire 
(located beneath the chassis near the ex- 
ternal speaker jack) for tube filaments; 
and a thermistor (rated at 70 ohms cold) 
located beneath the chassis near the B+ 
fuse and connected in the AC line to 
control tube warm-up. Appropriate wire 
insulation colors are used for CRT grid 
connections to make test point identifi- 
cation easier when checking color purity. 

Dynamic convergence controls are 
mounted on a removable printed -board 
panel which can be easily mounted to 
the top rear of the cabinet when adjust- 
ments are necessary. All are clearly 
labeled for easy identification. 

September, 1960/PF REPORTER 1 
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Magnavox ...................PRE l'iL.' I'S of new set 
1/4 -AMP 
SWEEP 

FUSE 

CHASSIS 
NUMBER 

HORIZ 
FREQ 

WIDTH 

VERT/ 
LIN 

HE IG HT 
Magnavox Model U163L 

Chassis U28-04-11 
You'll encounter either a 24" or 21" 

model the first time you're called to 
service a set in this new 28 Series. The 
U/V28-03, -04, -10 chassis use a 21DLP4 
while the U/V28-07, -08 use a 24AUP4. 
Both are 90° tubes, focused by connect- 
ing a strap from pin 6 to either pin 1 

or 10. Controls are top -mounted on all 
chassis except the U/V28-08-11, which 
has a plug-in control panel. In addition 
to the channel selectors, conventional 
fine tuning, push-pull switch and volume, 
contrast, vertical hold, brightness, and 
horizontal hold controls, the LSD ad- 
justment is an AGC switch which pro- 
vides different RF and IF AGC bias 
levels for local, suburban, and distant 
reception. 

From the rear, the 18 -tube UHF -VHF 
chassis has a clean, spacious look. Setup 
controls are grouped at the bottom 
of the conventionally -wired, vertically - 
mounted chassis. The massive power 
transformer in the lower right corner 
serves as a landmark for the power supply 
section. The filament supply includes a 
11/2" length of #24 fuse wire for pro- 
tection of the tube heaters. A 1/4 -amp, 
slow -blow fuse to the left of the picture 
tube provides sweep circuit protection. 

One of the unusual features of this 
chassis is the location of the VHF tuner, 
which mounts on the wired side of the 
chassis. Due to the placement of the 
Fireball tuner, the oscillator adjustments 
can be reached through a hole stamped 
in the chassis. The -11 suffix of the 
chassis number denotes major differ- 
ences in this chassis from earlier versions. 
An entirely new video IF strip is used, 
incorporating additional traps for both 
adjacent channel sound and video car- 
riers. 

The rectangular hole in the upper right 
corner of VHF versions is filled with the 
UHF tuner in this set. The quadrature 
coil is at the base of the hole, and at the 
left are the sound and sync circuits. 

This -11 version of the 28 Series uses 
the same type of plug-in horizontal AFC 
diode, and essentially the same sweep 
circuits, as its predecessor. However, 
component combinations have replaced 
individual parts in the AFC, sync, and 
sound circuits. It's interesting to note that 
the chassis comes equipped with a mag- 
net attached to the horizontal output 
tube to reduce Barkhausen oscillations. 

V OSC 
AD JU ST MENT 

s 
F4, 
«4, 

CHASS 

-" NUMBER 

i\ 
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PREVIEWS of new sets Olympic 

HORIZ 
DRIVE 

CHASSIS 
NUMBER 

HE1GHT,_ 

VERT 

LIN 

rFDE1 

A=VERT MULE 

VERT OUTPUT 

!V 7 . 
RUN 1 9aE5 

s 

Olympic Model 7TV1 1M 
Chassis JV 

Seven other models of the 1960 Olym- 
pic line use the same basic chassis as 
this 17", 110° table model. All oper- 
ational controls are top -mounted and in- 
clude one labeled POWER. Both the 
cathode and grid of the picture tube are 
driven by video signals. The POWER 
control is in the cathode circuit of the 
video amplifier and varies the signal fed 
to the CRT cathode; the contrast control 
regulates the amount of signal fed to the 
grid. 

Although chassis wiring is conven- 
tional, the layout is quite unusual-with 
a control bracket extending around the 
side of the cabinet, and an "upper deck" 
mounted horizontally over the CRT neck. 
Another unusual feature has to do with 
the way the safety glass is attached. Re- 
moving the four screws (pointed out by 
the heavy arrows in the photo) permits 
the glass to be removed. All setup con- 
trols are easily accessible and clearly 
identified. 

Leading the way to easier chassis 
servicing, the upper deck sets at a slight 
angle so both sides can be reached. 
Alternate tube types are used for the 
first video IF and audio output stages. 
Either a 6BZ6 or 6DK6, and 6CU5 or 
6CA5 may be used in these respective 
positions. A large shield covers the 
bottom of the IF strip, but is easily re- 
movable to permit troubleshooting. 

The power supply and vertical cir- 
cuits occupy the left side of the base 
chassis. Notice the horizontal mounting 
of the 6DE7 vertical oscillator -output 
tube. A pair of silicon rectifiers (hidden 
behind the height and vertical linearity 
controls in the photo) are used in a full - 
wave, voltage -doubler configuration. Pro- 
tective devices include a 31/2 -amp pig- 
tail fuse for B+, a 31" length of #26 
wire for filaments, and 1/2 -amp type -C 
fuse for the sweep circuits. 

At the right side of the base, the hori- 
zontal sweep circuit is laid out in an un- 
usual manner. The cage cover is a drop - 
down door on the rear apron, and both 
the damper and horizontal output tubes 
are mounted on separate subchassis. This, 
of course, makes for easier servicing. Just 
above and to the left of the sweep -circuit 
fuse is the focus terminal board (with a 
slip-on connector), which provides choices 
of 275 -volt, ground, and 135 -volt poten- 
tials. 

September, 1960/PF REPORTER 3 
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Zenith PREVIEWS of new sets 

Zenith Model E3002W 
Chassis 16E21Q 

The words Space Command 300 on 
the gold escutcheon announce that this 
model is equipped with remote control. 
One of 52 models using the same basic 
chassis, it has 28 counterparts without 
the remote feature. Except for the push - 
push off -on switch, volume control, fine 
tuning, and power tuning push buttons 
to the right of the tube, all front panel 
controls are covered by the door below 
the picture tube. 

The 90°, 16 -tube, conventionally -wired 
chassis follows typical Zenith layout with 
rear adjustments for AGC, buzz, fringe 
lock (sync stability), and quadrature coil. 
Tube filaments are wired in parallel, and 
are protected by a 1" length of #24 fuse 
wire (located beneath the transformer). 
The vertical sweep circuit may employ 
either a 6EA7 or 6EM7, and the damper 
may be a 6AX4, 6DA4, or 6DE4. 

The power supply utilizes a fully - 
shielded transformer with radiating fins, 
and a 5V3 rectifier. A 7/10 -amp type -N 
fuse is used for B+ protection, while a 
5 -amp slow -blow fuse (which may be 
either accessible from the top or mounted 
benath the chassis near the transformer) 
is connected in the AC line. 

Programming adjustments for the 
power tuner are very simple; a quarter - 
turn in either direction positions the 
metal clip to miss or actuate the cam -op- 
erated switch controlling the motor. 
Three 1/4" metal screws (through the 
elongated slots of the cam wheel) can 
be loosened to adjust the electrical stop 
point so that it coincides with the detent 
stop of the tuner. 

To the right of the TV chassis is the 
remote control receiver, which contains 
its own power supply and 3/4 -amp slow - 
blow line fuse. The remote units in the 
300 Series use a six -tube chassis to pro- 
vide unidirectional channel selection, 
step volume control, and off -on switch- 
ing. The 400 Series Space Command 
uses an eight -tube chassis, permitting 
bidirectional channel selection, step vol- 
ume control, off -on switching, and audio 
muting between channels. Both systems 
operate on the supersonic principle, 
whereby the control signals are trans- 
mitted from a mechanically actuated 
transducer. 

CHASSIS 
'NUMBER 

AGC 

BUZZ 

QUAD 

COIL 

FRINGE 
LOCK 

REMOTE 

MANUAL 
SWITCH J 
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VIDEO SPEED SERVICING %fiutoaola 

See PHOTOFACT Set 481, Folder 1 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. TS -564 

Card No: MO 564-1 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: Flashes and streaks of bright light 
in raster. 

Cause: Arcing inside width control. 

What To Do: Replace R8 (5000 ohms). 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. T5-564 

Card No: MO 564-2 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: Flashes and streaks. 

Cause: Defective resistor in series with picture - 
tube anode lead. 

What To Do: Replace R71 (22K -1W). 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. TS -564 

Card No: MO 564-3 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: Poor vertical linearity. 

Cause: Resistor in screen circuit of vertical 
output stage has changed in value. 

What To Do: Replace R58 (150 ohms -1W). 

5000 

FROM mid4700 -35V 
HORIZ 
MULI 

120V 
P -P 

787.51" 

HORIZ OUTPUT 

6DQ6A 

150V 

7-13 ma 

95-115ma 

120 
1W 

HORIZ 
SIZE 
WIDTH) 

50000 

S 
6800 2 

2W 

225v 

8.20 
1w p 

ani 

FROM HORIZ OUTPUT 

6 

4 
TO YOKE 

330K 

PULSES TO AGC 

KEYING TUBE T 
225V 

15 
HV REGT 

3A3 

22K 1W 

181 

570V 
BOOST 

SOURCE 

1 

TO PICTURE TU BE 

HV ANODE 

(16-18 (w) 16.5 kv 

DAMPER 

6AF3 

2-9 .0 
4 

111 225V 

20000 mml 
VERT MULT,H 
FEEDBACK 22K 

VERT MULI 

s9 VERT OUTPUT 

6AQ5A 

DO NOT MEASURE 

FROM PLATE 

OF VERT MULI 
02 

FROM GRID 

OF VERT MULT 

-15V 

120V 

3ÓI, 

1-7 

34 ma 

470K 

VERT 
LINEARITY 
2 meg 

2 

220K 

TO VERT 

OUTPUT TRANS 

220V 
6 

1500 
1W 

225V 

PF REPORTER for September, 1960, Vol. 10, No. 9. PF REPORTER is published monthly by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, 
Indiana. Second-class postage paid at Indianapolis,. Indiana. 1, 2 & 3 year subscription prices: U.S.A., its possessions, and Canada: $4.00, $7.00, $9.00. All other 
countries: $5.00, $9.00, $12.00. Current single issues 35c each; back issues 50c each. 
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%îiutoaola VIDEO SPEED SERVICING 

..or m i1 
1 

FROM 

VIDEO 

OUTPUT 

CONTROL -PANEL 
PLUG AND SOCKET 

8 

220K 

50V 
P -P 

3o 

111 

27 
10000 mmf rzy= 1400V 

s 

1 

. {... . 
250K W ITH 

225V 

BRIGHTNESS io11 

100K STOP - 

RETRACE BLANKING 
FROM VERT 

OUTPUT TRANS 

Sov 
P -P 

II I I II 

OV 2 

33K 

17 
PICTURE TUBE 

21CBP4A 

2-6 
mmf 

TO CHANNEL 

SELECTOR 

SW ITCH 

-2.8 V 

7 

100K 

MIXER 

6EU8 

60V 
i9 33K 

630 = mmf 

2200 

T mmf 

BIAS VOLTAGE 
TO GRID OF RF AMP 

I5K 2nd SECTION 
NOT USED IN VHF -UHF TUNER) 

MIXER 
PLATE 

COIL 

1000 

mmf 
BO 

3. 9 

m mf 

FROM 

O SC 

IF 

OUTPUT 

20000 

VERT mmf 

MULT --I 
FEEDBACK 22K 

VERT MULT 

10 VERT OUTPUT 5 

6AQ5A 

DO NOT MEASURE 

iveg 

RETRACE BLANKING 
TO CRT GRID 

Z5000 mmf 

2000V 

BLUE 

RED f 
.o 

3Ó14OV 1, 

i 225V 
225v B 

C 

225V 
C 

225V 
B 

TO VERT 

YOKE 

WINDINGS 
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See PHOTOFACT Set 481, Folder 1 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. TS -564 

Card No: MO 564-4 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: Brightness at maximum; cannot be 
reduced by turning brightness control. 

Cause: Shorted bypass capacitor in brightness - 
control circuit. 

What To Do: Replace C27 (10000 mmf- 
1400V) . 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. TS -564 

Card No: MO 564-5 

Section Affected: Pix and sound. 

Symptoms: No picture or sound; raster normal. 

Cause: Open screen resistor in mixer stage of 
tuner. 

What To Do: Replace R207 (47K). 

Mfr: Motorola Chassis No. TS -564 

Card No: MO 564-6 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: Vertical jitter. 

Cause: Defective vertical output transformer. 

What To Do: Replace T2. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



VIDEO SPEED SERVICING Syhta«ra ' 
See PHOTOFACT Set 477, Folder 2 

Mfr: Sylvania Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-7 

Section Affected: Raster and sound. 

Symptoms: No raster; no sound. 

Cause: Open bleeder resistor in low -voltage 
power supply. 

What To Do: Replace R72 (750 ohms -5W). 

Mfr: Sylvania. Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-8 

Section Affected: Sync. 

Symptoms: Loss of vertical and horizontal sync 
after set plays awhile. 

Cause: Voltage -divider resistor in plate circuit 
of sync separator decreases in value. 

What To Do: Replace R50 (47K). 

Mfr: Sylvania Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-9 

Section Affected: Raster. 

Symptoms: No vertical sweep. 

Cause: Shorted feedback capacitor in vertical 
multivibrator. 

What To Do: Replace C50 (.0022 mfd- 
1000V, 10%O ). 

TO 

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER 

A 

(A i P -P 

341, 

4.70 
15W 

150 

mid 340 ma 250V 114 
SOURCE 

I.22 
1000 

mmf T 
1000 

=mml 
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Ymfd 
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Y m1d 

75005W 

20 mfd Y 15000 

10 mldl, 

20.5V 
SOURCE 

125V 
SOURCE 

BLVP 
, 

1000 

mmf 

FROM 

VIDEO 3 ._A 
10000 

mmf 

330K OUTPUT 

I meg 

FROM PLATE 

CIRCUIT 
OF 3 d IF 

1.01 

72.5V 

SYNC SEP 

NOISE - LIMITER 0 3CS6 

47K 

TO VERT 

MULT 

10K 
1W 100K 

205V 
TO IK1RI2 
AFC 

12.5V 

FROM 

SYNC ^H 
SEP .022 

8.2 meg 

1 meg 

VERT HOLD 

205V 

VERT MELT 

OA 10EG7 

VERT MOLT 

VERT OUTPUT 

OB10EG7 

.0022 33K 

1000V 

.041 

.8 meg 

T.w 

2.2 meg 

HEIGHT 
5 meg 

500K 205V 
THERM' STOR 

660V 
BOOST 

33 

12K 

1W 

205V 

DO NOT MEASURE 

TO VERT 

OUTPUT 

21 TRANS 

-12V i 

1 

VERT 
UNEARITY 
2 meg 

STOP @ 1.9 meg 

770V 
P -P 

3d 
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Ise,64«ea. VIDEO -SPeD SERVICING 

TO AGC 

LINE 

FROM 

VIDEO 
OUTPUT 

850V 
P -P 

56K 

AGC 

OB5BR8 

787511, 

KEYING 

11000 
Tmmf 

.5V 2 

40V 
1 .x.001 

150K 3 

11000V 

155V 

KEYING PULSE 

FROM .047 

HORIZ OUTPUT 18K 

TRANS = AGC 
190K 205V 

30V 
P -P 

7872% 

SOUND IF 

vs A5BR8 

100 

FROM mmf 05V 
VIDEO °S. V% 
OUTPUT 8 

10K 

4700 

mmf 

6 45V 

150 : 

45V 
11 

470c) 

1 

56K 

250V 

RATIO DET 

OA 5T8 

-2.5V 

-2.5 V 

4700 

=mmf 
4700 2 mmf 

3 

TO (y VOLUME 
10000 CONTROL 
mmf 

2ND VIDEO IF 

®3BZ6 

330 

mmf= 

45.3 mc 

18K 

2 

RESOLDER 

470 

mmf 

250V 

3RD VIDEO IF 

v3 3BZ6 5.2 mmf 

NPO TO 

VIDEO 

DET 

1000 

Immf 
125V i 

.01 

1000 

mmf 

TO NOISE -LIMITER 
GRID - PIN 1 OF 

SYNC SEP 

See PHOTOFACT Set 477, Folder 2 

Mfr: Sylvania Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-10 

Section Affected: Pix and sound. 

Symptoms: Both picture and sound disappear 
after short period of operation. 

Cause: Shorted cathode -bypass capacitor in 
keyed AGC stage. 

What To Do: Replace C35 (.047 mfd). 

Mfr: Sylvania Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-11 

Section Affected: Sound. 

Symptoms: Sound goes off intermittently. 

Cause: Defective ratio -detector transformer. 

What To Do: Replace L14. 

Mfr: Sylvania Chassis No. 1-544-1 

Card No: SY 544-1-12 

Section Affected: Pix and sound. 

Symptoms: Intermittent loss of picture and 
sound. 

Cause: Open ground connection to third video 
IF transformer. 

What To Do: Resolder ground connection of 
L5. 
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OF 
ALL YOUR 

REPLACEMENT 
CONTROL NEEDS 

LAR 0 ST A Ì CONTROLS 
BUSE 

RTV CONTROLS 
Ready for use right from the carton - the right one 
right in every respect for practically every TV and 
radio receiver ... No assembly - factory -made to 
work right! 

r 
CLAAOSTIT 

R 

STANDARD 
CONTROLS 
Wire -wound and carbon controls 
in every popular value. Also duals. 
Pick -A -Shaft permits right 
selection - snaps right into 
place. Ad -A -Switch snaps 
on with no fuss, 
no muss. 
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29447 -SPRAGUE DIFILMUdie 
are tops in their field ...take your choice! 

For maximum reliability 
and performance 

under toughest conditions 

SPRAGUE DIFILM® 
BLACK BEAUTY® 

. . . . 

Sprague Black Beauty 
tubulars are missile -type 
capacitors. Actually, they 
are low cost versions of 
the famous Sprague ca- 
pacitors now being used 

in every modern military 
missile. Where positive 
reliability is important, 
make no mistake, use Black 

Beauty Difilm Molded Capac- 
itors! You get the most for the 

least with Black Beauties! 
Difilm Black Beauties are en- 

gineered to withstand the hottest 
temperatures to be found in TV or auto 

For extremely small 
size and exact 

original replacement 

SPRAGUE DIFILM® 
ORANGE DROP' 

The heart of these Sprague Difilm Capaci- 
tors can't be beat! It's a dual dielectric 
combination of Mylar® polyester film 
and special capacitor tissue-result- 
ing in capacitors which are superior 
to all other comparable tubulars. 
Sprague's rock -hard solid HCX® 
impregnant fills voids and pin 

holes in the film. Difilm ca- 
pacitors have high insula- 
tion resistance, low power 

factor, and excellent 
capacitance stability 

and retrace under 
temperature 

cycling! 
radio sets-in the most humid climates. 
Further, unlike straight polyester film tubulars, 

these capacitors operate in a 105°C environment 

-without derating! 
Black Beauty tubulars are tough units, too-no 

fragile shell to break-you can't damage them in 

soldering. For your convenience, every capacitor is marked 

twice . .. no need to twist capacitor around to read rating. 

Sprague Difilm "Orange 
Drops" are a "must" for 
your service kit where 
only an exact replace- 
ment will fit. They are the 
perfect replacement for 
dipped capacitors now 
used by leading manufac- 
turers in many popular 

television receivers. And 
when a dipped tubular is 

called for, you'll find that 
Orange Drops outperform all 

others, safeguarding your work and 
reputation for quality service. 

Orange Drops are specially de- 
signed for easiest possible installation. 

Radial leads are crimped to assure neat 

rmounting parallel to printed wiring boards ... 
extremely small size makes them fit handily in 

tight spots. They'll beat heat and humidity because 

the solid, rock -hard capacitor section, double -dipped in 

bright orange epoxy resin, is well protected against 
moisture. A perfect team-mate for Black Beauty. 

±10% CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE IS STANDARD AT NO EXTRA COST 

lm Black Beauty and Difilm Orange Drops are 

packaged in sturdy, reusable rigid plastic Kleer-Pak® 

boxes. Your distributor is stocked in all the popular 

ratings. Order some today. You can count on Difilm. 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY 
Anywhere ... in your own cor! 

Operates Standard A.C. 
Record Players 

Dictating Machines 
Small Radios 

Electric Shavers 
Heating Pads, etc. 

In your own car or boat! 

ïe. 

FÓRDUCTS 
MODERN 
LIVING 

AIR 
PLUG-IN TYPE 

PORTABLE 

INVERTERS' 
MODELS 
6-RMF (6 volts) 60 to 80 
watts. Shipping weight 12 
lbs. DEALER NET 
PRICE $33.00 
12T.RME (12 volts) 90 to 
125 watts. Shipping weight 
12 lbs. DEALER NET 
PRICE. . $33.00 
{Additional Models Available 

11011111;11111elatal!,!;111111 

"A" Battery 

ELIMINATOR 
For Demonstrating and 

Testing Auto Radios- 
TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR 

OPERATED! 
Designed for testing D.C. 
Electrical Apparatus on Reg- 
ular A.C. Lines-Equipped 
with Full -Wave Dry Disc - 
Type Rectifier, assuring 
noiseless, interference -free 
operation and extreme long 
life and reliability. 

MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER 
MODEL 610C-ELIF ... 6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts 
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs. 

DEALER NET PRICE $49.95 
MODEL 620C-ELIT ... 6 volts at 20 amps. or 12 volts at 
10 amps. Shipping weight 33 lbs. 

DEALER NET PRICE $66.95 

AUTO -RADIO 

VIBRATORS 
By every test ATR Auto - 

Radio Vibrators are best! 
and feature Ceramic 

Stack Spacers, Instant Start- 
ing, Large Oversized Tungsten 
Contacts, Perforated Reed, 
plus Highest Precision Con- 
struction and Workmanship and 
Quiet Operation! 

There is an ATR VIBRATOR for 
every make of ear! 

Ask your distributor for ATR's Low Priced type 1400, 
6 volt 4 -prong Vibrator; and 1843. 12 volt 3 -prong; or 
1840, 12 volt 4 -prong Vibrator. THE WORLD'S FINEST! 

There is a trim plate 
kit for YOUR CAR! CUSTOMIZED 

KARADIO 
Vibrator -Operated 
with Tone Control 

ATR KARADIO ... is 
ideal for small import 
cars or compact 
American cars! Unit 

is completely self-contained-extremely compact! Pow- 
erful 8 -tube performance provides remarkable freedom 
from engine, static, and road noises. The ATR 
Customized Karad,o comes complete with speaker and 
ready to install. Can be mounted in -dash or under -dash 
-wherever space permits! No polarity problem. Neutral 
Gray -Tan, baked enamel finish. Overall size, 7" deep, 
4" high, and 61/2" wide. Shipping weight, radio set, 7 lbs. 
Model K-1279-12 for 12V Dealer Net Price. . $33.57 
Model K-1279- 6 for 6V Dealer Net Price. . $33.57 

pa 
MouAir n 

ltingne 
uStylender 

Overhead 
Cab Root 

AIR TRUCK 

KARADIO 
Excellent Tone. 
Volume. and Sensitivity! 
Compact, yet powerful. Fits 
all trucks, station wagons, 
most cars and boats. Just drill a ik inch hole in roof and 
suspend the one-piece unit (aerial, chassis and speaker) 
in minutes. Watertight mounting assembly holds anten- 
na upright. Yoke -type bracket lets you tilt radio to 
any angle. 

Extra -sensitive radio has 6 tubes (2 double -purpose), 
over -size Alnico 5 PM speaker for full, rich tone. Big, 
easy -to -read illuminated dial. Fingertip tuning control. 
Volume and tone controls. 33 -in. stainless steel antenna. 
Neutral gray -tan enameled metal cabinet, 7 x 61h x 4 in. 
high over-all. Shipping weight 101/2 lbs. 
Model TR -1279-12A for 12V Dealer Net Price $41.96 
Model TR -1279- 6A for 6V Dealer Net Price $41.96 

NO PRINTED 
CIRCUITRY 

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 
WRITE FACTORY FOR FREE LITERATURE... 

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO. 

Peed reta Sj.ee /93/ 
SAINT PAUL I, MINNESOTA-U. S. A. 

i.ettem te ate 

EDITOR 
Dear Editor: 

Each month you bring to the service 
technician the best articles published any- 
where relative to "tough dogs" and other 
interesting data. But the back issues pile 
up as the months pass, and when one of 
those "rare birds" comes to the service 
bench, it requires considerable time to 
locate an article needed for reference. 

Would it be asking too much to work 
out some method of eliminating lost time 
caused by hunting for articles in past 
issues? I wonder how- my fellow techs 
feel about this, or what methods they 
use to locate articles? 

CHARLES ORTH 
Preston Radio & TV Service 
Baltimore, Md. 

As a new service to our readers, part 
of the Catalog & Literature card bound 
in at the back of each issue will contain 
a monthly reference index. This can be 
filed according to issue, thus providing 
you with a handy source for technical 
data published in PF REPORTER. Sugges- 
tions for improving the index format are 
welcome. Ed. 

n "game I 

Dear Editor: 
This is me and my new helper, Half - 

john. He's a pretty good boy, even if 
he isn't really all there. However, that 
doesn't make too much difference; all we 
use him for is the legwork anyway. (No 
matter what you may think, I'm the one 
inside Der Düdelbugg!) 

JACK DARR 

Mena, Ark. 
In addition to being a top-notch tech- 

nician, engineer, and technical writer (see 
"Stretching CRT Life" in this issue), 
you're also a comedian?-Ed. 
Dear Editor: 

I would like to get in touch with manu- 
facturers of business and industrial elec- 
tronic equipment who are interested in 
obtaining service representation in the 
Kansas City area (Western Missouri and 
Eastern Kansas). 

Very briefly, my qualifications include 
a BS in Electrical Engineering, 25 years 
of experience, and a well-equipped serv- 
ice shop. 

Any help you can give me in estab- 
lishing contacts will be sincerely appre- 
ciated. 

FRED E. BRADY 

P. O. Box 21 
Olathe, Kan. 

We always knew our readers were 
well-educated, Fred. I'm sure some of the 

many manufacturers who read our maga- 
zine will be in touch with you. Ed. 
Dear Editor: 

As a subscriber to PF REPORTER, a 
regular user of Sams PHOTOFACT Folders, 
and the possessor and constant user of a 
large library of Sams publications, I want 
to thank you most sincerely for making 
the problems of electronic servicing so 
much easier. 

Since I expect to have my FCC license 
in a few weeks, it is the plan to gradually 
turn this business into the two-way mobile 
radio field, perhaps even exclusively later 
on. I notice that a few Citizens band 
outfits are now covered in PHOTOFACT, 
and further that PF REPORTER is featur- 
ing articles on mobile radio equipment. 
I also have Mr. Helmi's very fine book 
on 2 -Way Mobile Radio. 

PF REPORTER is superb, and my tech- 
nicians as well as myself read it from 
cover to cover every month. We have 
also found the fine volumes on "Serv- 
icing Transistor Radios" immeasurably 
helpful. In actual practice we find our 
Sams publications really surpass our in- 
struments in usefulness in solving our 
servicing problems. 

Please accept my sincere thanks. 
HOWARD J. KINDIG 

Akron, Ohio 
Thanks. When we help make your 

work easier, we feel we're doing our job. 
-Ed. 
Dear Editor: 

While recuperating from a recent ill- 
ness, I went through some back issues of 
PF REPORTER. The September, 1959 issue 
contained a chart of "Common TV 
Troubles and Their Causes." I thought to 
myself, "Boy, what an aid this would 
have been to me when I started out in 
TV servicing back in 1949." 

As I went through later issues, I ran 
across several good articles by Milton 
Kiver on servicing different sections of 
TV receivers. Illustrations giving enumer- 
ated steps for troubleshooting a specific 
section, such as Figs. 1 and 2 on page 24 
of the November, 1959 issue, are very 
helpful. 

My thoughts began to drift to the prob- 
lems I have in isolating TV troubles. 
Then I thought about my student tech- 
nician helper, and the problems he has in 
troubleshooting. As a result, I have gone 
through all my back issues and clipped 
out all of these diagrams, and I plan to 
file them in a notebook for easy refer- 
ence. 

I hope in the future you will assemble 
all this information into a single trouble- 
shooting guide. 

NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST 

We had planned all along to publish 
the complete test analysis chart in the 
last installment of Mr. Kiver's TV trou- 
bleshooting series. You'll find it in this 
month's "Shop Talk" column. 

We decided against showing all the 
enumerated diagrams again because of 
space problems, but your suggestion for 
clipping them out of past issues and past- 
ing them in a reference notebook will 
undoubtedly be followed by a number of 
others. Ed. 
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MULTIPLE 

SOCKET 

TESTING 

6 k opeed 

AUTOMATIC 

PUNCH -CARD 

TESTING 

60h.6xì 

the best of both in ONE 
complete new 

exped teo fulie feot/do.ulho &d e oafeo 

Tests present tube types 
Tests new and future tube types 

including the NUVISTOR 
Tests 2 -way radio tubes 
Tests many industrial tubes 

All the features professional servicemen want 
are here in this advanced -design, obsolescence - 
proof tube tester. Gives you the speed of 
multiple -socket testing plus the flexibility of 
punch -card testing for new tube types. 
Measures true dynamic mutual conductance 
(not just emission). Makes complete accurate 
test in seconds under the actual dynamic 
operating conditions of the set. 
Tests each section of multiple tubes separately. 
Checks for Gm and all shorts. Makes highly 
sensitive grid emission and gas test. Checks for 
leakage and life. Gives instantaneous heater 
continuity check for series filament sets. 
Shows tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale 
in micromhos. Patented B&K bridge circuit 
automatically adjusts for line voltage 
variation. Lists most commonly used types 
right on socket panel for quick use. Net, $19995 

instrument! 

Model 685 

DYNA-QUIK 
TRUE DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 

AUTOMATIC TUBE TESTER 

Shows exact tube condition Saves customers 
Sells more tubes on -the -spot Stops costly call-backs 

Makes more money for you Pays for itself over and over again 

Invest in Profitable Servicing with a B&K Service Shop 
Successful servicemen today 

insure their professional reputation and 
make each job more profitable 
-with B&K test equipment. 

Issues of helpful new tube 
information 4 times a year 
available on subscription 

I B&.K MANUFACTURING CO. 
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL. 
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont. 
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A. 

SEE YOUR B&K DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR BULLETIN API6-R 
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Why are more Service -Dealers 
Switching to I EXACT 

REPLACEMENT 
- TV ANTENNAS? 

because 
50 per cent of all TV sets made in the 
last 4 years are portables-sending 
more antenna replacement business to 
service -dealers every day. 

because 
with the JFD PA500 and PA515 Exact 
Replacement Kits, dealers are ready 
and able to service 90% of antenna re- 
placements for portables and tote -ables. 

because 
as JFD Exact Replacement Specialists, 
service -dealers can get out of the un- 
profitable "rabbit -ear" business-earn 
a profit on the antenna sale (at full 
mark-up) and on the installation. 

because 
with JFD guides, streamers, and sales 
helps, service -dealers get the merchan- 
dising know-how that nets them a 
bigger slice of the 3,500,000 dollar 
portable antenna replacement market. 

NOW IS THE TIME TO WRITE JFD OR ASK YOUR JFD DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR YOUR EXACT REPLACEMENT PROFIT PLAN PORTFOLIO! 

Check Sams Photofact folders 
for JFD Exact Replacement 

information. Only JFD keeps you 

up -dated with the 1960 Portable 
TV Antenna Guide covering 
every portable TV set made 

since 1956 (compiled and edited 
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.) 

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION BROOKLYN 4, NEW YORK 

JFD International, 15 Moore Street, New York, New York JFD Canada, ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada 

EXACT 
ve,., 

:AÑ C11E MI 

f(t 
ii 

THE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU 

D 
IN COMMAND 
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Why are more Service -Dealers 
Switching to 

The Bavnr n(he tirniceman ,un knows ate millnin 
TV antenna, are In need of npla. i tn. hs :xllaum. 

ht «tics nn the supenor perfmmance a. qua., of 1F0 
11 -Fi Cdoncn o guar. -um c nnp4rc 

guard 

they know 5 million antennas need 
replacement-that JFD HI-FI TV 
antennas assure them a bigger share of 
this profitable market. 

because 
JFD all-out advertising sells for them in 
powerful national mass media-such as 
Look, TV Guide, Successful Farming, 
Farm Journal, Progressive Farmer. 

TV ANTENNAS? 

E... HEAR MORE wit 
BANSHEES 

JF _,.n..r.º 

SATELLITE -HELIX 

because 
JFD is the total antenna line with the 
right model, at the right price for every 
location-does the most for them in 
mile -shrinking performance and cus- 
tomer confidence. 

because 
JFD sales stimulators such as cloth 
patches, decals, mobiles, banners, dis- 
plays and direct mail give them the 
complete package to sell new customers. 

HOW MUCH INSTALLATION BUSINESS ARE YOU LOSING BY NOT SWITCHING TO 
JFD? THE TV ANTENNA LINE AMERICA KNOWS BEST! 

-HE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU 

HI-FI HELIX 
Silver or Gold Anodized 

HI-FI BANSI-EE 
Silver or Gold Anodized 

HI-FI FIREBALL 
Silver or Gold Anodized 

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Brooklyn 4, New York 
JFD International, 15 Moore Street, New York, New York JFD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada 

F 
IN COMMAND OF THE MARKET 
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Your votes made these Raytheon tubes. 

6X8 

re RAYTHEON 
D UNILINEa 

FIRST IN QUALITY 

ti 
6AX4GT 6CB6A 

o 

RAYTHEON 
D UNILINEa 

FIRST IN QUALITY 

6 

RAYTHEON 
D UNILINEa 

FIRST IN QUALITY 

6AU4GTA 6BG6GTA/B 

THE TEN MOST 

ILTISII[ I II[1 I Hì-Raytheon's new standard of 
receiving tube quality is the result of your votes in our 
Crusade Against Call -Backs. 

Raytheon took the ten tube types you voted to be the greatest troublemakers 
(regardless of brand) and made them the front-runners in our new line of tubes- 
UNILINE. With new improvements, new packaging, and a unique sampler "Ten - 
Pack," these tubes were introduced to the market only three months ago. Result? 
Tremendous acclaim from every section of the industry! 

UNILINE receiving tubes give you trouble -free performance, highest quality 
in the industry, happy service customers ... minimum call-backs.* You can prove 
UNILINE superiority to yourself ... simply call your Raytheon distributor today! 

*See your distributor for literature describing unique Uniline features. 
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RAYTHEON 

> UNILINE J 

FIRST IN QUALITY 

6CG7 12AT7 1X2A/B 1B3GT 6SN7GTB 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 
DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION 

WESTWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 
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TTY Radio Hi-Fi shop owner ELMER MAUTER says: 

"MALLORY 
quality replacements 

keep customers happy" 

"Courtesy in handling customer service 
has been one factor responsible for our 
growth ... that's why I chose the name 
Courtesy for my business. We have always 
used only quality replacement products 
... that's why I use Mallory components. 
I know that I can depend on Mallory 
quality. The Mallory label on replacement 
parts reassures my customers; it's a name 
they know they can rely on for top 
performance." 

When electrolytics need replacement, 
Elmer Mauter, like thousands of other 
service technicians, knows that Mallory 
FP's will stand up at the high tempera- 
tures common in the small cabinets now 
being built for TV and hi-fi. Even when 
they're mounted next to a hot rectifier or 

output tube, where ordinary replacement 
filters would wilt, the FP 
gives extra service. It's 
the original 85°C capaci- 
tor. Its combination of 
new shock -resistant con- 
struction with leakproof 
seal and etched cathodes, 
available without premi- 
um price only in the 
Mallory FP, assures long 
life and hum -free per- 
formance. 

Whatever your component needs, Mallory 
supplies the widest line of quality products 
at sensible prices. See your Mallory dis- 
tributor for a full selection of the parts 
you need. 

Put an end to call-backs with these quality Mallory products... 

GEMS 

5 rugged, moistureproof, Mallory "Gem" 
tubular capacitors in a handy dispenser that 
keeps your stock fresh and clean-easy to 
find-prevents kinks in lead wires. U 

equalled for service in buffer, by-pass 
coupling as. 

MC DISCAPS® 

Made by the world's largest producer of 
ceramic disc capacitors ... long the original 
equipment standard, they are available for 
replacement in a handy 3" x 5" file card 
package . . . easy to stock, simple to u 

Y 

TA -LOC CONTROLS 

o more waiting for out -of -stock controls. 
our distributor can custom build, in just 30 

econds, any of over 38,000 combinations. 
ou can replace the line switch by itself, with - 
ut unsoldering control connections. 
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COURTESY - 

r% 

Elmer Mauter owns and man- 
ages Courtesy Television in 
Elmhurst, Ill.nois, a suburb of 
Chicago. He rec.eived his ini- 
tial electronics training in the 
Coast Guard, later attended 
Sprayberry Electronics School 
and the School of Radio 
Technique. 
In 1952, Elmer opened his 
present shop, for sales and ser- 
vice of television, radio, hi-fi, 
record changers and auto 
radios. He employs two ser- 
vice technicians and keeps 
two station wagons busy with 
15 to 20 calls a day. 

Distributor Division 
P. R.MALLORY CO8 Inc. 

MALLORY 
R R. MALLORI i <R. inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

GOLD LABRE VIBRATORS 
Sell the bes in auto radio servicin£e use 
Mallory Golf Label vibrctcrs every time. 
Exclusive butt,nless con -act cesign gives long- 
est life, sure rtarts. The quiete .t vibrator ever 
made. 

TC TUBULAR ELECTROL(TKS 
Economically priced fi ter >op:itors with a 

reputction for top perforTon:e. Proved in 

service and backed ay -ecr, of Mallory 
exper ence. Also spe:ial -C> oe available 

'Igor -55"C. 

MERCURY REVERIES 
Unequalled =o- bng, fade -free life in tran- 
sistor radios. Chosen as the "powe- package" 
in U. S. satel ites. Virtually limitless shelf -life. 
Made by the Nor d's largest manufacturer of 
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from 'E/COL7®.. a completely new 

CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER 

Model 760: 117 VAC 

Kit $59.95 wired $89.95 
Model 761: 117 VAC & 6 VDC 

Model 762: 117 VAC & 12 VDC 
incl. mounting bracket: Kit $69.95, Wired $99.95 

*EICO premounts, prewires, pretunes, and seals the ENTIRE transmitter 
oscillator circuit to conform with FCC regulations (Section 19.71 sub- 
division d). EICO thus gives you the transceiver in kit form that you can 
build and put on the air without the supervision of a Commercial Radio - 
Telephone Licensee! 

Highly sensitive, selective SUPERHET (not regenerative) receiver with 51/2 
dual function tubes and RF stage. Continuous tuning over all 23 bands. 
Exclusive Super -Hush noise limiter. AVC:3" x 5" PM speaker. Detachable 
ceramic mike. 5 -Watt crystal -controlled transmitter. Variable "pi" network 
matches most popular antennas. 12 -position Posi -Lockt mounting bracket. 
7 tubes and 1 crystal (extra xtals available). Covers up to 20 miles. 
License available to any citizen over 18-no exams or special skills 
required, application form supplied free. Antennas optional. 

YOU PROFIT WITH EICO 
Everything in top-quality 
TEST EQUIPMENT for Shop 
and Field-at savings of 50%. 

COLOR & Mono DC-5MC 
Lab & TV 5" Oscilloscope #460 
Kit $79.95, Wired $129.50 
5', PushPull Oscilloscope #425 
Kit $44.95, Wired $79.95 

Peak -to -Peak VTVM #232 
Kit $29.95, Wired $49.95 
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter #221 
Kit $25.95, Wired $39.95 

More typical EICO values: Signal Gen- 
erators from $19.95, Tube Testers 
from $34.95, Sweep Generators from 
$34.95, Power Supplies from $19.95, 
VOMs from $12.90. 

Everything in CUSTOM HI-FI: 
finest quality at %3 the cost. 

FM Tuner HFT90 
Kit $39.95, Wired $65.95 
Cover $3.95. Includes FET. 

AM Tuner HFT94 
Kit $39.95, Wired $65.95 
Includes Metal Cover and FET. 
FM/AM Tuner HFT92 
Kit $59.95, Wired $94.95 
Includes Metal Cover and PET. 

Stereo Dual Amplifier-Preamp HF81 
Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95 
Includes Cover. 
StereooDualal Amplifier AF4 
Kit $38.95, Wired $64.95 
Includes Metal Cover. 

Write for free catalog PF -9 and 
name of nearest distributor. 

Most EICO distributors offer budget terms. 

3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. 
Add 5°o in the West 

The 
Electronic 
Scanner 

Aids to Promote Growth and Profit 
Latest phases in the RCA Electron Tube Division's "Set Up 

for Greater Profits" program are designed to help the service 
dealer improve the layout and appearance of his shop, his 
service and salesmanship, and obtain new business. Included 
are space -saving shelf units and utility drawers, a "quick -call" 
162 -tube caddy, a 12" LP record on using successful selling 
techniques, and an 11 -lesson home study course on color TV. 

All are available through authorized RCA tube distributors. 
New Association Officers 

A report from David J. Baird, publicity director of E.S.D.A. 
of Western Pennsylvania, informs us that newly -elected officers 
include: B. A. Bregenzer, President and Director to NATESA; 
Norman Falck, Vice President; Joseph Doyle, Secretary; 
Charles Colerich, Treasurer; Taylor Thompson, Board of Trus- 
tees; B. A. Bregenzer, Thomas Scholler, and David J. Baird, 
delegates to State Federation; and Thomas Scholler, alternate 
Director to NATESA. The aim of the new officers is to con- 
tinue the association's work for the integrity and independence 
of TV service technicians. 

Techs See CRT's in the Making 
A program sponsored by Stack 

Electronics, Inc., electronic parts 
distributor in Binghamton, N. Y., 
made it possible for 28 service 
technicians to take a tour of the 
General Electric cathode-ray tube 
plant at Electronics Park. Getting 
the story on a small picture tube 
held by Dell A. Love, manager of 

replacement CRT operations, are (left to right) Gerald Homer 
of Holloway -Cooper TV Service in Binghamton; John Kamin- 
sky of Kaminsky Electronics Service, Binghamton; Vernon 
Wales, sales manager for Stack Electronics; and Anthony 
Ferrigno of Colonial TV Appliance, Johnson City. 

Speakers Guaranteed for Life 
All popular replacement speakers manufactured by Utah 

Radio & Electronic Corp. now have a "no -strings -attached" 
lifetime guarantee, providing for repair or replacement of any 
unit which fails during the lifetime of the owner. No charge is 
made except for return postage from the Utah plant in Hunt- 
ington, Ind. 

Parts & Accessories Manual 
Zenith Sales Corp. is currently making available a new 

Parts, Tubes, and Accessories Manual. The over 375 pages of 
the 20 -section tab -indexed loose-leaf manual include informa- 
tion on parts and accessories ranging from antennas and bat- 
teries to tubes, knobs, tuners, wrenches, etc. Also included are 
more than 400 large illustrations and principal components 
charts, plus suggested retail prices, as well as data on the inter- 
change and substitution of parts, tubes and accessories. The 
manual is available through Zenith distributors, and is now 
being sold at a special introductory price. 

This "Snowballing" Hi-Fi Industry 
In their continuing program to increase the number of 

authorized service stations for their equipment, Sherwood Elec- 
tronic Labs, Inc. of Chicago has added four more independent 
hi-fi service shops. Chosen especially for their ability to perform 
quality repairs on hi-fi amplifiers and FM tuners were Baker's 
Hi-Fi Service of Baton Rouge, La.; Pittman TV Service, Knox- 
ville, Tenn.; Scherrer Instruments, St. Louis, Mo.; and Audio 
Service Labs of Irvington, N. J. 

Cartridge & Pickup Division Purchased 
In a transaction which becomes effective Sept. 1st, Electro - 

Voice, Inc. acquired the "Featheride" phono pickup and cart- 
ridge division of Webster Electric Co. The purchase included all 
parts, tooling, existing inventory, patents, and distribution. 
Electro -Voice "Featheride" products will be manufactured in 
the firm's new plant at Eureka, Ill. 
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YES, turn your old, 
burned out tubes into 
cash by trading them 
in on new Philco tubes 
you use every day. 
Last spring you 
told us it was "one 
humdinger of an 
offer"-so now 
it's back! 

LIMITED 
Round up your old tubes, and turn them into cash 
on this "bigger than ever" trade-in offer. For years, 
Philco has led the industry with TUBE RACKET - 
SMASHING CAMPAIGNS to help knock out the 

TIME tube racketeers. Don't buy another tube until you 
SEE YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR. 

ONLY 
... BUT no limit on the numb,. 

old tubes you can trade 

www.americanradiohistory.com



The growth of the entire Electronic 

in famous J f 
V 

o CM 

HOW MANY SERVICE TECHNICIANS REMEMB HE WORLD'S 

FIRST BATTERY PORTABLE RADIO ñ ro uced to e n . us ry 

by Philco 22 years ago? It opened up a whole new business. Thirty 
million portables in use today represent a giant service market. 

It's just one example of increased profit opportunities for you, resultin 
from Philco creative engineering through 30 years of electronic progres 

Similarly, the proven reliability of Philco parts, tubes and accessories 

protects your profits, and builds good will. 

For all your servicing needs, look to 

rib H I L_. C O THE FIRST NAME IN ELECTRONICS 

...THE LAST WORD IN Q U AL 1 TY 

SEE YOUR PH I LCO DISTRIBUTOR 
www.americanradiohistory.com



Service Business is reflected 

1st 
Portable Battery Radio 
Introduced by Philco in 

1938 
The first self -powered Portable Battery Radio -invented 
by Philco -created a sensation when it was put on sale 
in 1938. It's shown above-the famous Model 71T. It 
was the same year that Philco invented and introduced - 

11/2 Volt Battery Farm Radio 
Wireless Remote Control 

-two more famous Philco Industry Firsts! 

PH I LCO Accessory Division 
WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
Service Parts Power -Packed Batteries Universal 
Components Long -Life Tubes Heavy -Duty Rotors . 
Star -Bright 20/20 Picture Tubes Long -Distance An- 
tennas Appliance Parts Laundry Parts Universal 
Parts and Accessories 

PH I LCO 
9 moud Gor Qgegy Me 2l'irt Ovem 
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NEW! WINEGARD 
" " " " ' . BOOSTER COUPLER WBC4 

' ' Operates 1 to 4 TV Sets 

.' and delivers more signal power. 

More features, more power, easiest to install 
For operating one set, WBC4 delivers up to 12.5 DB gain all channels. 

operates 2, 3, or 4 sets with up to 6 DB gain for each set Powerful 
frame grid ECC88 tube, shielded and protected (trans -conductance 
12,500 micromhos) Ultra low noise figure High quality steel 
housing with baked enamel finish Compact, only 4!i4"x31"x21/2" 

Mounts anywhere, behind TV set, in attic, on baseboard Quick 
disconnect plug for antenna lead-in No -strip lead-in terminals 
On -off switch Cord and plug for 117 volt -60 cycle power supply. 

Now with one compact package of power, you can install one to four TV 
sets and get sharper, clearer TV reception even in fringe areas. 
Ordinary couplers reduce signal going to the set, but 
the Winegard WBZ4 gives the signal power boost you C 
need for perfect elevision. Installs quickly, easily - 
4 no -strip termincIs, for 4 TV sets, 2 on each side. 7J LIST 

Winegar(/' a ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
THE WINEGARD COMPANY BURLINGTON, IOWA 

3009-6 SCOTTEN BLVD. 

ALL CHANNEL 
ANTENNA 

117 V 60 CYCLE 
POWER SUPPLY 

300 

PrJ 

300 OHM 
INPUT 

OHM OUTPUT 

Äe 

BOOSTER 
COUPLER 

TV SET 1 TV SET 2 TV SET 3 TV SET 4 

BOOSTER 
COUPLER 

WAIL 
PLATE 

za. 
WALL 
PLATE 

WAIL 
PLATE 

As a permanent distri- 
bution system for the 
home ... for 4 outlets 

A 1-4 set signal ampli- 
fier - perfect set dem- 
onstrator for your store 
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Need to 
know more about 

TRANSISTORS? 

LET 
RCA 

TRAIN YOU AT HOME 
in semiconductor physics and transistor applications 
RCA Institutes Home Study School now has a 
new course created for men and women in the 
field of electronics who realize the growing im- 
portance of semiconductor technology. The new 
course covers transistor characteristics and 
testing methods ... prepares you to move up 
in your job as you increase your knowledge 
and skills. 
RCA's liberal Pay -As -You -Learn Plan is the 

SEND FOR THIS 
FREE 64 -PAGE 
CAREER BOOK 
TODAY! 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

most economical possible home study method 
because you never pay for lessons that you do 
not receive! You pay for your next study group 
only when you order it ! Should you drop out 
at any time, you do not owe RCA Institutes 
one penny. 
Courses also available in Electronic Funda- 
mentals, TV Servicing, Color TV, and Elec- 
tronics for Automation. 

LICENSED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

RCA Institutes, Inc., Home Study School Dept. PF -90 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, New York 

Please rush me your FREE illustrated 64 -page book "Your Career 
in Electronics", describing your home training programs, includ- 
ing complete information on the new Transistor course. No obli- 
gation. No salesman will call. 

Name Age 
(please print) 

Address 

City Zone State 

Korean Vets: Enter discharge date 
CANADIANS-Take advantage of these same RCA Institutes courses 
at no additional cost. No postage, no customs, no delay. Send cou- 
pon to: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 
9, Quebec 
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6F#Of1D StWfIY 
Spotlights you for quality TV service right when 
demand hits its peak! The year's top business, 

profit -builder for technicians! 

All 55 million TV owners will want their sets 
to be in first-class condition when the umpire 
calls "Play ball!" The neighborhood technician 
whom owners know best will be the one to bene- 
fit. Don't miss this profit opportunity! General 
Electric is going all-out to help you-by telling 
World Series fans whom to call, where to go for 
fast, reliable TV check-up. To the technician 
who installs G -E tubes! He's the best! And just 
around the corner! 

Long before the first day's pitchers have been 
named, G -E displays and promotions will be 
pulling customers into your shop. Once play 
starts, fans in most large cities will receive fre- 
quent radio reminders that you are ready to 
serve them fast and well. Go World Series with 
General Electric! Get ready for a B -I -G two 
weeks of business! See your G -E tube distribu- 
tor! Distributor Sales, Electronic Components 
Div., General Electric Company, Owensboro, Ky. 
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Don't miss 
a play 
in the 

GO WORLD SERIES 
to ring up 

service dollars! 
Timely, high -impact display items like 
these will draw more customers to your 
shop, pay off in stepped -up income. 
General Electric has ready for you 
many other World Series displays, 
advertising helps, and novelties, all new 
and exciting. See them today at your 
General Electric tube distributor's! 

73 -ogress /s Our Most important Product 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
www.americanradiohistory.com



Just what do brighteners do? How do you "rejuvenate" a 
weak tube or weld an open element? Here are some answers. 

The saddest words of tongue or 
pen are these: "Lady, your picture 
tube's bad!" 

Sad for the customer, that is. A 
CRT gone "kaput" is looked upon 
as a financial catastrophe in the 
average household. Strange as it 
may seem, the average customer will 
lay out fifty or a hundred dollars for 
a set of new whitewall tires, fishing 
equipment, and the like - but it 
hurts him terribly to pay fifty dollars 
for a new picture tube! 

At this sad moment, the conduct 
of the "attending technician" can 
make or break him, as far as future 
business from the bereaved family 
is concerned. By displaying a prop- 
erly sympathetic attitude, he can 
make them feel he is really their 
friend in a time of trouble. In this 
way he can gain a lot of good will, 
a quality badly needed in the TV 
maintenance profession at all times. 

Using good psychology in break- 
ing the news to the customer is very 
important. Never say, "Yer picture 
tube's dead. New one'll cost ya fifty 

LEAD TO TUBE ELEMENT 

HOLLOW BASE PIN 

le 
BROKEN 
SOLDER 
JOINT 

A 

LEAD TO TUBE ELEMENT 

11 HOLLOW BASE PIN 

I 

SOWER IN 
PIN TIP 

CLIP WIRE HERE 

WHEN SOLDER COOLS 

l 
SOLDER CARRIED 
INSIDE PIN BY 

ADDED WIRE 

B 

ADDED 
SOLID WIRE 

Fig. 1. Extra wire pushes solder down 
inside base pin for solid connection. 

bucks!" A much more humane way 
to break the news is to bring in a 
picture -tube tester and let the custo- 
mer (and his family) see the results 
of your tests. Explain what has hap- 
pened. If the tube is fairly old, tell 
them that the emission of the cath- 
ode has simply weakened from old 
age, which is quite true. Compare it 
with a flashlight battery going down, 
a tire wearing out, or some other 
item they understand, to get the idea 
across. Then, just when they're feel- 
ing the worst, with that sinking feel- 
ing in the stomach, you spring the 
snapper. Tell them that there are 
methods of bringing the tube back to 
life-at least for a while-and that 
you're going to try your very best 
to restore their precious tube to 
them! (At this point, you gradually 
begin to change from a heartless 
ogre to something resembling the 
Kindly Old Family Doctor! Instead 
of a mortal enemy you're beginning 
to look like a Real True Friend!) 

You're not making false promises, 
either. Field experience has shown 
that a high percentage of defective 
CRT's can be restored to useful life, 
if not to "like -new" performance, 
for varying periods of time by the 
use of brighteners or rejuvenation 
treatments. Even though an open 
filament can seldom be mended, a 
number of other troubles can be 
temporarily remedied. Customers 
are inclined to feel that the added 
life is worth the small cost of treat- 
ment, as long as the inevitable CRT 
replacement is postponed. 

If they agree to having the tube 
rejuvenated, let them watch the 
operation. Show them the reading 
on the emission test, and have them 

note the quality of the picture. Then 
"shoot" the tube with the rejuvena- 
tor, and show them exactly what 
happens. If the emission comes up 
almost to normal, as it will in most 
cases, act happy! If the reading 
comes up, but then slowly sags down 
again, explain what this means-and 
install a brightener. (I always say 
"brightener," avoiding the use of 
the word "booster" whenever pos- 
sible. For some unknown reason, the 
latter seems to have a misleading 
connotation to the nontechnical 
mind.) You might further explain 
that the brightener's only function is 
to raise the heater voltage about 10- 
15% above normal. Make it very 
clear that this has absolutely no 
effect on the high voltage, and that 
adding a brightener will under no 
circumstances make the tube likely 
to "explode". This sounds like a lot 
of trouble, but a few words of ex- 
planation are often necessary; you'd 
be surprised what silly notions some 
customers have in their bonnets! 

Please turn to page 74 

6.3 VAC 
ORIGINAL 
FILAMENT 
SUPPLY) 

6.3 VAC ORIGINAL 
FILAMENT SUPPLY) 

TO FILAMENT 

CONNECTION 
AND CRT 

TO FILAMENT 

8.0 VAC APPROX. 
CONNECTION 

(BOOSTED VOLTAGE) 

TO CRT 

6.3 VAC 
(TO PROVIDE 
ISOLATION 

ONLY) 

TO CRT 

8.0 VAC 
'APPROX. 

(BOOSTED VOLTAGE) 

B 

TO CRT 

Fig. 2. Some brighteners are auto - 
transformers; others provide isolation. 
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THESE 

YOURSELF 
* * * * * * * * * * 

NMI 

ourABOUT BUYING OFF -BRAND SFEAhERS 

Can I Tell My Customers 
The Name Of The 

Speaker I've Installed? 
Jensen is a name you can mention with 
pride and confidence. Jensen Viking 
and Weathermaster speakers benefit 
from the tremendous prestige of 
Jensen's IiiFi lines. 

* * * * * 
Do I Pay More For 

Jensen? 
No. You may find an off -brand "deal" 
occasionally, but you get consistent 
competitive year -'round lowest cost and 
highest quality when you concentrate 
on Jensen. 

* * * * * 

Can Off -Brands Give Me 

Proof Of Performance? 
Jensen has designed every type of 
speaker for the military. Jensen speakers 
have been under the pole ...and around 
the world-outside submarines. This 
know-how is a bonus extra in every 
Jensen speaker. 

* * * * * 

How About Availability? 
Jensen speakers are stocked by fine 
jobbers and distributors everywhere. 
You can depend on replacements being 
available. 

deli en 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

COMPARE OFF -BRAND ANSWERS TO JENSEN ANSWERS . . . 

... you'll find once again that there is something 
better from .. J e nen MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

DIVISION OF THE MUTER co. 6601 S. Laramie Avenue, Chicago 38, Illinois 

IN CANADA: RENFREW ELECTRIC CO., LTD., TORONTO IN MEXICO: UNIVERSAL DE MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO D.F. 
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BILL: Everybody back from coffee 
break? You all look ready for an- 
other bench session, and I've got my 
voice back-so let's begin. 

Just before break time, you asked 
me to demonstrate the over-all IF 
alignment check once again. Here's 
a set we could use; Dan, will you 
help me move it over there next to 
the scope? 
DAN: Sure. Is the alignment for this 
set the same as for the other one we 
worked on? 
BILL: The over-all response check 
will be practically the same. If we 
go on to the complete step-by-step 
alignment, it will be simpler than for 
the other set-but we'll get to that 
after awhile. 

Part 2-a "service meeting" about the techniques of 

Here's the alignment instructions 
[Fig. 9] ; go ahead and pass them 
around, Dan, while I get the equip- 
ment ready. 
FRED: The instruction sheet says, 
"Signal generator coupling to un- 
grounded tube shield floating over 
mixer -oscillator tube." I think I 
know what they mean, but I'm not 
sure; would you show me? 
BILL: All I do is pull the shield off 
the mixer tube and rest it loosely 
over the top of the tube. Notice how 
I angle it so it won't slide down and 
come into contact with the chassis. 
You see, by "floating" they just 
mean "ungrounded." 

Now I clip the generator's hot 
lead to the tube shield, and-as 

usual-the ground lead to chassis. 
The shield and the mixer -tube plate 
then form a neat little coupling ca- 
pacitor-just a few mmf, but that's 
all you need at 40 mc. 
GEORGE: What would you do if the 
tuner uses captive, riveted -down 
shields the way most of them do 
nowadays-get a drill and hacksaw? 
BILL: Naw-there's an easy way to 
get around this. Just take a thin strip 
of metal-a piece of copper or 
aluminum about 1 /4" by 1 1 /2" 
would be fine. Cover both sides with 
plastic insulating tape, except for a 
small spot at one end; then poke it 
down between the tube and shield, 
leaving the bare tab sticking out at 
the top. Clip the generator lead to 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

S 

B. 

PRE -ALIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

USE AN ISOLATION TRANSFORMER TO PROTECT THE TEST EQUIPMENT. 
The HighVoltage lead should be securely taped and kept away from the chassis. 
Allow a 20 minute warm-up period for the receiver and test equipment. 

F I G. I 

42.25 

VIDEO IF ALIGNMENT 

-r- 45.75 

Connect the negative lead of a variable bias supply to point®. Positive to chassis. Adjust bias to obtain response curve showing no 
signs of overloading. 
Use only enough generator output to provide a usable indication on VTVM. 

DUMMY 
ANTENNA 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
COUPLING 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
FREQUENCY 

CHANNEL CONNECT 
VTVM ADJUST REMARKS 

Direct High side to ungrounded 
tube shield floating over 
mixer osc. tube (V202). 
Low side to chassis. 

41. 25MC 
(Unmod) 

Any non- 
interfer- 
ing 
channel 

DC probe hru 10K 
to point <) . Cora - 
mon to chassis. 
(Across video 
det. load). 

Al Adjust for MINIMUM deflection. 

" 47. 25MC - " A2 

42. 3MC " " A3 Adjust for maximum deflection. 

45.3MC " " Mixer 
Plate 
Coil 

" 

., , .. 
A4 ., 

' " 41.5MC " " A5 

" 42.OMC " A8 

" 43.5MC " " A7 " 

OVERALL VIDEO IF RESPONSE CHECK 

Connect bias as under "Video IF Alignment". 
Connect the synchronized sweep voltage from the sweep generator to the horizontal input of the oscilloscope for horizontal deflection. 
The sweep generator output lead should be terminated with its characteristic impedance, usually 50 ohms. 
Use only enough sweep generator output to provide a usable pattern on scope. 

DUMMY 
ANTENNA 

SWEEP 
GENERATOR 
COUPLING 

SWEEP 
GENERATOR 
FREQUENCY 

MARKER 
GENERATOR 
FREQUENCY 

CHANNEL CONNECT 
SCOPE ADJUST REMARKS 

Direct High side to ungrounded 
tube shield floating over 
mixer-oec. tube (V202). 
Low side to chassis. 

44. OMC 
(10MC Swp) 

42.25MC 
45. 75MC 

Any non- 
interfer- 
ing 
channel 

Vert. Amp. t u 
10K to point <> . 

Low side to chassis. 
(Across video det. 
load). 

Check for response similar to Fig. 1. If 
necessary, retouch A3 thru A7 for desired 
response. 

Fig. 9. Step-by-step procedure for aligning IF strip with VTVM, followed by over-all sweep -alignment check. 
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aligning a stagger -tuned IF 

this, and you're in business. 
FRED: You haven't connected the 
bias pack. Is this next? 
BILL: We could just as well go ahead 
and do this. The value of the bias 
doesn't appear to be too critical in 
this set, since the directions just say 
to adjust for a response curve show- 
ing no signs of overloading. I'm sure 
we'll come out all right if we use at 
least a couple of volts of bias. When 
you're aligning sets, there's no such 
thing as a "standard" bias voltage. 
I've seen values as low as -1.5 volts, 
and I noticed a recent Philco where 
the instructions called for -8 volts 
on the AGC line. 

Okay, the bias supply is hooked 
up. What do I do next? 
DAN: Connect the scope. 
BILL: All right; you tell me how. 
DAN: Well, uh-"vertical through 
10K to point B." Let's see-you 
could trace through a peaking coil 
from the grid of the video output 
tube, and you'd be there. 
BILL: On this 3900 -ohm resistor? 
DAN: That must be it. Oh-and 
ground the scope to the TV chassis. 
Seems to me there's something else. 
GEORGE: Connect the scope to the 
sweep generator. 
BILL: That's right; but where? 
DAN: I remember-horizontal in- 
put of the scope to the CRO jack on 
the generator. 
BILL: Now we should get a curve. 
There it is, but it needs a touch-up. 
Go ahead and practice adjusting the 
controls, as I showed you before the 
break. 
JOHN: We need a marker on the 
curve, don't we? 
BILL: Yes, we do. Let me see how 
you would turn on the marker gen- 
erator ... that's right. Now I've got 
something new to demonstrate. I 
need another RF signal generator 
that will cover the TV -IF range; 

E N T 

strip. 

show you why in a minute. Fred, 
will you hand me that one on the 
shelf next to you? Thanks. 

When I clip its output lead to the 
TV chassis and tune it in, notice that 
I get a second marker on the curve. 
[Fig. 10] The one on the left slope 
is set at 42.25 mc, while the one on 
the right falls at 45.75 mc. 
DAN: The marker on the high -fre- 
quency side looks too close to the 
base line. The alignment curve in the 
instructions [Fig. 9] shows that 
both markers should be no less than 
50% of the distance to the peak. 
BILL: You're right, Dan, it doesn't 
look too good. Since I don't think 
we can hurt it any, let's try to 
broaden the response out a little bit 
to bring up that 45.75 -mc marker. 
For this, we'll have to go into the 
step-by-step procedure. We won't 
need a scope and sweep generator to 
align this type of set-only a VTVM 
and a "straight" signal generator. 

You just saw that an ordinary RF 
generator can put a marker on the 
curve. Turn about is fair play; we 
can also use the sweep generator's 
marker output as an unmodulated 
RF signal, as called for in the in- 
structions. 
DAN: That never occurred to me 
before. I always thought the marker 
was a sort of accessory for the sweep 
generator, and you had to have a 
sweep curve to produce anything 
usable from the marker unit. 
JOHN: The instructions say that the 
generator signal should be unmodu- 
lated. Well, then, what do you use 
as an output indication? Don't you 
need 400 -cycle audio or something 
to make the meter register a read- 
ing? 
BILL: Nope; we just connect a 
VTVM across the video -detector 
load and feed in our marker signal 
at the mixer. Even though the signal 

Fig. 10. Response curve obtained be- 

fore performing step-by-step alignment. 

(A) Third -IF plate and detector. 

(B) Second -IF plate. 

(C) First -IF plate. 

Fig. 1 1. Single -stage responses. 

is unmodulated, it will be rectified 
by the detector to produce a negative 
DC voltage across the load resistor. 
The stronger the signal, the greater 
the voltage. This is the same idea 
you put to work when you align a 

radio using the AVC voltage as an 
indicator. 

Watch me hook up the meter. I'll 
switch it to the "-DC volts" posi- 
tion, and leave it on the 15 -volt 
scale at first. Once we get set up, I'll 
reduce the generator output to a low 
level for a more sensitive alignment 
indication; then I'll drop the meter 
down to the 5 -volt scale. 

Now watch the meter as I tune 
the marker generator back and forth 
across the IF band-from about 40 
to 50 mc. Whenever I'm within the 
actual IF bandpass of the receiver, 
the meter pointer will swing over. 
Outside this range, there'll be little 
or no reading unless you have a 

stray signal feeding through from the 
tuner. In this case, you may note a 

very high peak occurring on one side 
of the IF band. 

Please turn to page 71 
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by Milton S. Kiver 

SerYícín TV 5nc 
This is the last in a series of seven 

articles which have developed a sys- 
tematic troubleshooting procedure 
for all of the basic functional sec- 
tions of a TV receiver. It has been 
seen that the method of approach 
varies from section to section-not 
only from the standpoint of what to 
check first, but also in terms of the 
test instruments best suited to each 
individual section. 

Of the 11 basic "blocks" into 
which we initially divided the TV 
receiver for analysis, only two re- 
main to be discussed. One is the 
sync section, and the other com- 
prises the sound IF and FM detec- 
tor. These final sections are covered 
this month; in addition, Table I has 
been compiled to furnish a review of 
the different test -equipment require- 
ments for servicing different portions 
of a television set. 

The Sync Section 

Once a defect has been localized 
to a sync separator or sync amplifier 
stage, the troubleshooting procedure 
is very simple and straightforward 
because of the simplicity of the cir- 
cuitry involved. (See Fig. 1.) In 
remedying a loss of synchronization, 
the real difficulty comes in determin- 
ing whether it is due to an actual 
sync -circuit defect or to a trouble 
elsewhere in the receiver. For this 
task, you need proper test equip- 
ment-specifically a scope. 

The critical test of sync -circuit 
performance is whether or not its 
output signal has the proper shape 
and amplitude. The sync separator 
normally has at its plate a clean 
sync -pulse signal, completely free 
from picture information. This wave- 
form is shown in Fig. 2A at a scope - 
sweep rate of 7875 cps, in order to 
display the details of the horizontal 

SECTION PRIMARY TESTS 
SECONDARY TESTS 

1 2 

POWER SUPPLY VOM OR VTVM SCOPE 

AUDIO SIGNAL INJECTION VOMORVTVM SCOPE 

VIDEO AMPLIFIER SCOPE VOM OR VTVM LISTENING TEST 

OR SIGNAL INJECTION 

VERT DEFLECTION SCOPE VOM OR VTVM 6.3 VAC SIGNAL 
INJECTION 

HORIZ DEFLECTION SCOPE VOM OR VTVM SAWTOOTH 

SIGNAL INJECTION 

HORIZ AFC-OSC SCOPE VOM OR VTVM 

VIDEO IF VTVM SIGNAL TRACING 
OR INJECTION 

ALIGNMENT CHECK 

AGC "CLAMPING" WITH 
BIAS SUPPLY 

SCOPE VTVM 

RF TUNER VTVM SIGNAL INJECTION ALIGNMENT CHECK 

SYNC SCOPE VOMORVTVM 

SOUND IF AND 

FM DETECTOR 
SIGNAL INJECTION VOM OR VTVM ALIGNMENT CHECK 

TABLE 1-TEST METHODS FOR TROUBLESHOOTING TV RECEIVERS 

sync pulses. Fig. 2B shows the same 
signal again, at a slower sweep rate 
of 30 cps, so that the vertical pulses 
can be seen. (Note: The latter wave- 
form shows only the principal fea- 
tures of the signal. If the intensity of 
the scope trace were increased, the 
whole area between the base line and 
the sync -pulse tips would be filled in 
with a hazy band of light represent- 
ing many horizontal sync pulses 
crowded close together.) If this 
sync -separator plate signal is nor- 
mal, the trouble must not lie in the 
sync separator or any preceding 
stage; therefore, it must be in some 
following sync stage or in the ver- 
tical or horizontal sweep section. 

On the other hand, if the sync - 
separator output is not as shown in 

Fig. 2A or 2B, the input signal at 
the grid of the separator should be 
checked. This should be a typical 
composite video signal, similar to 
the output of the video amplifier- 
although some sets contain special 
circuit features which accentuate the 
sync pulses in this signal before it 
arrives at the separator. The input 
should look like Fig. 2C at the 
7875 -cps scope -sweep rate (two 
horizontal lines of video informa- 
tion), or like Fig. 2D at 30 cps (a 
complete vertical frame of informa- 
tion) . If the input signal is normal 
and the output is not, you can only 
assume that the separator itself is 
defective. There are usually very 
few parts in this circuit, so voltage 
and resistance checks or capacitor 
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a,nd Sound 
CHECK WAVEFORMS 

OA - TO SEE WHETHER TROUBLE IS 

INSIDE OR OUTSIDE SYNC SECTION 

B- TO LOCALIZE TROUBLE 

AS FAR AS POSSIBLE 

FROM NOISE - 

LIMITER CONTROL 

(DA 
NOISE LIMITER 

12AX7 
1 KV 

47K Zir" 
-2V 3 

T 170mmt00 

FROM 
VIDEO DET 

O 

o 
SCOPE 

FROM PLATE 

OF VIDEO AMP 
22K 

IF SCOPE INDICATES 
NOISE -LIMITER 
TROUBLE, CHECK LIMITER 
CIRCUIT BY TURNING 

CONTROL OR OTHER MEANS 

QASYNC SEP 

6BN8 

CHECK RESISTANCES 

AND VOLTAGES IN 

ANY SUSPECTED 

CIRCUITS; ALSO 

CHECK CAPACITORS 

FOR LEAKAGE 

TO INTEGRATOR 

SYNC PHASE INV YT0 

6AN8 
10000 160V 
mmf 

720V 

33006 

68 

Immf 

TO HORIZ AFC 

10K 

120V 

Fig. 1. General hints for troubleshooting TV sync circuits. 

substitution will quickly localize the 
culprit. But beware of large changes 
in voltages between "signal" and 
"no -signal" conditions - these can 
be very misleading even when stage 
operation is normal! 

One type of distortion often seen 
in the sync -separator input signal is 
compression of the sync pulses, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3A. (Note that the 
pulse amplitude, from blanking level 
to tip, is less than 1 /4 of the total 
signal amplitude.) The defect caus- 
ing this symptom might be located 
in any one of a large number of 
stages. The fault might be in the 
separator grid circuit itself, or in the 
video amplifier, video detector, IF 
strip, or RF tuner. It is also quite 
possible that a defect in the AGC 
network might be causing the AGC- 
controlled RF and IF amplifiers to 
operate at higher -than -normal gain 
as a result of insufficient bias. This 
can readily lead to overloading of a 

later amplifier stage, with subse- 
quent sync compression. When the 
distorted signal reaches the sync 
separator, the positive peaks of the 
picture signal reach a voltage level 
almost as high as that of the sync - 
pulse tips. Consequently, it becomes 
impossible to accomplish a clear-cut 
separation, and some of the video 
reaches the plate of the separator. 

It may even be fed through to the 
final output of the sync section. For 
example, Fig. 3B shows video con- 
tamination in the sync phase -inverter 
plate signal as a result of overload- 
ing in the video amplifier. This sig- 
nal fault tends to cause unstable 
sync or critical operation of the hold 
controls, especially in the vertical 
circuit. In the horizontal system, the 
AFC network helps to prevent the 
picture from falling entirely out of 
sync. However, distortion in the sync 
signal is likely to result in an abnor- 

Please turn to page 79 

(A) Output -7875 cps. 

(B) Output -30 cps. 

(C) Input -7875 cps. 

(D) Input -30 cps. 
Fig. 2. Normal sync -separator signals. 

(A) Faulty separator input. 

(B) Resulting phase -inverter output. 
Fig. 3. Results of sync compression. 

Fig. 4. Slight amount of video "hash" 
in separator output is often normal. 
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Control cleaners are designed to restore 
good electrical contact between rider and 
element. In order to accomplish this, they 
must clean both contact surfaces without 
damaging them, and then deposit a thin 
film (lubricant) to reduce further wear. 
Most control chemicals even help in re 
surfacing the carbon element, making it 
possible to temporarily repair an open 
control. 

Just as control cleaners are designed for 
application to carbon' surfaces, tuner clean. 
ers work to remove metal oxidation. (Some 
products will do both jobs.) Carbon tetra 
chloride, lighter fluid, etc., may do a fair 
job of cleaning, but they increase oxida 
tion. The thin oil used in cleaning chemi 
cal solutions reduces future oxide forma 
tion and contact wear. 

Tape cleaners are also designed to do a 
specific job. Iron oxide, deposited by tape 
transit, must be removed without damag 
ing heads or pressure pads. Most tape 
cleaners contain a lubricant to reduce 
tape and head wear without damage. 

KNOW YOUR 
ELECTRONIC 
CHEMICALS 

Antistatic cleaners are used principally 
on picture tubes and phonograph records. 
Fluids for both applications leave a pro- 
tective film that reduces attraction of dust 
and grime. Chemicals designed for use on 
records will not harm the grooves; on the 
contrary, they serve as a lubricant to 
prolong life. 

Glance around the next time you visit your local electronics parts 
distributor's store. You'll find a number of chemicals on display 

that can save you countless man-hours and help you do a far better 
service ¡ob. This article will aid you in choosing the right kinds of 

chemicals for various applications. 

Lubricants used in electronic servicing 
range from fine oils to fairly heavy 
greases. Since they are normally used 
around rubber or composition drive sys- 
tems and near exposed electrical contacts, 
care must be exercised in their applica- 
tion. 

The uses for adhesives range from cement- 
ing speaker cones to patching up broken 
knobs and cabinets. The primary consid 
eration in selecting the correct adhesive 
is simply this: Will it stick, without harm. 
ing the materials being joined? 
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High -voltage insulating sprays and brush - 
on corona dopes have exceptionally high 
dielectric strength, and are Impervious to 
moisture and temperature variations. 
While they aren't a cure-all for poor solder 
jobs, they are very useful In controlling 
corona discharge and arcing. Be sure to 
remove all dust and grime so the Insu- 
lating chemical will bond solidly. 

Yoke -removing fluids must penetrate the 
area between the "stuck -on" coil windings 
and the picture tube, and must dissolve 
the adhesive bend without damaging varn- 
ished yoke windings. Paint removers and 
thinners, lighter fluid, and the like are not 
suitable for this job. 

Anti -slip liquids may be designed 
for general use or for some 
specific job. In either case, they 
form a high -friction bond be- 
tween two surfaces. They are 
harmless to rubber, composition 
materials, felt, or dial cords. 
When using, allow the chemical 
to dry thoroughly before per- 
mitting anything to come in con- 
tact with it. 

Aquadag paints contain the same 
ingredients used for the original 
outer coating on picture tubes. 
In repairing worn or flaked -off 
areas, be sure the surface has 
been thoroughly cleaned so the 
paint will stick and will not be- 
come contaminated. 

Chilling chemicals are extremely helpful 
in tracing intermittent or thermal prob- 
lems. Designed to cause an Instantaneous 
reduction in a component's operating 
temperature, the mist is nontoxic, non 
flammable, and harmless to components. 
(Incidentally, we cooled an operating 5U4 
in less than two seconds, and the tube 
withstood the shock.) 

MANUFACTURER 

Chemical Electronic 
Engineering, Inc. 

Control 
Cleaner 

Ever -Quiet 

Tuner 
Cleaner 

Hush 

Tape 
Cleaner 

High Voltage 
And Corona 

Plastic Sealer 
Spray 

Yoke Remover 
Chilling 

Chemical 
"Anti -Slip" 
Chemical 

Aquadag 
Paint 

Anti -Static 
Cleaner 

Ever-Kleer 

Lubricant Adhesives 

Chemtronics, Inc. Trol-Aid Tun-O-Lube Tape Recorder 
Cleaner (TR -2) 

No -Arc High 
Voltage 
Insulator 
(501-1) 

Trol-Aid (506-5) 
TV-Radio 
Cement (502-2) 
All Purpose 
Glue (503-6) 

Colman Electronic 
Products, Inc. 

Lub-A-Trol E-Z-Kleen 
Rid -Ox 

Rid -Arc Freeze Spray Slip Stop CRT Paint Sparkle Lubra-King 
Grid Cap Cement 
Pliobond 
Service Cement 
Tube Base 
Cement 

Eastern Jewel Corp. F.Y.R. (Frozen 
Yoke Remover) 

Electronic Chemical Corp. 
No Noise 
Volume Control 
& Contact 
Restorer 

No Noise 
Tuner Tonic 

No Noise 
Rooter Coat 
Spray 

No Noise 
Rubber Coat 
Spray 

Electronic Solvents, Inc. 
Mute Tuner 
& Volume 
Control Tonic 

Mute Tuner 
& Volume 
Control Tonic 

Fiske Bros. Refining Co. 
Lubriplate Div. 

Lubriplate 

G -C Electronics Co. 
Div. of Textron 
Electronics Inc. 

De -Ox -Id 
Carbon Control 
Cleaner 

De-Noiz 51 
Kleen-O-Matic 
(5 types) 

Mag-Netik 
Recording 
Head Cleaner 

Red -X Corona 
Dope 

Zero -Mist 
Non Slip 
Powder (1210) 
Non Slip 
Liouid (12111 

Reh -O -Magic 
Rego -Static- 
Chaser 

Lube-Rex 
Grafolene 
Carbon -X 
6 Others 

Plastic Cement 
Pliobond Cement 
Service Cement 
12 Others 

Injectorall Co. No. 999 Contact 
Cleaner 

No. 899 WN 
Tuner Cleaner 

No. 250 Tape 
Cleaner 

Hi -Volt No. 129 No. 40 E -Z Off 
Yoke Remover 

No. 10 "Spot" 
Oil 

No. 101 
Speaker Cement 

Krylon, Inc. Krylon Clear 
1302 

Foaming 
Window Sorav 

Silicone 1325 

Montgomery Chemical Co. Swish 
Electrokleen 

Swish 
Electrokleen 

Swish 
Electrokleen 

Plytex Products, Inc. 
Jetkleen 
Lubekleen 

Jetkleen 
Lubekleen 
Quikleen 

Quikfreeze Quiklube 

Quietrole Co. Quietrole Quietrole 
Spray Pack 

R -Columbia Products 
Co., Inc. 

Kleentrol 
Magic Solvent 

E -Z Ply Anti 
Corona Dope 

Fono-Maglc Miracle Lube E -Z Ply 
Cement 

Superex Electronics Corp. Rx Rx Yoke -Off 

E -Z Off Freez-Mist No -Slip Stati -Clear 
Walscoclear 

Carbonex 
"Lubriplate" 
Walscolub-B 

Walsco Electronics 
Mfg. Co. 
Div. of GC -Textron 
Electronics Inc. 

Contactene 
K -T -K Kon- 
Trol-Kleen 
No -Ox 

Tunerclean 
Tunerlube 

RH Cleaner 
Anti -Corona 
Lacquer 
Red Corona 
Dope 

Plastic Cement 
Pliobond Cement 
Radio Cement 
8 Others 

Workman TV, Inc. 
Wissh (H6) 
Super Wissh 
(S6) 

Wissh (H6) 
Super Wissh 
(S6) 

Sil-O-Lube 
(SG6) 

Ease -It (ETI) Freeze -It 

the uses for which they 

Precision Oiler 
(POI) 

he applications shown for the Products in this chart Indicate were designed. accord. 
ing to manufacturers' recommendations. Many of the products are listed under their registered trade names. 
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Servicing NEW DESIGNS 

Fig. 1. RCA switch -type tuner employ- 
ing a 6CW4 Nuvïsor as RF amplifier. 

Fig. 2. Nuvistor type tune' built by 
Standard Kollsman Industries, Inc. 

CERAMIC 
BASE WAFER 

Fig. 3. Internal view of 6CW4 triode 
showing method of construction. 

IMAM* //4/ 
-iv Twee 
The tuners in Figs. 1 and 2 may 

look like hybrid units of some sort, 
but appearances are deceiving. The 
thimble -like metal dome, hardly 
larger than a transistor, is a tube. 
This is the new 6CW4 RF amplifier, 
the first commercially -available tube 
type utilizing the Nuvistor design 
developed by RCA. 

The switch -type tuner in Fig. 1 is 
RCA's own KRK98A, used in 1961 
New Vista models. Another 6CW4- 
equipped tuner in current produc- 
tion is the turret -type unit shown in 
Fig. 2, made by Standard Kollsman 
Industries, Inc. (formerly Standard 
Coil Products) . Although circuit 
details differ, both tuners use the 
Nuvistor in a neutralized triode 
amplifier with grounded cathode. 

What's the advantage of reducing 
a tube to such small dimensions? 
Miniaturization for its own sake, to 
reduce the size of electronic equip- 
ment, is an eventual goal; however, 
this is only a small part of the an- 
swer. There are a number of more 
immediate benefits. For example, 
reducing the area of the tube ele- 
ments makes it possible to place 
them closer together without caus- 
ing an increase in interelectrode 
capacitance - an important consid- 
eration in a tube designed for VHF 
operation. In turn, the closer ele- 
ment spacing decreases the transit 
time of electrons traveling from 
cathode to plate; this is also a fac- 
tor in obtaining good VHF per- 
formance. Anóther favorable feature 
of the small tube structure is that 
less thermal noise is generated than 
in a conventional tube, resulting in 
less snow in the picture. An added 
advantage of the Nuvistor is its 
comparatively low power -input re- 
quirements. While voltage and cur- 
rent ratings are not nearly as low as 
for an RF transistor, they are modest 

by Thomas A. Lesh 

by usual tube standards. 
Table I compares several typical 

operating characteristics of a 6CW4 
with those of a 6FH5, one of the 
most up-to-date conventional RF - 
amplifier tube types. (The 6FH5 is 
also a triode, with additional "shield 
plates" in the region between grid 
and plate; at present, it is being ex- 
tensively used by the same manu- 
facturers who are building Nuvistor 
tuners.) 

The almost subminiature size of 
the 6CW4 is made possible by a 
number of new ideas in design and 
manufacturing. Constructed entirely 
of metallic and ceramic materials, 
the Nuvistor can be processed at 
higher temperatures than a glass 
tube. This has several advantages. 
For one thing, the tube is vacuum - 
sealed with enough heat to elimin- 
ate practically all contaminating 
gases; therefore, no "getter" is 
needed. In addition, the whole tube- 
element structure (except the outer 
metal shell) is assembled in a 
simple, one-step brazing process in- 
stead of being spot-welded together. 
The surfaces to be joined are given 
a thin copper coating, all the parts 
are fitted together as shown in Fig. 
3, and the entire assembly is heated 
until the copper melts and fuses the 
pieces together. 

The brazing process is said to be 
effective in preventing stresses and 
deformation of the elements-often 
a problem when the spot-welding 
process is used. This is one of the 
factors which permit close element 
spacing in the Nuvistor design. An- 
other factor is the tubular shape of 
the elements, which permits tight 
dimensional tolerances to be main- 
tained with a minimum of trouble. 
In Fig. 3, note that the cathode, 
grid, and plate are concentric 
cylinders, each with its own bell - 
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GRID 

o PIN 
STUB 

CATH 
FIL 

FIL 
PLATE 

PLATE 

CATHODE 

GRID 

HEATER 
CATH 

FIL FIL 

--ÑEUTRALIZING 
CAPAC TOR 

Fig. 4. Base of 6CW4. (A) Actual photo (B) Pin numbers (C) Pins corresponding to elements. (D) Underside of tube socket. 

like base support. Each element 
base stands on a tripod consisting 
of three wire pins firmly imbedded 
in a ceramic base wafer. The tripods 
support the small, light tube ele- 
ments so rigidly that no additional 
spacers or supports are needed. 

Understanding the internal struc- 
ture of the tube is a big help in fig- 
uring out its base configuration. As 
Fig. 4A demonstrates, the bottom 
of the tube holds five whiskerlike 
pins and a number of metal stubs, 

Fig. 5. Sarkes Tarzian Silver Sealed 
tuner with enclosed switch contacts. 

AGC 

750 ANT IF OUTPUT 

- INPUT . 

1 !^ 
mw 

MIXER COLLECTOR COIL 

13V B1- (PART OF IF ALIGNMENT) 

arranged in what at first seems to be 
a random scattering. Actually, there 
is more logic and order to this base 
arrangement than you might suspect. 
The key to understanding it is re- 
membering that the supporting pins 
continue through the ceramic base 
wafer. One pin of each tripod is 
extra -long and is utilized as a plug- 
in connector. The other two sup- 
ports of each element are cut off 
almost flush with the bottom sur- 
face of the base wafer, accounting 

RF AMP 
;',,« 

, 
" ®i T1832 '` 

i i C 
}I 

1.8 b I 

ó8mmf¡ 
¡ 17,5 P D+ mmf 

c 
_ § 

750 INPUT 

27 mmf 

mmf 

BUILT-IN 
MONOPOLE 

ANT 

AGC 13V 

ANT SW: 

IN 

RANGE SW: 

LOCAL 

for the various stubs. 
Active or not, the pins are num- 

bered clockwise in an inward spiral 
pattern as illustrated in Figs. 4B and 
4C. Pins 1, 2, and 3 are for the 
plate (No. 2 being the active one) ; 

4 (active), 5, and 6 are for the 
grid; 7, 8 (active) , and 9 connect 
to the cathode; and 10, 11 (omitted 
in the 6CW4), and 12 are for the 
heater. 

Fig. 4D is a bottom view of the 
Please turn to page 84 

SURN 

FRINGE 

560 

MIXER 

®11833 

FINE 

TUNING 

Fig. 6. Standard's transistor tuner 
used in Mot.,rola Astronaut 19" TV. Fig. 7. Complete schematic diagram of TT -602A all -transistor tuner. 
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TELEX 
SUPERIORITY IN SOUND 

HEARD THE WORD 
ON PRIVATE LISTENING? 

If not, you'll be amazed at how private listen- 
ing with TELEX quality accessories is rap- 
idly becoming one of America's best liked 
indoor activities. If your customers don't 
know it's possible for children to watch and 
listen to their favorite programs without dis- 
turbing others, it can be very profitable for 
you to tell them. While you're at it, let 
them know how they can enjoy radio and 
TV entertainment in the comfort and pri- 
vacy of their own beds. Show them these 
quality TELEX accessories . . . you'll sell 
them .. . 

The TV Listener-Pleasure for one or two 
without disturbing others. Ideal for hard of 
hearing persons and for institutional uses. 
Simple switch turns off radio or TV speakers; 
TV listener's volume control regulates indi- 
vidual TELEX Earset volume only. Unit 
has 15' cord; Earset has 4' cord. Both allow 
user to stay at desired distance from TV set. 
Easy and safe for children to operate. 

Pillow Speakers-Private radio, tape recorder 
and TV listening for home and institutional 
uses. Dynamic unit has stainless steel hous- 
ing. Weighs 4 oz. Magnetic unit has molded 
case, hermetically sealed diaphragm and 
weighs 2.6 oz. Both speakers have 5' cord 
and standard plug. Miniature plug available. 

Dyna-Twin®-High quality 9 oz. stereo- 
phonic headset with wide range frequency 
response for perfect stereo listening in the 
home, record lab or music shop. Dynamic 
element has moisture proof Mylar diaphragm, 
self-supporting voice coil. Sensitivity: 80 db 
above .0002 dynes per sq. cm. for 1 milliwatt 
input. Frequency response: 30 to 15,000 cps. 
Unit has 8' cord; standard or miniature plug. 

See that your customers get to know the joys of 
private listening ... with TELEX quality ac- 
cessories. Write for information today! 

TE LEX 
Communications Accessories Division 
Telex Park, St. Paul 1, Minnesota, CA -408 

School Daze. The kids are off to 
school. Mom sits down to another 
cup of coffee (peaceful this time), 
and all of a sudden the stillness of 
the house closes in. 

We busy males will never be fully 
able to understand the situation. 
Radios and record players that 
haven't played all day long for 
months will be turned on again. 
Kids' TV shows that have rung 
through the house during the sum- 
mer months will be replaced with 
something Mom likes. How then, 
gentlemen, can we permit this fair 
damsel in distress to listen to a 
radio with a bad filter, or to a rec- 
ord player with a needle that was 
ready for replacement last spring? 

To the rescue, men! Let her know 
that for only $ , she can have 
a radio without hum, or a phono 
that sounds good. Just a small ad 
telling about your special offer can 
win you a friend. Don't forget, the 
little lady will most likely be the 
one who finally calls the TV man 
when the family's set goes bad. 

8ic C 

Campaign Time. All sorts of 
business firms are tying in their ad- 
vertising with this year's political 
campaigns; you find election -time 
puns and cartoons everywhere you 
look. Whether or not you choose to 
ride on the political bandwagon, this 
is still an excellent time to stage a 
campaign of your own - in ad- 
vertising and sales! 

Summer's fun is over. People are 
beginning to settle down to fall and 
winter patterns of life. Of course, 
this isn't new. Nor is it new to have 
all the regular TV programs return- 
ing to the air. With the added at- 
traction of election year, servicing 
will automatically pick up; but why 
not help it along? 

The 27th of this month will be 
only 90 TV -viewing days away from 
Christmas. Here's the germ of an 
idea for a campaign designed to sell 
both service and new sets. If you're 

an average service dealer, you give 
a 90 -day guarantee on your work. 
As an inducement to have service 
work done (and paid for) now, you 
might offer to add the full amount 
of the service charge to the trade-in 
value of a customer's set at Christ- 
mas, if he comes back by then to 
buy a new set. This not only greatly 
improves his chances of getting 
winter -long television viewing with- 
out service interruptions, but he can 
get a good deal on a new TV just 
in time to be presented as a Christ- 
mas gift. You get a trade-in that 
will probably be all ready for a 
year-end sale without the need for 
additional repairs. 

Such a sales campaign will allow 
you nearly two additional months of 
Christmas selling. Also, you won't 
have such a hectic last-minute rush 
of obtaining sets and preparing them 
for delivery. Daily ads - "Only 90 
more viewing days till Christmas," 
"OnIÿ 89 more ...," etc. - would 
be an eye -stopper or "ear-perker- 
upper." 

Callback Stopper. Heard of a 
fellow the other day who has NO 
callbacks. That's right - once he' 
was out of the house, all the cus- 
tomers swcire they'd never call him 
again. 

He won't be around for long, to 
be sure, but he should make you 
think - how do you rate with your 
customers? Do you have quite a few 
repeat calls? 

There's no avoiding the fact that 
customer satisfaction is very im- 
portant in any field. Even though 
electronics servicing is basically a 
technical business, intangibles such 
as appearance, politeness, and so- 
ciability often account for more 
word-of-mouth advertising than you 
can ever earn by technical compe- 
tence. How about making this the 
topic of your next meeting with your 
home -call men - or, if you're run- 
ning a one-man operation, sit down 
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for TV pictures that 

stay strong, clear.. 

NEW Belden PERMOHM* 

lead-in wire 

In spite of extremes of salt spray.. industrial 

contamination .. rain .. snow, PERMOHM lead-in 

wire delivers a stronger, clearer signal. 

PERMOHM improves fringe area, UHF, and color TV 

reception, and eliminates the "salting out" problem 
in many coastal areas. 

PERMOHM is easy to install .. no end sealing necessary. 

300 Ohm UHF -VHF. Available in packaged 

lengths of 50', 75' and 100' with special merchandiser 

.. also 500' coils, 1000' spools. 

ask your Belden Jobber 

one wire source for everything electronic and electrical 

Belden 
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 
CHICAGO 

Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cordage 
Electrical Household Cords Magnet Wire Lead Wire 

Automotive Wire and Cable Aircraft Wires 
Welding Cable 

PERMOHM' means constant 
impedarce . . because its 

conductors are protected by 
encapsulation in cellular 
polyethylene. 

"Belden Trademark and 
Belden Patent .. U. S. 
Patent No. 2782251 

8-1-9 
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More top-quality 
tubes from 
Sonotone 

Complete line of miniature and subminiature 
tubes for all purposes. 

Featuring many hard -to -get European types! 
Each tube tested and guaranteed for highest 
quality by Sonotone! 
Sonotone tube production has qualified for the 
U.S. Signal Corps Reduced Inspection Quality 
Assurance Program (RIQAP) . 

Feature Sonotone for customer satisfaction, top 
profits! 

CHECK THE BIG SONOTONE SELECTION NOW 
lAB6 6A18 6BY7 6U8 35W4 EABC80/6T8 EF85/6BY7 
1AH5 6AL5 6BZ7 6V4 50BM8 EBC90/6AT6 EF86/5928- 
1A14 6AM6 6CA4 6V6GT 5005 EBC91/6AV6 6267 
1B3GT 6AN8 *6CA7 6W4GT 50EH5 EBF80/6N8 EF89/6DA6 
1L4 6AQ4 6CB6 6X4 5928.6267 EBF89/6DC8 EF91/6AM6 
1M3 6AQ5 6CD6GA 6X8 60EH5 EC91/6AQ4 *EL34/6CA7 
1S5 6AQ8 6CG7 9AQ8 6026 EC92/6AB4 *EL84/68Q5 
114 6AT6 6DA5 12AT7 7025 ECC81/12AT7 EL90/6AQ5 
2AF4A 6AU6 6DA6 12AU7 DAF91/1S5 ECC82/12AU7 EL95 

2AF4B 6AV6 6DC8 12AU7A DAF96/1AH5 ECC83/12AX7 EM71 
3AF4A 6AX4GT 61118 12AX7 DC90 ECC84 EM80/6BR5 
3C4 6BG6GA 6E58 12AX7A DF91/1T4 ECC85/6AQ8 EM81/6DA5 
3V4 6BL7GTA 6FG6 12BA6 DF96/1A14 ECC88/6D18 EM84/6FG6 
5AR4 6BL8 616 12BE6 DK92/1L4 ECF80/6BL8 EZ80P6V4 
5J6 ' 6BM8 616A 12SN7GT DK96/1AB6 ECF82/6U8 EZ8iF6CA4 
5U4GB *6BQ5 6K6GT OZ4 DL94/3V4 ECH81/6AJ8 EZ90Y6X4 

5Y3GT 6BQ6GTB/ 6L6GC 16A8 DL96/3C4 ECL80/6AB8 GZ34/5AR4 
6AB4 6CU6 6N8 18DZ8 DM70/1M3 ECL82/6BM8 PCC85/9AQ8 
6AB8 6BQ7A 6SN7GTB 35DZ8 EAA-EB91/ EF80/6BX6 PCL82/16A8 

6AF4 6BR5 6S4A 35EH5 6AL5 UCL82/50BM8 
6AF4A 6BX6 6T8 

*Available in Matched Pairs 

Sonotone. 
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION, ELMSFORD, N. Y., DEPT. T10-90 

IN CANADA, CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., TORONTO 

LEADING MAKERS OF 

BATTERIES CARTRIDGES SPEAKERS TAPE HEADS MIKES ELECTRONIC TUBES 

and talk this problem over with 
yourself. 

QIG 
Yankee Ingenuity. Americans 

in the electronics era are carrying 
on in the spirit of the old-timer who 
said, "I seen a need and I done it." 
As an example of someone's being 
"on the ball," one small company 
(a chrome plating outfit) has the 
wildest antenna -rotator setup you 
ever saw. Used in an industrial ap- 
plication, the rotator opens and 
closes a valve some 30' to 40' away 
from the operator's normal position. 
The 360° swing of the rotator gives 
complete control of the valve, a 
simple installation which has saved 
its cost many times over. 

Hats off to the fellow who did this 
selling job. You don't have to see 
money everywhere you look, but in 
the world of business it helps. 

Poor Advertising. Recently, I've 
had the misfortune of encountering 
some very poor advertising by a 
couple of TV servicemen. 

Maybe it's a personal quirk, but 
I read signs on trucks. That's where 
the poor advertising came from. Oh, 
the trucks were nice and clean, and 
they had $50 to $100 worth of very 
neat lettering on them. What was 
so bad, then? Simple: Driving 
courtesy; there wasn't any! 

I'll admit every driver makes an 
occasional boo-boo; however, these 
fellows couldn't have done a more 
complete job of exasperating po- 
tential customers. Remember, your 
driving speaks for you just as plain- 
ly as the signs on your truck. 

Professional Mail. Many tech- 
nicians would like to send out di- 
rect mail advertising, but don't know 
where to start. Fortunately, help is 
just around the corner ... well, al- 
most. Any letter shop (listed under 
"Letter Shops" or "Advertising - 
Direct Mail" in the Yellow Pages) 
will be glad to prepare a direct mail 
campaign for you from start to fin- 
ish. This includes helping you write 
the copy (some will even write it 
for you) , getting the artwork to- 
gether, printing, addressing, stamp- 
ing, and even taking the finished 
pieces down to the post office. Few 
servicemen are familiar with these 
letter shops - more should be! 
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universal 
acceptance! 

miniaturized 

ELM ENÇO 
The exclusive Elmenco dip -coated 

Mylar-Paper capacitors (Arco type dp) 
represent a double breakthrough in 

capacitor design. They combine missile 
and computer quality and compare 
favorably in price with commercial 

general purpose units. The "dp" series 
is designed for universal use, from 
TV by-pass to critical industrial 

applications requiring stringent 
electrical and environmental 

characteristics. New high levels 
of ruggedness, stability and 

reliability have been achieved 
in a miniaturized body. 

54,745,000 SOLD 
IN LESS THAN 2 YEARS 

DuPont Reg. Trademark 

Write for catalog dp 110. 

A CO electronics inc. 

B:oped 
M,/ur *Paper 

Capacitors 
NOW . . . OPERATING AT 

125° C WITHOUT DERATING 

Reliability Elmenco dp Mylar-Paper Capacitors 
have achieved a reliability that meet missile 

and computer requirements. They are thoroughly . 

and continually tested during production to insure 
outstanding performance. For example a 0.1 mfd. 

dp capacitors operated at full rated voltage and at 
105° C will have a life expectancy of more than 

7,168,000 unit hours. 

Moisture -Proof Elmenco dp Capacitors are specially 
processed and vacuum dipped to obtaºn solid impreg- 

nation and a rugged moisture -proof coat designed to 
withstand 4 times more humidity than the best molded 

capacitors used in the past. 

Miniaturized These capacitors are up to 50% smaller 

than other types and can be used in printed circuit and 
transistor applications. 

±10% Standard Tolerance 

64 White Street, New York 13, N. Y. Branches: Dallas 19, Los Angeles 35 
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MINIATURE 2 -WAY RADIO 

SYSTEM Keeps YOU in 

CONTACT in ANY Situation; 

ANY TIME, ANYWHERE! 

the SEISCOR 

Qeaäpllú 

is a portable 
industrial quality 
communications sys- 
tem that becomes a 

part of your wear- 
ing apparel. It is 

engineered for 
short-range applica- 
tions where depend- 
ability and conveni- 
ence of use are 
essential. Precision 
circuit and durable 
construction provide 
extremely low main- 
tenance and trouble - 
free operation! 

Fully transistor- 
ized printed 
circuit 
Crystal - 

controlled 
superheterodyne 
receiver 
Crystal - 

controlled 
transmitter 
Long battery life 
For any single 
mc.. A.M. 
No license required on 27 mc. units. 

Let Seiscor Engineers analyze your short-range 
communications problems. Example: Special 
units have been designed into protective cloth- 
ing for crash -crew fire fighters. 

FIND OUT TODAY HOW TELE - 
PATH CAN IMPROVE YOUR SHORT 
RANGE COMMUNICATIONS! 
Write for nome of nearest TELEPATH 
dealer, and complete information on 
versatile TELEPATH communications. 

MODEL HR 

Hardhat with built-in 
transceiver, antenna, 
earphones and mike. 
High and low noise 
level models available. 

J 
MODEL BR 

Belt -clip transceiver 
and headset with built- 
in antenna, earphones 
and mike. High and low 

noise level models 
available. 

f equency between 20-55 

A DIVISION Of SEISMOGRAM SERVICE CORPORARION 

BOX 1590, TULSA, OKLAHOMA 

QUICKER 
SERVICING 

p M 

by Calvin C. Young, Jr. 

1A4.. . 

' 
The original complaint on a Zen- 

ith Model H2227R was that the 
raster was missing, although sound 
was good. Since the receiver was 
quite old (ten years to be exact), 
the customer was naturally con- 
cerned over the state of the picture 
tube. After removing the rear cover 
and checking for an arc from the 
picture tube anode lead, the service- 
man discovered there was no high 
voltage. 

After new tubes failed to restore 
operation, a quick conference with 
the customer was all it took to ob- 
tain permission to take the set in for 
shop analysis. Actually, the cus- 
tomer seemed disposed to give the 
"go-ahead" on any repairs which 
were financially within reason. A 
strong factor in this case was that 
the set was part of a built-in music 
and entertainment center in the 
basement recreation room. 

On the bench, voltage measure- 
ments revealed a lack of screen -grid 
potential on the horizontal output 
tube. Continuity tests then showed 
that the 15K -ohm, 10 -watt, wire - 
wound screen -dropping resistor had 
opened. Visually, the "sugar-coated" 
resistor didn't seem to have been 
subjected to any abnormal currents, 
so the serviceman surmised it had 
simply deteriorated over the years. 
A thorough check of the output tube 
and the screen bypass capacitor 
added evidence to support this the- 
ory. 

FROM 

VIDEO l 

OUTPUT 047 

VERT 

RETRACE 

BLANKING 

The installation of a new screen - 
dropping resistor produced a satis- 
factory raster. Upon making opera- 
tional checks, however, it was found 
that the raster couldn't be extin- 
guished by any combination of 
brightness- and contrast -control ad- 
justments. The symptoms again 
pointed to the possibility of a bad 
picture tube. Voltage checks at the 
picture -tube base revealed near - 
normal potentials. At one end of the 
brightness -control range, the cath- 
ode potential was reduced to zero- 
a condition that produced maximum 
brightness. (See Fig. 1 for circuit 
details.) However, the other extreme 
setting of this control produced a 
suspiciously low cathode potential 
of only +32 volts. Control -grid 
voltage was zero, proving that the 
retrace -blanking coupling capacitor 
wasn't shorted or leaky. Accelerat- 
ing -grid potential checked out at 
335 volts-well within tolerance. 
Referring to the service literature, 
the serviceman had his suspicions 
confirmed; the maximum voltage ob- 
tained on the picture -tube cathode 
was but half that indicated in the 
voltage chart. A check of voltage 
drop across components in the 
brightness -control circuit made him 
suspicious of R51. Ten times as 
much voltage was dropped across 
this part as across the brightness 
control, and this definitely wasn't 
normal in view of the three -to -one 
resistance ratio. A resistance check 

SURFACE 

RECEPTACLE 

FOR LIGHT 

BULB 

15-25 WATT 
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Fig. 1. Raster could not be blanked 
out because R51 had changed value. 

Fig. 2. Lamp was installed in base- 
ment TV cabinet to reduce humidity. 
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SYLVAN IA 6AU4 CTA 

SARONG CATHODE 

"WRAP-UP" PROFITS! 

NEW life-giving, profit -building 
features are built into every 

SYL VAN IA-6AU4-GTA TV -damper 
tube. Consider, for one feature, the 
SYLVANIA SARONG CATHODE 
and how it adds dependability to tube 
life. SARONG provides uniform 
spacing between cathode and plate- 
reduces possibibty of plate -to -cathode 
arc -over. SARONG prevents the 
build-up of "whiskers" inside the cath- 
ode sleeve that can develop during 
other types of coating processes - 
reduces possibilities of cathode -to - 
heater arc -over. 

Consider, too, the "pigtail" heater in 
SYLVANIA-6AU4-GTA. Welded 
securely to the stem -lead, it reduces 
heater "hot spots" and the possibilities 
of heater burnout. More ... rectangu- 
lar top and bottom micas with excep- 
tionally wide slots increase the resist- 
ance of dc leakage paths, further 
reduce the possibilities of internal arc - 
over and breakdown. 
There's extra profit assurance,too,with 
SYLVANIA- 6AU4-GTA. Every one 
of them is tested for shorts, emission 
and the ability to withstand arc -over at 
5000 -volts peak inverse on the anode. 

So, "wrap up" the profits you make 
by putting a "damper" on call- 
backs. When you ask your distributor 
for 6AU4-GTA's, always specify 
SYLVANIA. 
Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broad- 
way, New York 19, New York. 

SYLVANIA 
Subsidiary of GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/Cs 

GENERAL 

SYSTEM 
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Cornell-Dubiliei 

Rotors 

Whether you are after original installation 
business or replacement sales, you'll find the 
rotor best -suited for any job in the complete 
CDR line. Consider, the heavy-duty TR -4 rec- 

ommended for areas where ice -storms, heavy 

snowfalls and strong winds impair the effi- 
ciency of antennas turned by ordinary rotors. 

Your CD Rotor distributor is ready to show you 

why the TR -4 and other CD Rotors are the 
easiest to install...most satisfactory in the 

long run. Write for catalog TVR to Cornell- 
Dubilier Electric Corp., S. Plainfield, N. J. 

C D?E 
Federal 

CORNELL 
DUBILIER 

Pacific Electric Company 

of R51 revealed that it had in- 
creased in value to approximately 
900K ohms. Replacement of this 
unit restored normal brightness -con- 
trol action, and the raster could then 
be extinguished. 

Even though the receiver was now 
operating normally, two resistor de- 
fects (both probably caused by cor- 
rosion) were enough to indicate the 
need for further checking. Careful 
inspection revealed the tell -tale 
"green tarnish" signs of corrosion 
where the leads entered the bodies 
of several more small resistors and 
one or two bypass capacitors. These 
units were replaced as insurance 
against call-backs. Because the TV 
set was located in the basement and 
was not operated every day, it was 
possible that moisture would con- 
tinue to cause corrosion and even- 
tually cause other more serious 
failures. 

Moisture Control Installed 

Remembering that an extra AC 
outlet was available in the music 
center cabinet, the serviceman made 
up a small lamp fixture (see Fig. 2). 
This was mounted in the customer's 
equipment cabinet and connected 
for continuous operation. After a 
brief explanation to the customer, 
he was quite willing to pay the small 
cost for operating the bulb-par- 
ticularly when the expense was com- 
pared to that for potential repairs to 
the TV set. The heat generated by 
the small bulb is adequate to dissi- 
pate any moisture, but isn't enough 
to cause increased component fail- 
ure. 

Repeated RF Amplifier Failure 

Recently, I was called to service 
a Magnavox U74-01 AA chassis 
which was literally "eating" 4BQ7A 
RF amplifiers. The tube failed on 
the average of once a month; yet, 
strange as it seems, replacing the 
tube produced a picture that was 
normal in every way. (The set oper- 
ated satisfactorily on both local and 
distant stations, the picture defini- 
tion was excellent, and snow and 
noise content were very low.) 

This particular customer was a 

do-it-yourself fan and had installed 
four new RF tubes, at approximately 
monthly intervals, before calling for 
service. On receiving this report, I 

knew at once that simply plugging 

Fig. 3. Nothing checked wrong in RF 

amplifier circuit of Magnavox set. 

in a new tube wouldn't provide a 
lasting repair. The customer, tired 
of changing tubes, readily agreed to 
let me take the set into the shop. 

With the set on the bench, the 
first step was to remove the shield 
from the tuner and make visual and 
electrical checks of the biasing net- 
work associated with the second half 
of the cascode RF stage. Both re- 
sistors (R10 and R11 in Fig. 3) 
checked satisfactorily, as did the 
value of C22 and all voltages in the 
stage. 

The next step was to pull out the 
service literature for a careful analy- 
sis of the entire tuner circuit, in- 
cluding the voltage -supply lines. The 
netwórk connected to terminal 11 of 
the tuner connection strip (see Fig. 
4 for details) provided the answer 
to the problem. This set employs a 

selenium -rectifier low -voltage power 
supply that produces B+ voltage as 
soon as the set is turned on. In addi- 
tion, the 4BQ7A warms up before 
the 5AN8 AGC keying tube starts 
to produce a negative output. These 
factors, coupled with an open AGC 
clamp diode M3, permitted a posi- 
tive voltage to be impressed on the 
AGC-controlled grid of the 4BQ7A 
for a brief interval each time the set 

Fig. 4. Open AGC-clamp diode caused 
frequent failure of RF amplifiers. 
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AND SO IS HITACHI 

QUALITY IS A SEVEN -LETTER 
WORD 

The most important thing about 

HITACHI receiving tubes is the way 

you've received and approved them 

Hitachi tubes have won an important place in the 
competitive U.S. electronic parts market. We knew 
they were good. And, judging from the volume of 
orders (and re -orders) from servicing firms and parts 
distributors across the country -- everybody does! 

Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, is one of the 
world's largest manufacturers of products rang- 
ing from giant turbines to tiny transistors. Its 
international reputation is based on achievements 
that include the Grand Prix Award for scientific 
equipment, at the Brussels World's Fair. 

Their vacuum receiving tubes are equally out- 

standing, performance -proved the world over. Our 
records show you selling, servicing, satisfying 
customers with Hitachi. Getting less costly - 
callbacks. Making a better margin of profit per 
Hitachi installation than normally possible with 
tubes of such quality. 

Most popular types are available . . . each 
made with strict quality control to fully meet top 
American standards. And you can count on The 
Sampson Company with over 200 Hitachi distri- 
butor servicing points throughout the United 
States for localized prompt deliveries. 

THE SAMPSON COMPANY (Est.1921) ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
2244 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS 
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For Push -Pull AND Push -Push 
Switch Type Controls 

it 
all 

adds 
tip 
to 

Cen ab 

Look at the figures -78% of the TV, radio and 
hi-fi sets now being produced utilize push-pull or 
push -push controls! Only CENTRALAB gives you a 
complete line of replacements for them -35 push - 
pulls, plus the only push -push units available! 
To multiply your choice, these CENTRALAB switch - 
type controls are divided into 4 types-Adashaft, 
Universal Shaft, Fastatch or dual concentrics, and 
Twin types for stereo. Whatever kind you need, 
you can be sure your CENTRALAB distributor has it. 
For a complete accounting on these push-pull and 
push -push controls, ask your distributor for 
Bulletin 42-936 or write us for your free copy. 

tröl 
B 6034 

®THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC. 

9421 EAST KEEFE AVENUE MILWAUKEE 1, WIS. 

CENTRALAR CANADA LIMITED-AJAX, ONTARIO 

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES VARIABLE RESISTORS CERAMIC CAPACITORS 
PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ENGINEERED CERAMICS 

was turned on. Since B+ was al- 
ready applied to its plate circuit, 
excess current was passed by the RF 
stage during the period when posi- 
tive voltage was applied to the grid. 
This short-term overload was suffi- 
cient, over the period of a month, to 
cause the elements in the tube to 
sag and short. Replacement of the 
open AGC clamp diode took care of 
the problem. 

If the customer had been the type 
to play the set for long periods, 
rather than to turn it on and off 
several times each day, the failure 
period could have been lengthened 
to several months. Even so, the con- 
sistent and periodic failure of RF 
amplifiers at intervals even as long 
as 6 months would warrant more 
than just tube changing. Here's an- 
other pointer: Some sets employing 
selenium or silicon rectifiers have 
utilized a diode section of a tube for 
clamping the AGC line. Since this 
diode may not warm up rapidly 
enough to provide the required pro- 
tection for the RF amplifier, instal- 
lation of a silicon, selenium, or 
germanium diode is a logical step 
whenever you encounter periodic 
RF tube failure that cannot be 
otherwise explained. 

Alignment Tip 

Do a lot of radio alignment? 
Here's a tip that will save some time 
on each job and reduce the "knob - 
twirling" required. 

Currently -produced AM receivers 
have an upper band limit of 1620 kc 
and a lower limit of 540 kc. By 
some strange quirk of fate, 1620 
just happens to be the third har- 
monic of 540. By setting your signal 
generator to 540 kc and radiating a 

signal into the receiver's loop an- 
tenna, you can set the dial at its top 
end and adjust the oscillator trim- 
mer to the third harmonic. Move on 
down the dial to the second har- 
monic (1080 kc) and align the an- 
tenna trimmer; then go on down to 
the lower end for the padder or 
oscillator -coil adjustments. There! 
You've aligned the oscillator and 
antenna circuits (also the RF, if so 
equipped), and checked oscillator 
tracking-all with one generator set- 
ting. Of course, you should touch up 
all adjustments once again to insure 
maximum performance. 
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"We're real proud of our expensive golden grids. Ordinary 
5005 and 50EH5 tubes just don't have them. We're proud 
because our golden grids kill secondary emission ... wipe out 
distortion, runaway plate current, early failures and call- 
backs for you. (P.S. We've got short -proof and burnout -proof 
coil heaters too.)" 

Yes, the new CBS 5005 and 50EH5 offer you total re- 
liability ... proved in performance by leading radio set manu- 
facturers. You, too, can profit from the total reliability of 
CBS tubes. Just make it a habit always to replace with CBS. 

CBS TUBES 

CBS ELECTRONICS, Danvers, Mass. 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 

Receiving, industrial and picture tubes transistors and diodes 
audio components and phonographs 

we've 
got 

(NO RUNAWAY PLATE 
CURRENT FOR YOU) 

Free barium from the cathodes 
of ordinary 5005 and 50EH5 tubes 
deposits itself on their control 
grids. Secondary grid emission 
builds up. Bias is progressively 
reduced, resulting in distortion, 
climbing plate current, heat, and 
catastrophic failure. 

The premium golden control 
grids in CBS 5005 and 50EH5 
tubes, on the other hand, combine 
with the free barium to form a non - 
emissive compound. Secondary 
emission is stopped before it starts. 
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ON TEST 
by Les Deane 

Beta and 

EQUIPMENT 

Battery Barometer 

Fig. 1. B & K's new two -in -one 
test instrument for transistor radios. 

By this time of the year, most portable 
radios have been through a concentrated 
period of hard use, but they're not yet 
ready to return to their closets, drawers, 
and other winter hiding places. Thus, 
the time is ripe for some sort of repair 
or adjustment to many portables. Since 
most of these little jewels are now tran- 
sistorized, the service technician is con- 
fronted with a pressing need to "retool" 
and modernize his servicing techniques 
in order to cope with today's transistor 
circuits. 

Perhaps this is the stimulus that 
prompted the introduction of a new piece 
of equipment by B & K Mfg. Co. of 
Chicago. Pictured in Fig. 1, their Model 
160 Dynamic Transistor Tester and 
Power Supply is primarily designed to 
test the two principal components of 

Fig. 2. Built-in meter of the Model 
160 reads leakage, beta, ma, and volts. 

portable radios-transistors and batteries. 
Specifications are: 
1. Power Requirements - 117 volts, 

50/60 cps; power consumption 
variable with load; transformer 
provides line isolation. 

2. Transistor Tests - checks PNP and 
NPN power and low -signal types 
for shorted, open, or leaky con- 
ditions; measures current gain 
(beta) dynamically, with inherent 
accuracy of 3%; tetrode tran- 
sistors tested directly; transistor 
data charts supplied. 

3. Battery Substitute - DC output 
adjustable from 0 to 20 volts, 
maximum current 100 ma; 3 1/4" 
panel meter provides monitoring of 
output current and voltage. 

4. Other Features - transistor test 
socket and leads; voltage output 
jacks and detachable leads; tran- 
sistor type selector, voltage control, 
function switch, and calibrated 
BETA dial provided on panel. 

5. Size and Weight - 6 3/4" x 9" x 
2 5/8", 4 1/2 lbs. 

The Model 160 is portable in size and 
light in weight. Rubber feet on two sur- 
faces of its case permit it to be operated 
either in an upright position or on its 
back. The four transistor test leads, which 
pull out from the panel about 4" or 5", 
are terminated with Minigator clips 
fitted with color -coded insulated sleeves 
for identification purposes. 

The meter (Fig. 2) features three 
individual scales plus a calibration mark 
labeled SET BETA for determining the 
current gain of a transistor. The lower 
scale, which is calibrated from 0 to 100 
milliamperes, is used for monitoring 
direct current drawn from the power 
supply. The middle arc indicates the 
supply -voltage output from 0 to 20 VDC. 
The top scale, with small divisions of 
.05 from 0 to 2 milliamperes, plays an 
important part in the transistor leakage 
test. Now that we have an idea of what 
each scale of the meter is for and can 
depict the various operating controls 
from Fig. 1, let's see how the instrument 
is used to check a transistor. 

At this point, I might mention that the 
B & K manual includes a special section 
listing over 1300 transistors. These charts 
give type (PNP or NPN), nominal beta 
figures, Ico in microamperes, and max- 
imum acceptable leakage values. 

The first step in actually testing a 
transistor is to look up .the transistor 
type in the manual. With the function 
switch in the off position, the PNP-NPN 
switch is set to its correct point and the 
transistor is plugged into the test socket 
or connected to the nroper clin leads. 
When the function switch is turned to 
the LEAKAGE position, power transistors 
(those units with more than 150 milli - 
watts collector dissipation) will produce 
a direct Ico reading in milliamperes; 
however, the indication for small -signal 
transistors will be equal to the product 
of Ico and transistor beta. This value is 
given in the leakage column of the charts. 
To obtain an exact Ico value for low - 
power transistors, the leakage reading 
is divided by the beta figure (determined 
in the next phase of the test). 

The function switch is now moved to 
the BETA position and the large BETA 

dial adjusted until the meter needle 
comes to rest at the SET BETA mark on 
the top scale of the meter. The BETA 

dial, which is calibrated from O to 325, 
is then rotated slowly from its high end; 
at a certain point, a sharp upward 
meter deflection will be noted. The min- 
imum reading on the dial may then be 
compared to that given in the beta 
column of the transistor charts. An 
oscillator circuit is employed in this test; 
if a meter deflection cannot be obtained 
for any setting of the BETA dial, it in- 
dicates that the transistor will not func- 
tion in the oscillator circuit and is 
therefore defective. 

The voltage supply section of the 
Model 160 may be used to power just 
about any transistor portable. Although 
its maximum DC output is rated at 20 
volts, I found that I could obtain as 
high as 25 volts with a current drain 
of 10 ma. I also noted that the output 
was sufficient up to 20 ma to power a 
receiver which normally employs a 22 
1/2 -volt battery. 

Since the percentage of ripple content 
in a transistor supply is important, I 
performed several experiments in the lab 
to check this characteristic of the unit 
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Fig. 3. Graph showing ripple measure- 
ments taken with various DC loads. 
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Really dresses up 
your service work 

Reliable Tung -Sol tubes add real class to every service job radio, tv, or hi-fi. 

Made to set manufacturers most exacting specifications, Tung -Sol Tubes are best 

for all replacements. Reduce your callbacks to new lows and keep your profitable 

new business rolling in high style. Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. 

Tell your jobber you'd rather have 

/./ye n/üf 
TUN G -SOL 
TUBES TRANSISTORS DIODES 
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Check the 

MODERN STYLING 

you get in the RCA 

V -O -M with the Extras 

Big attractive 51/4" 

meter for better read- 
ability and visibility. 

Non -breakable plas- 
tic case and meter 
faceplate; no glass to 

crack or shatter. 

Orderly location of 
jacks below the sw itches 
keeps test leads out of 

the way. 

See page 65 for the full story on this superlative 
value at only $43.95' *User Price (Optional) 

RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

all new edition 
up-to-date 
component prices 

PLUS 

the quick easy way 

to figure service charges 

EQUALS ;tes 
OFFICIAL PRICING DIGEST 

..: 
áá.ºóó`o........ 

VOL. 4, NO.1 

Flat rate and hourly 
service charges, 
based on and show- 
ing regional and 
national averages, 
plus up-to-date list 
or resale prices on 
over 63,000 compo- 
nents. Arranged al- 
phabetically by man- 
ufacturers and prod- 
ucts, numerically by 
part number. Com- 
pact, convenient size 
fits in tube caddy, 
toolbox or pocket. 
$2.50 per copy from 
your distributor. 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

180 N. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILL. 

I was examining. In the graph of Fig. 
3, I have shown the peak -to -peak AC 
ripple voltage as a function of current- 
both at maximum voltage output and at 
1/10 of a watt dissipation. At maximum 
current and voltage, the percentage of 
AC ripple in comparison to DC output 
was .05%; however, transistor radios 

seldom exceed a power rating of .1 watt, 
and under these typical conditions I 

found that the ripple dropped down to 
approximately .004%. This low ripple 
content means that the supply is well 
filtered and will not cause AC -hum 
interference when powering transistor 
radios. 

Sensitive RMS Meter 
Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, has 

recently developed a new AC VTVM 
which will measure AC sine -wave volt- 
ages from .2 mv through 300 volts rms. 
It also affords a db scale, high input im- 
pedance, and a wide frequency response. 
Designed for hi-fi and general low-level 
audio work, the Model 715 is pictured in 
Fig. 4. 

Specifications are: 
1. Poster Requirements - 110/125 

volts, 50/60 cps; power consumption 
approximately 10 watts; power trans- 
former provides AC line isolation; 
ON indicator on panel. 

2. AC Voltmeter - 10 rms ranges of 
from zero to .01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 
10, 30, 100, and 300 volts; maximum 
sensitivity 10 mv full scale; mini- 
mum input impedance 1 megohm at 
1 kc; accuracy ± 5% of full-scale 
deflection; 31/2' shielded cable sup- 
plied. 

3. DB Meter -10 ranges from -52 db 
to +52 db; direct -reading scale of 
from -12 to +2 provided; zero db 
equals 1 mw of AC power across 
600 ohms; range switch calibrated 
in db correction figures. 

4. Frequency Response-sine-wave in- 
put 10 cps to 400 kc, 1 1 db up 
to and including 100 volts rms; 10 
cps to 40 kc, ±2 db on 300 -volt 
range. 

5. Panel Meter - 200-ua DC move- 
ment; 41/" face with 3 individual 
scale arcs. 

6. Size and weight - 71/2" x 51/2" x 
3", 33/a lbs. 

In examining the Mödel 715 instru- 
ment at first hand, the most unusual 
thing I noticed about its physical makeup 
was the fact that it had only one oper- 
ating knob on the front panel. This knob 
automatically turns the AC -operated in - 

Fig. 4. New Simpson VTVM is geared 
for measuring small AC voltages. 

strument on and selects the appropriate 
voltage or db range for meter readings. 
The unit also features a sturdy carrying 
handle and a large, easy -to -read meter 
face. 

There are only two panel connections. 
One (color -coded red) is for the hot test 
lead, while the other (color -coded black ) 

is chassis ground. Each is a combination 
banana -type jack and universal binding 
post. As with many meters, the chassis 
ground terminal is connected to the in- 
strument's case; therefore, the operator 
must be careful not to make physical 
contact with the case when measuring 
isolated AC voltages. In using the Model 
715, you are reminded of this fact by a 
caution note on the front panel. 

Slipping the unit out of its case by 
removing only two screws from the back, 
I found that it incorporates a conven- 
tionally -wired chassis employing three 
vacuum tubes. (See Fig. 5.) Referring 
to the schematic, I noted that the AC 
voltage to be measured is coupled to a 
voltage -divider network-either directly 

SERVICEMEN KNOW! 
Here they pay less and get the best 

HUSH 
Chemically -Electronically, engineered for Tuners 

and Switching Mechanisms. 
When New HUSH is applied it will wash -away that dirt, leaving 
clean and positive contacts protected by a lasting lubricant. New 
HUSH is made from the finest solvents and it contains Electro - 
Silicone oils. 

Also available -2 oz., 
8 oz-, 32 oz. containers 6 oz. Spray can $2.25 net 

EVER - QUIET 
Since 1949 

VOLUME CONTROL AND CONTACT RESTORER 
EVER -QUIET is a free -flowing liquid that leaves no powder resi- 
due. Scientifically designed to seep around the shaft and pene- 
trate the control or potentiometer, cleaning the contacts and 
leaving a safe protecting film. Harmless to metals, wire or 

carbon. 
Also available - 

32 oz. containers 6 oz. Spray can $1.59 net 

2 oz. Bottle & dispenser 79C net 

CHEMICAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, INC. Matawan, New Jersey 

i 
EVER 

QUIET 
auws TMa`D1D 

WUMarrs á[ rxaer reuttcrs **wen 
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GET YOUR SHARE 
OF THE T -BIRD BUS/NESS... 

TOP PERFORMANCE 

A dramatic breakthrough in TV antenna perform- 
ance! The T -Bird provides extra -gain on every chan- 
nel for snow -proof pictures, plus a directivity pattern 
that has no side lobes-clean as a whistle-fjr the 
sharpest, clearest pictures ever seen on any TV set... 

TOP PROMOTION 

An integrated promotion 
program that's hitting 
customers from your store 
on the street, at home-in 
fact everywhere with the 
story of the T -Bird 
Antenna. Featured is Allie 
Scollon and her Injun 
Puppets in TV and radio 
spots telling the world 
about the T -Bird. This is 
the antenna people are 
asking for. 

GET YOUR T -BIRD PROFIT PACKAGE NOW! ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE... 

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION, SHERBURNE, NEV'/ YORK. 
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There's 
More 
Profit 
in this 
Proud 
Name 

"Bargain basement" needles can 
ruin not only your customer's cher- 
ished records, but your reputation 
as well. Selling cut-rate inferior 
merchandise at little or no profit 
is short-sighted when you can move 
up to quality and high profit with 
the respected Clevite "Walco" line. 

Clevite "Walco" is a name with 
a tradition of superiority - one 
your customers trust through long 
experience and world-wide accept- 
ance. Every stylus is made to 
exacting tolerances . . . meticu- 
lously inspected to meet rigid 
standards that assure the ultimate 
in faithful sound reproduction - 
and Clevite "Walco" Styli are 
backed by a written guarantee. 

Clevite "Walco" Diamond and 
Sapphire Needles, chosen as orig- 
inal equipment by America's lead- 
ing phonograph manufacturers, are 
exact replacements that will per- 
form perfectly in your customer's 
equipment. So, for "customer in- 
surance" and a better profit po- 
tential, sell up to quality needles, 
sell up to Clevite "Walco". 

See your distributor 
or write Clevite "Walco" today. 

WAID CLE VITE 'WALCO' 

or through cathode follower VI depend- 
ing upon the voltage range selected. This 
arrangement offers a very high imped- 
ance to any circuit under test. 

A portion of the input signal is then 
fed to a cascode amplifier system and 
on to a full -wave bridge rectifier that 
supplies DC for the meter movement. 
The voltage dividers pointed out in Fig. 
5 are 1% precision resistors, while the 
bridge diodes are 1N295 germanium 
units. The only calibration adjustment 
provided on the instrument is the small 
potentiometer located between the diode 
pairs. 

An AC or audio VTVM like the Model 
715 finds many applications in trouble- 
shooting audio equipment. Here's how 
I used the instrument to check for the 
presence of hum in an audio system. 
With a speaker connected to an operat- 
ing .audio amplifier, I applied a test sig- 
nal from an audio generator to the am- 
plifier's input jack. Setting the volume 
control to maximum, I adjusted the out- 
put of the generator to produce a high 
average listening level from the speaker. 

I next connected a resistive load in 
place of the speaker so that the audio 
tone from the generator would not dis- 
turb my thinking. Leaving the generator's 
output set at this level, I placed the test 
leads of the Model 715 across the 
dummy load. I obtained a reading of 
.6 volts, which is equivalent to approxi- 
mately -2 db. In this case, I was able 
to read the db scale directly, since the 
position of the range selector called for 
no correction figure. After recording this 
reading, I removed the generator lead 
from the input jack and used a shorting 
plug to effectively ground the input. 

I then reduced the setting of the range 
selector until 1 obtained another reading. 
It was necessary to use the most sensi- 
tive range of the instrument in order to 
achieve a reading high enough to fall on 
the somewhat shorter db scale. This 
meter deflection represents the internal 
hum or noise level of the amplifier 
under test. In this particular example, I 
obtained a reading of .003 volts, which 
was equivalent to approximately -48 db. 
Referring to my original reading, this 
gave me a difference of about -42 db 
between a normal signal and the inher- 
ent hum of the amplifier. 

Hum and noise levels in a high -quality 

VOLTAGE 

DIVIDERS 

6C4 12AP 

BRIDGE 
2ATi DIODES 

Fig. 5. Chassis of Model 715 is hori- 
zontally mounted behind front panel. 

system should be from 50 to 60 db 
below a fairly high signal level. Since 
this amplifier displayed a little more hum 
than average, I employed the Simpson 
meter to monitor the amplifier's output 
while adjusting the hum level control 
provided on the chassis. I turned this 
control until the meter needle dipped to 
a minimum point. After this simple op- 
eration, I found that the amplifier's hum 
level had dropped below the 60 db mark 
I was shooting for. 

When excessive hum or noise is en- 
countered in an amplifier, you can often 
isolate the cause by merely monitoring 
the hum level as you ground various 
points in the system. As illustrated in 
Fig. 6, hum distortion or other interfer- 
ing noise can be grounded out at points 
A, B, and C. When the voltage indica- 
tion drops considerably, you have then 
isolated the stage in which the distortion 
is occurring. Following this same pro- 
cedure you can also isolate troubles such 
as B+ ripple and turntable rumble. 

AUDIO 
GENERATOR 

SKIRTING 
PL 

INPUT 

PRE 
AMPLIFIER 

Ist AF 

AMPLIFIER 
fio AF 

AMPLIFIER 
AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

DUMMY 
LOAD 

Fig. 6. A simple method for checking 
amplifier hum employing an AC VTVM. 

Can be used 
with your 
VTVM, 
SCOPE or 
SIGNAL 
TRACER 

Save the 
cost of 
4 separate 
probes! 

The versatile MULTI -PROBE 

DOES THE WORN OF 4 MODES! 
AC/Ohms Probe Í DC Probe 

A quarter turn of the head 
selects either DC, 
AC/Ohms, Lo -Cap 

or RF probe 
positions 

Available only through parts distributors 

Model MP -1 $075 Dealer Net 

RF Probe 

Lo -Cap Probe 

Now for the first time - exclusive with MERCURY - 
a MULTI -PROBE that does all the work of 4 different 
probes. Functions: DC position ...matches VTVM in- 
put impedance AC/Ohms position . . for all low 
frequency, low impedance, voltages and wave forms 
RF position .. a demodulator for checking RF volt- 
ages, wave forms and signals and TV/radio RF and IF 
stages Lo -Capacity position . a must for high im- 
pedance, TV sync and radio circuits where regular 
probes overload the circuit. 

MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORP., West Coast Offcé 4306u W. Victory Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 
EW YORK 

60 Franklin Street, East Orange, N. J. 
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NUMBER 4 IN A SERIES OF 
CIE 50th MINK RSARY SPECIALS! 

Here's a SWEET DEAL from CDE to add 
dollars to your bank account and 
time to your crowded day. CDE 

dipped silver micas save you dollars 
because they cost less. They perform 
as well as the best molded silver 
micas at a fraction of the price; and 
they STAY dependable too, because 
their rock -hard phenolic coating 
effectively seals out humidity. 

CDfÉ 

YOU GET... 
... ALL 500V. 5% 

Five C015.5Q56 56 mmfd. 

Fire CD15-5Q82 82 mmfd. 

Eke CD15-5T1 100 mmfd. 

Five C015-5118 180 mmfd. 

Five CD15-5T22 220 mmfd. 

Five CD15-5T33 330 mmfd. 

Five CD15.5T39 390 mmfd. 

Five CD19-5T47 470 mmfd. 

Five CD19-5T68 680 mmfd. 

CDE dipped micas save you time be- 
cause they're, TINY. They'll slip into 
a tight chassis or crowded printed 
board with ease. They replace ANY 

mica or ceramic capacitor-and you 
get all 45 of these 500V., 5%, dipped 
micas, in a convenient clear plastic 
box, for only $10.20. Call or write 
your distributor . CDE Distributor 
Division, South Plainfield, N. J. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
Federal Pacific Electric Company 
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Got a pencil handy? Use ii to figure out how much you must charge to make a fair profit . .. by Joe A. Groves 

Table I - Overhead Expense Chart 

Heat 

Light 

Rent 

Phone 

Gas & Oil 

Truck Expense 

Advertising 

Breakage 

Inventory Shrinkage 

Callbacks 

Warranty Parts Handling 

Shipping Charges 

Office Supplies 

Lost -Time Wages (Illness) 

Vacation Pay 

Social Security 

Retirement Plan 

Hospitalization Plan 

Insurance (All Types) 

Legal Expense 

Accounting Expense 

Interest on Loans 

Bad Debts 

Truck Depreciation 

Equipment Depreciation 

Property, Fixtures & furniture 
Depreciation 

Hand Tool Replacement 
Repair (Property & Equipment) 

Decorating 

State Taxes & License 

Federal Taxes 

Total Overhead 

"What should my service charge be?" "Is it advis- 
able to use some of the available pricing charts when it 
comes to figuring service charges?" "The other fellows 
are charging $5 per call. I tried it, but I'm not making 
any money." "The two big department stores downtown 
are getting $6.95 for a call; is this a good guide for 
me?" "The full-time serviceman I employ is making 
more money than I am - something's wrong!" 

Do these comments sound familiar? They should - 
because they come from others just like yourself. 

Don't think for one moment that the electronics 
servicing industry is the only one ever confronted with 
such problems. Every businessman must figure out how 
to charge fair and competitive prices and still make a 
reasonable profit. Failing to do this, he ends up work- 
ing for someone else - sadder but wiser. 

No one should start a business and expect to suc- 
ceed without at least a basic knowledge of business 
principles and practices. Just because you can fix an 
automobile, resole a pair of shoes, or repair a TV set 
doesn't automatically qualify you to run your own shop. 
Being successful in business is as simple as taking in 
more money than you pay out. If a business is in finan- 
cial trouble, the management either has forgotten this 
rule or has let the scales become dangerously unbal- 
anced. Perhaps the outgo has raced ahead of the 
income - or, for reasons the management has yet to 
discover, there is little or no income to balance a normal 
outgo! 

But we're heading into areas we can discuss some 
other time. At the moment, let's assume there is some 
demand for your services, that you're capable of fixing 
a reasonable number of sets in a reasonable number of 
hours (or employ others who can), and that you want 
to know what prices to charge. 

First Step 

The first thing to do is assemble your records and 
find out what it costs to open your door every morning - or, for that matter, what it costs to have it closed in 
the event of illness or some other unexpected cause. 
This is known as the break-even point in bookkeeping 
circles, and you must take in at least enough to reach it. 

This "cost of doing business" figure is obtained by 
adding overhead expenses, wages of employees, and a 
wage for yourself. Yes, you've got to figure this last 
item, too, but be realistic about it. Just because you're 
the boss is no reason to pay yourself far in excess of 
what you need to live comfortably. 

So far, so good; now comes overhead. Beastly thing 
to figure, isn't it? But take some time to fill in your own 
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GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS STEADY - 

AS -A -ROCK TV! NO MORE WAVY 

IMAGE DISTORTION, ONCE YOU 

INSTALL GENERAL ELECTRIC 6GH8 

FOR HORIZONTAL -SYNC JOBS! 

11111-91 

G -E Tube Pair Helps You Maintain Picture Quality! 

Service -Designed interchangeable 6U8 -A and 6GH8 
each tailored for top performance in specific sockets! 

No longer that problem of replacing widely - 
used Type 6U8 in customers' sets, then keeping 
your fingers crossed! In addition to a 6U8 -A 
engineered for a better -than -ever job in tele- 
vision tuners, General Electric gives you a 

large -cathode diGH8 for horizontal -oscillator and 
phase -detector sockets. Install this heavy-duty 6U8 
replacement, and watch callbacks nosedive! 

The 6GH8's cool -running cathode also is made 
of a low -sublimation alloy that cuts grid emis- 

sion. Tube performance stays dependable. Keep 
both barrels of your gun loaded with superior 
G -E 6U8 -A's and 6GH8's! You're bound to hit 
more targets. See your G -E tube distributor! Dis- 
tributor Sales, Electronic Components Division, 
General Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky. 

Progress Is Our Most /mporfant Proai/ct 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
1 -3J_ 
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estimated expenses for the items list- 
ed in the Overhead Chart (Table I). 
If you're lucky enough not to have 
some of the overhead items listed - good deal. If you haven't got the 
information to fill in, but know the 
expense is there, figure it out the 
best way you can. You'll need to in- 
sert at least an approximation of 
every item if you want to end up 
with the right answer. Notice the 
blank lines at the bottom of the list 
(just above the spot for total) ; these 
are for your own little pet expenses 
others may not have. If your figures 
for any of the items are lumped as 

an annual expense, just divide by 
52. You'll come up with a weekly 
figure which is far easier to work 
with. 

Now, add them up. 
My wage 
Employees' wages 
Overhead 
Total Weekly Expense 
Did you know it cost you that 

much to do business every week? 
If so, that's good; if you didn't, let's 
hope you found out in time. Divide 
this total by the number of days 
you're open each week, and you'll 
learn what it takes just to open your 

NOW! 
one Britener 
for ALL 
series string 
heaters 

MODEL C412 VU -BRITE 
110° Button Base-Series 
ALL Filament Voltages 
$1.75 net 

MODEL C403 VU -BRITE 
Duodecal Base --Series 
ALL Filament Voltages 
$1.12 net 

MODEL C411 VU -BRITE 
110° Button Base-Parallel 
ALL Filament Voltages 
$1.49 net 

MODEL C311 UNIVERSAL 
110° Button Base -6.3 Volts 
Series or Parallel 
$2.98 net 

all available from your 
Perma-Power Distributor 

e 

c 

New rreetAWOL. unit 
guards against 
picture tube 

damage 
caused by 

excessive power 
boost 

When you're trying to brighten a 110° button base 
picture tube, watch those series heaters! Many of the 
newer sets have controlled warm-up filaments with 
ratings of 2.34 and 2.68 volts. (Older sets are usually 
rated at 6.3 volts.) 
These new tubes use finer heater wire and closer 
element spacings-which makes them more efficient, 
but more fragile. Too much power boost will "blow" 
these low voltage filaments! 

On these newer tubes, you can not safely use a 
Britener made for older sets. But you can use the 
new Perma-Power Model C412 on these and older 
style tubes. For the first time, here's one Britener 
for all 110° button base series string heaters-the 
only Britener that works properly for 2.34, 2.68, 
4.70, 6.3 and 8.4 volt filaments! No switching 
essary-no adjustments required. 

The Model C412 Vu -Brite is one of four 
Perma-Power Briteners, all engineered to fit properly 
and work properly. Without excessive inventory, 
Perma-Power- and only Perma-Power-can now 
assure you of complete coverage-a Britener that's 
right for every picture tube in general use today. 

3102 NORTH ELSTON AVENUE 

nec - 

new 

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

doors every morning. You aren't 
through yet, though. Divide the 
weekly total by the weekly hours 
you're open for business to come 
up with the cost per hour. List it 
here so you'll be able to find it as 
we progress. 

Hourly expense 

Step Two 

Now that you've determined your 
hourly cost of doing business, let's 
find out how much of this cost is 
offset by profit from the sale of 
parts, antennas, and other acces- 
sories. If you sell TV's or other 
major items, don't count them in on 
this - just figure those items ac- 
tually connected with your servicing 
activities. 

If you don't have parts and labor 
separated in your daily or monthly 
records, you'll hit a snag here. To 
break the deadlock for the time be- 
ing, assume that profit on sales is 
equal to 30% of the total cost of 
doing business. Start right now to 
split your income into "parts" and 
"labor" categories in your records, 
and after a month or two you can 
check the assumed value against 
some actual figures - which you 
should use from then on. 

Once you know your profit on 
parts and accessory sales, you can 
break it down into an average week- 
ly figure and subtract it from your 
total average weekly expense ar- 
rived at in step 1. The balance is the 
amount you must take in from labor 
charges every week to meet your 
necessary expenses. 

Total weekly expense 
Weekly profit on parts 
"Must" labor total 

"What Profit?" 

So far you've found what your 
weekly income from labor must be 
to break even. Nothing has yet been 
figured in for your profit on the 
money invested in the business - 
only your time. Also, the figures are 
based on a hypothetical average 
week, and you know there are go- 
ing to be slack weeks that you won't 
be able to come close to the average 
figure. There must be a "slush fund" 
for these slow weeks, which comes 
under the general heading of profit. 
Your profit on the business (not 
wages) should be expected to fluctu- 
ate up and down as business picks 
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up and slacks off. Profits are also to 

be used for expansion, new equip- 
ment (not replacements) , bonuses, 
and the like; therefore, profit must 

also be figured into your basic serv- 

ice charges. 
There are several ways to go 

about determining a workable per- 
centage to use in figuring your an- 

ticipated profit. One of the simplest 
is to consider the return your money 
would bring if invested in bank sav- 

ings or bonds - investments with 

guaranteed returns ranging from 3 

to 5%. Surely, if you can get returns 
such as these without any risk, the 

risk you take in business should be 

worth much more. Go ahead and ad- 
mit you like the idea of making 
money - choose from 10% to 
30%, depending on volume. 

Find out how much money you 
have invested. If necessary, take an 
inventory-basing its worth on what 
you paid for it before any additional 
discounts were allowed. Add to this 

your investment in shop equipment, 
furnishings, signs, trucks, etc. Now 
take your chosen profit percentage 
of the total and divide it by 52 (or 
vice versa if it's easier) to find the 
dollar profit for each week. Add this 
to the "Must" Labor Total of step 
2, and you come up with the total 
weekly income needed from your 
labor or service charges. 

"Must" Labor Total.._ 
Profit 
Weekly Service 

Charges 

Final Step - Almost 

Having arrived at the total in- 
come per week to be derived from 
service charges, it's time to break it 
down to a "per call" value. Here we 
come to another variable: How 
many jobs can you count on getting 
and completing in an average week? 
20? 50? More? If your records 
will supply you with this informa- 
tion, use them as your guide. Now 
divide the total weekly service 
charges by the average number of 
service jobs, and you'll wind up with 
an average service charge per set: 

Don't forget that this is an 
average for all types of jobs-"tough 
dog" shop jobs as well as quick 
home calls. It's up to you to deter- 
mine how much less to charge for 
the easier jobs, and how much mores 
for the harder ones. 

Final Step 
OK - now you know what your 

service charge must be in order to 
pay your way in the TV business, 
and make you some profit besides. 
However, is it a workable figure? Is 
it above or below the prices of your 
competition? If it's above "the go- 
ing price of TV service" in your 
area, can you justify this higher 
charge? Here are some thoughts for 
you to consider if you think your 
charge sounds too high. 

Are your overhead expenses and 
wages too high for your volume of 
business? Does any part of your 

overhead seem excessively high? Do 
you need to revise your operating 
policy in order to improve efficiency 
and reduce overhead? Unless there 
is a very positive indication of too 
much expense, your computed serv- 
ice charge is probably correct. 

One thing more to be considered 
is competition. If your computed 
charges are considerably higher than 
those of your competitors, why are 
they? Are they more efficient than 
you? Are their overhead costs lower? 
Are their services as good? The an- 
swers to these questions will help 
you meet and beat competition. 

6000 

tube 
testers, 

DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 
Professional Serviceman's 
Accuracy and Quality ... 

Hickok patented mutual conductance (bridge circuit) in the 
world's most popular model. 

Highest in reliability and thoroughly field proven as the most - 
profitable -to -use tester available in its price range. Permits 
accurate tube, transistor and diode evaluations ... plus the 
important "fringe" tests for grid current (gas) and future tube 
life. Features completeness of test function for TV, communica- 
tions or industrial electronic maintenance. $169.50 

High -Speed Dynamic Mutual Conductance 
s High accuracy with the additional time -saving features 

of automatic shorts or leakage identification, constant 
N, indication of line voltage, new filament continuity test 

and a single, easily removable tube socket panel. 
$197.50 

Ask your distributor for a "Hickok -demonstration"... 
The world's most complete line of gLality tube testers. 

Priced from S99.55 to 5499.50. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. r°56. á ,7roh 
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NEW 
Jackson 605 

for accurate Amplifier Circuit Checks 

Sine/ Square Wave Oscillator 
This new, precision generator provides both sine and square wave 
output for checking distortions, voltage, gain and frequency re- 
sponse of amplifier circuits. The "service -engineered" Jackson 
605 is very versatile ... ideal for hi-fi, video and stereo testing 
and equally useful in the laboratory for industrial applications. 

Range is wide ... 20 to 200,000 cycles, in four push-button se- 
lected ranges. Output is continuously variable. 

Square wave is not a clipped sine wave. It's generated by a 
Schmitt circuit triggered by the sine wave. You'll like the pro- 
fessional quality of this new instrument. Ask your distributor to 
show it to you ... or write for literature. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Output Voltage: Sine wave 0 to 5.0 RMS volts 

Square Wave: 20 my to 7.0 P -P volts 
Accuracy:3% or 1 cycle whichever is greater 
Sine Waveform: Less than 1% distortion 
Square Wave Rise Time: Less than 0.2 u sec 
Square Wave Tilt:5%a at 60 cycles, less than 1% above 

200 cycles 
Output Level: ± 1 db over full range 

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

124 McDonough St., Dayton, Ohio 

In Canada: The Canadian Marconi Co. 

Table II 
Typical TV Flat -Rate Labor Chart 

Home Call 

Black & White $6.25 
Color 8.25 

Pick -Up & Delivery 3.50 
Callbacks (Other Trouble) 6.25 
Bench Fee 

Black & White 10.00 
Color 15.00 

Estimates 8.50 
AC Input .80 
Antenna (Built-in) 1.00 
Alignment 

Horizontal 1.50 
Sound 6.00 
Tuner (Osc.) 1.50 
Video 10.00 

Capacitor 

Bypass 1.00 
Filter 3.50 

Coils 2.75 
Controls 

Single 2.00 
Multiple 3.50 

Cord (Drive) 3.00 
Modifications (Hourly Rate) 6.25 
Open Circuit (Printed Board) 7.00 
Picture Tube 9.00 
Rectifiers 6.75 
Resistor 1.00 
Shorted Wiring 5.50 
Transformer 

Audio 3.00 
Horizontal 8.50 
Power 8.50 
Vertical 4.50 

Tuner Cleaning 5.00 
Tuner (Repair or Replace) 

Turret 12.50 

Wafer 15.75 

Yoke 3.75 

Publication of these figures does rot constitute 
recommendation or endorsement by this magazine. 

What Is Competitive? 

Competitive prices vary in differ- 
ent parts of the United States. The 
cost of living is higher in the West 
and Northwest than anyplace else. 
Take the example of Jake, Jack, and 
John Doe - servicemen in New Or- 
leans, Chicago, and Los Angeles. 
Jake makes $5 service calls, Jack 
gets $6.50, and John charges $7.95. 
These are only hypothetical people 
and prices, of course. However, it 
illustrates the point. The important 
thing is that each of these fellows 
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followed a procedure similar to the 

one given here when determining 
their charges. 

How To Charge 

There's a big difference in know- 

ing what to charge (as you have just 

computed) and knowing how to 

charge. There is a growing trend 
toward a flat -rate pricing system 

wherein the labor is itemized accord- 
ing to the specific work done. The 
other common pricing technique is 

based purely on an hourly basis, and 
charges are made in accordance with 
hours and parts of hours spent on 
the job. The latter has met with op- 
position from consumers in some 

areas, since labor charges normally 
exceed parts charges; this lump fee 

looks larger than a series of itemized 
flat -rate labor charges, and conse- 
quently has an adverse psychological 
effect upon the customer. 

Flat -rate pricing therefore has an 
advantage over the "straight time" 
lump fee (even though the total 
labor charge is the same), for it pin- 
points all of the charges to show ex- 
actly what work was done. In addi- 
tion, flat -rate pricing provides a good 
basis for estimates on TV service. 
The flat -rate technique has already 
been accepted by the public in the 
automotive and medical fields. For 
example, you can find out how much 
the "labor" will be to have Susie's 
tonsils removed or the wheels bal- 
anced on your car. 

While flat -rate pricing has the ad- 
vantage we've just listed, it also has 
a disadvantage - no provision for 
extra charges on "dogs." These are 
supposedly offset by the number of 
easy jobs encountered. If you op- 
erate in an area where the big per- 
centage of your service jobs fall into 
the "dog" class, you'll have to in- 
crease "conventional" flat rates in 
order to achieve the service charges 
you've found to be correct for your 
own operation. 

The typical flat -rate pricing guide 
in Table II is based on national av- 
erage charges. As with most charts 
of this type, the itemized charges 
can be added together as required 
to arrive at the total charge for each 
job. This guide is published only for 
your convenience and does not im- 
ply any recommendations or en- 
dorsements. That's up to you! 

Replace 
with 
the 
best... 

RCATUBES 
POWER 

from your RCA 
Industial 
Tube Distributor 

For reliable 2 -way radio communications, always replace with RCA Power Tubes 
from your local RCA Industrial Tube Distributor. For more than a quarter -century 
RCA Power Tubes have been the standard of quality in communications equipment. 
Wherever you look in commercial radio, the military services or industry, you'll 
find RCA Power Tubes doing the critical jobs ... delivering top performance. It 
makes sound business sense to invest in the long -life economy of RCA Power Tubes 
in your essential 2 -way radio equipment. 

Your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor carries a complete line of RCA tubes for 
fixed and mobile communications equipment. Give him a call whenever you need 
replacement tubes. He'll always give you fast, efficient service. 

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES YOU THROUGH ELECTRONICS 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 
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SERVICING 
INDUSTRIAL 

ELECTRONICS 

by Allen Lytel 

Many industrial operations, such 
as welding, induction heating, and 
motor speed regulation, demand 
precise control of input power. A 
mere on -off switch in the AC power 
line is not sufficient; the rate at 
which power is delivered to the unit 
must be variable. 

One common way of achieving 
this exact control is to allow current 
to flow in the load circuit during 
only a portion of each cycle of AC 
input current. The average power 
supplied to the load is then propor- 
tional to the length of time the load 
circuit receives current on each 
cycle. 

Turning the load current on and 
off at a 60- or 120 -cps rate requires 
the use of a switch with split-second 
accuracy and great power -handling 
ability. One widely -employed de- 
vice which meets these requirements 
is the thyratron, a gas -filled electron 
tube (Fig. 1). Unlike a vacuum 
tube, it has only two states of oper- 
ation - either completely cut off 
or fully conducting. With a positive 
voltage on the plate and a variable 
bias voltage on the grid, the thyra- 
tron will remain in cutoff as long as 
the grid voltage is more negative 
than a certain critical value. How- 
ever, when the grid voltage rises 
above this value, the tube "fires" - 
in other words, the gas ionizes and 
sustains a heavy plate current. After 
this point, the grid no longer has 
control, and the plate voltage must 
be removed or made negative in or- 
der to halt the flow of current 
through the plate circuit. 

Fig. 1 is a highly simplified dia- 
gram of a control circuit utilizing 
a thyratron. The plate is connected 
to an AC source so that the plate 
voltage will be driven down to a 
negative value 60 times each second, 
thereby giving the grid a periodic 
chance to regain control. The grid 

Fig. 1. Simple 
AC applied to 

r-) OWER CONTROL DEVICES 

thyratron circuit has 
both plate and grid. 

also receives an AC input; however, 
the phase of the grid voltage can be 
varied with respect to that of the 
plate voltage. This means the grid 
circuit can be adjusted so that the 
grid will reach the firing point at any 
desired time during the positive half 
cycle of plate voltage. 

Suppose the grid voltage lags the 
plate voltage, so that the former is 
steeply rising while the latter has 
just passed its positive peak. When 
the grid reaches the firing point 
(Fig. 2A) , a pulse of plate current 
instantly occurs. As shown in Fig. 
2B, this pulse lasts for the re- 
mainder of the positive half cycle of 
plate voltage. An advance in the 
phase of the grid signal would cause 

PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

FIRING POINT WHERE FIRING 
FOR B ' POINT WOULD 

BE LOCATED: 
FOR C 

FOR D 

c 

DF N. 

1\., GREATER FIRING ANGLE 

LESSER FIRING ANGLE 

Fig. 2. Tube can "fire" anytime in 
positive half cycle of plate voltage. 

the plate pulse to begin earlier in 
the cycle, and thus to have a longer 
over-all duration (Fig. 2C) ; or we 
might say that the "firing angle" 
(actually the time ratio between the 
conduction period and the complete 
cycle) would be increased. Fig. 2D 
shows the opposite case, where the 
grid voltage lags farther behind the 
plate voltage and causes a decrease 
in the firing angle. It should be 
readily apparent that more power 
would be delivered to the plate load 
in the case of Fig. 2C than in the 
case of Fig. 2D. 

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers 

A "solid-state thyratron," the 
controlled rectifier, is one of the 
latest additions to the rapidly grow- 
ing list of semiconductor devices. 
Neither a transistor nor a rectifier, 
but combining features of both, the 
controlled rectifier opens up many 
new fields of application for semi- 
conductors. Circuits now utilizing 
transistors or rectifier diodes may be 
greatly improved by adding con- 
trolled rectifiers, and many new ap- 
plications may also be found for 
semiconductor circuits. An outstand- 
ing feature of the new device is its 
ability to change AC to DC and 
simultaneously to control the power 
fed into a load. Its efficiency is ex- 
cellent, too; when switching load 
current on and off at full rating, the 
controlled rectifier dissipates only 
about 0.5% of the controlled power. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the con- 
trolled rectifier is a PNPN semicon- 
ductor consisting of three rectifying 
junctions. The circuit is arranged so 
that the end piece of type N material 
acts as a "cathode," while the P ma- 
terial at the opposite end serves as 
an "anode." With a positive voltage 
on the latter element, the two outer 
PN junctions are forward -biased, but 
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In the complete 
BUSS line... 

you can quickly find the right fuse and 
fuseholder to meet every demand ! 

Dual -element "slow -blowing", 
single -element "quick -acting" and 
signal or visual indicating type fuses 
. . . plus a companion line of fuse 
clips, blocks and holders . . . are 
available from one source - BUSS. 
You'll save time and trouble by 
turning first to BUSS when you 
need fuses and fuseholders. 

To safeguard against `kicks' or 
complaints, every BUSS fuse is 
tested in a sensitive electronic de- 

vice. Any fuse not correctly cali- 
brated, properly constructed and 
right in all physical dimensions is 
automatically rejected to assure de- 
pendable protection under all ser- 
vice conditions. 

Your customers know and prefer 
BUSS fuses. The universal trade and 
consumer acceptance of BUSS fuses 
is based on the millions upon mil- 
lions of BUSS fuses used in homes, 
on farms and in industry over the 
past 46 years. Handling Known 

brands, such as BUSS fuses, helps 
protect your reputation for service, - and the dependability of BUSS 
fuses safeguards you against costly, 
unneceaaary call-backs. 

For more information on BUSS 
and FUSETRON small dimension 
fuses and fuseholders ... Write for 
bulletin SFB. 

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly. 
BUSS makes a complete line of fuses for home, farm, commercial, 

electronic, electrical, automotive and industrial use. 

960 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, 
McGraw -Edison Co. 

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo. 

1 ON 
rRUS TWORrHr NAMES IN 
EIEC !RICA( PROTECTION 
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Check the 

EXTRA CONVENIENCE 

you get in the RCA 

V -O -M with the Extras 

Rugged, scuff -proof, 
stain -resistant lami- 
nated vinyl carrying 
case: only $4.95 extra. 
Special receptacle for 
test leads! 

Spring clips on handle 
hold leads when instru- 
ment is not in carrying 
case. 

Red test probe sup- 
plied with slip-on alli- 
gator clip for added 
versatility. 

See page 65 for the full story on this superlative 
value at only 543.95' *User Price (Optional) 

RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

TARZIAN Offers 48 -Hour, 
Direct Factory Service 

on Tuner Repairs 

NI 

Price Enective Jan. 1, 1960 

That's right. Net, $8.50 per unit and $15 for 
UV combinations, including ALL replacement 
parts. 90 -day warranty against defective work- 
manship and parts failure. Tuners repaired on 
approved, open accounts. Replacements of- 
fered at these prices* on tuners not repairable: 

VHF 12 position tuner $22.00 
VHF 13 or 16 position 23.00 
VHF/UHF combination 25.00 
UHF only 15.50 

Subject to change 

Tarzian-made tuners are easily iden- 
tified by this stamping on the unit. 
When inquiring about service or re- 

placements for other than Tarzian-made 
tuners, always give tube complement . 

shaft length ... filament voltage ... series 
or shunt heater . IF frequency, chassis 
identification and allow a little more time 
for service. Contact your local distributor or 
use this address for fast, 48 -hour service: 

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. 
Att.: Service Mgr., Tuner Division 

East Hillside Drive 
Bloomington, Indiana 

current through the unit is held to 
an extremely low value by reverse 
bias on the center junction. How- 
ever, the gate lead - which is com- 
parable to the grid of a thyratron - 
provides an injection point where a 
signal can be fed in to cause break- 
down of the center junction. (This 
term doesn't mean "burnout" in 
semiconductor lingo - just a con- 
dition in which heavy current is al- 
lowed to flow in the reverse direc- 
tion from normal.) This breakdown 
effect occurs at speeds approaching 
a microsecond. Afterwards, the volt- 
age drop across the controlled recti- 
fier is so low that the current 
through it is essentially determined 
by the load it is feeding. 

One type of controlled rectifier 
can perform switching in a 1500 - 
watt load circuit by the application 
of only 0.02 watt on the control 
gate. Peak current is as high as 150 
amperes. For industrial control ap- 
plications, this unit can replace thy- 
ratrons, circuit breakers, relays, 
power transistors, ignitrons, and 
other devices. 

The gate signal is generally ap- 
plied from a comparatively high - 
impedance source which may be 
either AC or DC. To "fire" the unit, 
the gate voltage should be positive 
with respect to the cathode terminal. 
Gate input impedance ranges from 
10 to 100 ohms at the firing point. 
As the gate current is increased, a 
critical point will be reached, past 
which the device will break down at 
any positive anode voltage greater 
than a few volts. (Prior to this point, 
the rectifier can be caused to con- 
duct only by applying the Zener or 
avalanche breakdown voltage to the 
anode - and this is likely to be on 
the order of 200 volts.) The gate 
loses control after breakdown, and 

o 

CATH 

100000000001,00 
GATE 

(A) Pictorial drawing. 

CATH 

GATE 
(B) Schematic symbol. 

CATH 
P N P N 

GATE 
(C) Basic structure. 

O 

Fig. 3. Silicon controlled rectifier. 

cutoff can be restored only by re- 
ducing the anode voltage to zero. 
This action is like the loss of grid 
control in a thyratron. However, the 
gate of a controlled rectifier has a 
much lower impedance than the grid 
of a thyratron, and it relies on cur- 
rent rather than voltage for control. 

The controlled rectifier has a wide 
range of potential applications in in- 
dustry. Firing may be accomplished 
in as many ways as have been de- 
vised for firing thyratrons - and 
that's quite a few! Fig. 4 demon- 
strates one use for this device in 
controlling DC power supplied to a 
load R1. Momentarily closing S1 

Fig. 4. Proportioning DC power to load 
by means of a controlled rectifier. 

gpIEIR.I 

sptrE. 
preo 

tut* t-corb 
/r 

TV Tune 

1111r---rsy1110 

O U/E TROLE 
LUBRI-CLEANER 
The first of its kind and still best for 
silencing noisy controls and switches in 
TV, Radio & all Electronic Equipment. 

Spray it or Drop it 
Just Press and Or, if you prefer, use 
whoosh . . aero- this handy eye -drop - 
sol OUIETROLE per and just a drop 
quickly and easily or two of quality 
cleans as it lubri- OUIETROLE does the 
cotes. ¡ob perfectly. 

Either way, make sure it's QUIETROLE 

QUIETROLE Co"" Inc. 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 

ul ' TV 
AND RADIOS 

LUBRICANT 
al CLEANER 

Ott tr tntr ,tt 
:ivr10ts L >Mg 

relee 

In Canada: 

CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS 
fil Ontario SI., S., Kitchener, Ont. 
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completes a circuit to the DC source 
through R2, thus raising gate cur- 
rent to the critical point and firing 

the controlled rectifier. Current is 

then fed to the load; in addition, 
Cl charges through the rectifier and 
R2. Closing S2 causes Cl to dis- 

charge and apply a reverse voltage 
across the rectifier, thereby cutting 
off the load current. 

Magnetic Devices 

Coils with iron cores, called satur- 
able reactors and magnetic ampli- 
fiers, can also be used for power 
control. They may directly regulate 
the delivery of small amounts of 
power to a load, or they can be used 
as an intermediate stage to control 
other devices (such as thyratrons) 
which can carry larger currents. 
Saturable Reactor 

A coil in series with the load and 
an AC power source (Fig. 5) is a 

saturable reactor if the peak current 
supplied by the source is sufficient 
to saturate the coil's iron core. In an 
unsaturated condition, most of the 
IR drop in the circuit is across the 
coil L, with very little voltage ap- 
pearing across the load. However, 
when the current increases to the 
core -saturation level (point 1 in Fig. 
5B), no further increase in the mag- 
netic field is possible-and a greater 
voltage drop then appears across 
RL. This condition is maintained for 
the remainder of the positive half 
cycle of source voltage. Then, due to 
the reversal of current through the 
coil, the core becomes unsaturated 
once again. The voltage drop across 

2 

o 

4 

EL 

(A) Basic circuit arrangement. 

EL 

(B) Voltage developed across load. 

Fig. 5. Saturable reactor. 

after 

61 
years 

it'she rad io -tv 
serviceman's 

-___"best friend"! 

KESTER "RESIN -FIVE" FLUX -CORE SOL- 

DER enjoys almost 100% acceptance 
by the radio -television -electronics 
service industry. Servicemen like 
its fast action and easy application 
... its non -corrosive, non-conduc- 
tive activated flux does a perfect 
job every time. 

Send for detailed informa- 
tion on Kester "Resin -Five" Flux - 
Core Solder. 

KESTER SOLDER CO. 
4228 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois 

Newark 5, C. 1., Anaheim, Cald., 
Brantford, Ontario, Canada 

OVER 60 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN SOLDER AND FLUX MANUFACTURING 

this money -saving 
book club way 
The best technician is the best 
informed technician. If you know 
your work and know it well, you 
can take on any and all jobs - 
including the toughest dogs. And 
you can meet and beat any com- 
petitor in the kind of service you 
offer. But you've got to be up -to -the 
minute in know-how and tech- 
nique. Here's a tried and proven 
easy way to get the knowledge you 
need to make good in servicing- 
the G/L Technicians Book Club. 
It's already helped over 9,000 
technicians. It can help you too. 

WHY IT PAYS TO JOIN 

THIS PRACTICAL BOOK CLUB 
Get the books you need to get ahead- 
at discounts up to 27%. 

No risk-you send no money-keep only 
the books you want-pay only for 
those you keep. 

Acquire a handsome library of practical 
jooks, one at a time-no budget strain! 

JOIN NOW! 
Select one of the books 
listed on this coupon- 
accept it at our risk- 
pay only after you've looked it over. 

Select From This List of Cloth Bound Books 

JUST OFF THE PRESS List price $4.60 

92H"Fundamentals of Semiconductors $3.25 
8511 How to Get the most out 

of your VOM 3.35 
out Printed Circuits 3.35 
78H Rapid Radio Repair 3.35 

Plus a few cents postage 
r 

GERNSBACK LIBRARY PR 90C 

154 West 14 St. New York 11, N. Y. 

Enroll me in the Technicians Book Club 

Send me the books checked 
92H 85e1 81H 7811 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 

City Zone State 
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 RCA 
ADMIRAL 
PHILCO 
ZENITH 
WESTINGHOUSE 

NEW! REPAIR SHAFTS 
FOR BROKEN STUDS 

3!ditim- 

PERFECT FOR ALL 

1949-61 TV SETS 

MODEL AGC 
DEALER NET ONLY 79c 

(Package of 6 most needed) 

Servicemen everywhere are now repairing 
broken studs this easy, inexpensive way 
Used on I.F. Transformers A.G.C. Width 

Horizontal Osc. and Linearity Coils. Also 
used as extension shaft for easier adjustment. 
4-40 and 6-30 threads. 

Rx-TUNERS 
Rx-CONTROLS 
Rx-CONTACTS 
Rx-SWITCHES 
New formula Detergent- 

Luhricant Silicon oil 

FREE INJECTOR 

A must for all service- 
men kits! Rx works won- 
ders with tuners and 
controls,eliminates noise, 
retards corrosion, lasts 

$1.19 
longer. Recleans and re- Netlubricates with each ro - 

Giant 6 oz. can. Cation of tuner or control 
simple to use . . . features a long- 

lasting detergent -lubricant. You can't afford 
to use less than the best. Insist on Rx. 

REPLACEMENT FLAT LOOPSTICK 
for Japanese Transistor radios 

Model 2FT-397 List 2.35 
Make more money with this fabulous Flat 
Transistor Loopstick. Actually improves set 
performance by virtue of its extremely high 
"Q" . is adjustable to match Japanese 
variable capacitor. Peps up weak stations. 
Supplied with illustrated, installation instruc- 
tions. 

EXACT REPLACEMENT Fine Tuning Shafts I 

FINE TUNING SHAFTS 

Model SCT -3-360 de- 
gree. Continuous Tuning-No 

Stop-List $3.25 

Model SCT-4-Original 
Type With Stop 

List $3.25 

NO METAL 
PARTS! 
A "MUST" 
for hot 
chassis 

Fits all 
standard 
coil tuners. 
Sturdy 
Phenolic 
easily cuts 
to desired 
length. 

Used by 
GE 
SYLVANIA 
MOTOROLA 
EMERSON 
HOFFMAN 

At your parts jobber. If not available, write 
for name of nearest supplier. 

6 Radford PI. 
Yonkers, N.Y. Supère f r'" 

the load remains very low until 
saturation occurs once more at 
point 3. For the shaded portions of 
each half cycle, power is delivered 
to the load. 

A "square - loop" characteristic 
for the core material is desirable in 
coils intended for saturable -reactor 
applications. This is to say that sat- 
uration of the core occurs abruptly 
rather than gradually as the mag- 
netizing force applied to the core is 
increased in either direction. An 
abrupt effect is essential for precise, 
fast -acting control. The term "square 
loop" refers to the hysteresis loop 
(graph of magnetizing force versus 
resultant magnetization) for ma- 
terials being considered for use in 
cores. The loop of an unsuitable ma- 
terial has a rounded shape (Fig. 
6A), while that of a desirable ma- 
terial has a squared -off appearance 
(Fig. 6B) . 

Magnetic Amplifiers 

A more complex device based on 
the saturable reactor is the mag- 
netic amplifier (Fig. 7) . Note the 
rectifier diode in series with the 
main winding, and the extra con- 
trol winding which supplies addi- 
tional current for magnetizing the 
core. 

At the beginning of the positive 
half cycle of supply voltage in the 
circuit of Fig. 7A, the same situ- 
ation exists as we saw in Fig. 5B. 
Nearly all of the supply voltage is 
dropped across the high reactance 
of the magnetic amplifier, up to the 
point when its core becomes satur- 
ated. From this time through the 
rest of the positive half cycle, the 
effective reactance of the magnetic 
amplifier is very low, and nearly all 
of the supply voltage appears across 
the load. When the applied voltage 

MAGNETIZATION 

OF MATERIAL (B) 

- II + MAGNETIZING 
FORCE IH) 

(A) For silicon steel. 

MAGNETIZATION 

OF MATERIAL(B) 

+ MAGNETIZING 
FORCE (I-) 

(B) For oriented nickel steel. 

Fig. 6. Typical hysteresis loops. 

starts into its negative half cycle, 
the diode in Fig. 7A becomes re- 
verse -biased and shuts off prac- 
tically all current through the mag- 
netic amplifier and the load. 

The direct current in the control 
winding influences the operation of 
the magnetic amplifier by providing 
a means to vary the magnetization 
of the iron core. If there is no cur- 
rent in this extra winding, there is 
a large impedance in the signal 
winding and a small output across 
the load. If an appreciable amount 
of current is fed through the control 
winding, the magnetic field con- 
tributing to core saturation is created 
partly by the control current and 
partly by the pulsating DC in the 
main winding. This results in a lower 
impedance in the signal winding - 
hence a greater average output volt- 
age across the load. 

With a direct current of proper 

* REBUILT OR 

TV TUNERS EXCHANGED 
ALL TYPES 

995 
including parts and labor 
(broken parts at our cost) 

Normally shipped same day received 
90 day full guarantee 
U/V combinations $17.95 

FREE -11 Mailing carton sent to you on request 

Phone REpublic 3-9189 

L. A. TUNER EXCHANGE 4611 West Jefferson Blvd. 
Los Angeles 16, California 
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RCAELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS 

"PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS" 

METERS and TUBE TESTERS 
WV -38A VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER 

THE V -O -M WITH THE EXTRAS! 
Compare this suerlative RCA V -O -M against the model you may 

have been thin! ng of buy ng. See if it doesn't check out better 

in these extra features: 

EXTRA! 1.0 volt and 0.25 ¿olt ranges DC! 

EXTRA! Big easy -to -read 51/4" meter! 

EXTRA! Non -breakable plastic case; no glass to crack or shatter! 
EXTRA! Smart attractive nodern styling-the V -O -M óf the future! 

EXTRA! Red test lead has probe and slip-on alligator clip for 
added versatility! 

EXTRA! Orderl i location of jacks below switches keeps 

leads out of the oway! 

EXTRA! Spring clips on handle to hold test leads! 

EXTRA! DB scales clearly marked: no squinting! 

EXTRA! Rugged, scuff -proof, stain -resistant laminated vinyl carrying case, 

only $4.95* extra! 

Only $43.95* complete with batteries, instruction boo< and all probes, clips 
and cables. (RCA V -0-M Kit on y $29.95*i. 

SCOPES 
WO -91A 

5 -INCH 

COLOR -TV 

e 41* * OSCILLOSCOPE 

High-performance, wide -band oscilloscope ideally 
suited for color -TV, black -and -white TV, and other 
electronic applications. Dual bandwidth (4.5 Mc, 
0.053 volts rms/in. and 1.5 Mc, 0.018 volts 
rms/in.). Internal calibrating voltage and cali- 
brated graph screen. Includes special direct/low- 
cap shielded probe and cable. 

Only ;239.50* complete with ground cable, in- 
sulated clip, instruction book. 

NEW! WO -33A 

SUPER -PORTABLE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

A low-cost all-purpose 
scope you can carry any 
where-only 14 pounds- 
ideal for in -the -home 

servicing of black -and -white and color -TV, audio 
and ultrasonic equipment. High gain and wide 
bandwidth to handle the tough jobs! Rugged and 
compact-scaled 3" graph screen. 

Only $129.95* complete with low -cap direct input 
probe, cable, power cord, cord -carrying brackets, 
instructions. (RCA Super -Portable Oscilloscope 
Kit, only $79.95*). 

, NEW! WV -77E 

VOLT/HMYST® 

Measures AC and DC voltages 
to 150 volts; resistance from 
0.2 ohm to 1,000 megohms. 
Separa'e scales, 11/2 volts rms 
and 4 volts peak -to -peak for 
low AC measurements. 

Only $43.95` complete with probes, leads, 
instructions. (RCA VpItOhmyst Kit only $29.95*). 

MEW! WV -98B 

.ENIOR 

VOLTOHMYST® 

Measures AC and DC volt- 
ages (3% accuracy); re- 

sistance from 0 to 1,060 megohms. Measures 
peak -to -peak values of complex waveforms. 
Rugged cast aluminum case, field-tested printed 
circuits. Big 61/2" peter. 
Only $79.50* with leads clips, instructions. 

WT -110A 

AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRON 

TUBE TESTER 
_specially designed for 
rV and general service 

testing of electron tibes. Uses automatic 
punched -card selection cf correct test conditions 
on wide variety of tubes. Checks vacuum -tube 
rectifiers under high -current conditions. 
$199.50* complete wi-h 263 punched cards, 
24 blank cards, card punch; instruction book. 

GENERATORS 
NEW! WA -44C 

AUDIO GENERATOR 

Generates sine and 
square wave signals for 
testing audio systems. 

Frequency range: 20 cps to 200 Kc. Used to 
measure intermodulation distortion, frequency 
response, input and output impedances, speaker 
resonalce, speed of recording and playback 
mechar isms, transient response and phase shift. 
Only 558.50* with cable and instructions. 

WR -69A 

TELEVISION/FM 

SWEEP GENERATOR 

For visual alignment and 
troubleshooting of TV 

rf if/,..f circuits and other electronic equipment 
IF/video frequency ranges 50 Kc to 50 Mc, TV 
channels 2 to 13, plus FM range -88-108 Mc. 
Sweep width continuously adjustable to 12 Mc 
or more. 
Only $295.00* with cables, instruction book. 

WR -99A CRYSTAL - 

CALIBRATED 

MARKER GENERATOR 

To supply a fundamental 
frequency rf carrier of 
crystal accuracy for 

alignirg and troubleshooting color -TV, black -and - 
white TV, FM receivers and other electronic 
equipment operating in 19 Mc to 260 Mc range. 
Only 1242.50* complete with output cable, two 
phone tips, instruction book. 

11R -49B 

;IGNAL 

GENERATOR 

=or alignment and signal 
tracing of AM/FM re- 
.eivers, low -frequency 

signal tracing and alignment of TV of/if ampli- 
fiers. Six ranges -85 Kc to 30 Mc. Internal 400 
cps modulation. Low rf signal leakage! 
Only ;79.50* complete with shielded cable for 
rf and of output, instruction book. 

NR -70A 

RF/IF/VF 
MARKER ADDER 

To be used with WR -69A 
or similar electronic 
equipment. Eliminates 

waveform distortioi dur to receiver overloading 
during visual alignment by adding markers after 
the rf signal is denoduèted. 
Only $74.50* with cables, instruction book. 

There's an RCA test instrument to help 

you do every job better, and easier-and 
to save you valuable time. A comprehen- 

sive line of test accessories: video multi-. 
markers, TV isetap: and bias supplies, 
probes and cables. See your Authorized 
RCA Electronic Instrlment Distributor for 
complete information. 

RCÄ Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N.1. 

TheMost Trusted Name in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

*User Price (Optional) 
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PLASTIC 

CASED 

'LYTICS 
BV 

AEROVOX 
Small in Size! 

Designed especially for wide applications in 
transistorized circuitry and cramped electronic 
assemblies, here is a truly miniature electrolytic 
tubular that will handle full sized loads. 

Aerovox Type PTT-PWE units feature "Polycap" 
plastic cases that are the next best thing to 
metal cans for maximum protection against hu- 
midity. Advanced construction techniques assure 
long capacitor life. 

Available in voltage ratings of 3, 6, 10, 12, 15, 
25 and 50 VDCW in a wide range of capacitance 
values from 1 to 500 mfd. Units are rated for op- 
eration at temperatures from -30°C to +65°C. 
Available for "off -the -shelf" delivery from your 
local Authorized Aerovox Distributor. See your dis- 
tributor today for all your Aerovox capacitor 
requirements. 

AEROVOX 
CORPORATION 

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION 

NEW BEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS 

magnitude and direction passing 
through the control winding, it is 
possible to select a "bias point" on 
the hysteresis loop, just as an oper- 
ating point on a tube's character- 
istic curve can be selected by use 
of a proper bias voltage. In other 
words, adjustment of the control 
current makes it possible to deter- 
mine the amount of current which 
can be passed through the coil's 
main windings before saturation will 
occur. The amount of average power 
delivered to the load resistance can 
thus be controlled. An effective gain 
is achieved, since a small amount 
of bias current will result in a large 
change in load current. 

In Fig. 7, note that the main 
winding is split -wound. The mag- 
netic fields due to the pulsating cur- 
rents in the two sections will cancel 
each other in the center leg of the 
core, thus preventing the load cur- 
rent from inducing an unwanted 
current in the control winding. 

Although the discussion up to this 
point has considered only half -wave 
rectification, the same principles 
hold true for the more complex ar- 
rangements shown in Fig. 8. Part A 
of the figure is a full -wave rectifier, 
B is a bridge rectifier, and C shows 
the use of a feedback winding to in- 
crease the gain. 

Magnetic amplifiers of many dif- 
ferent types are commercially avail- 
able. These units provide output 
pulses having a fast rise time on the 
leading edge, somewhat as shown in 
Figs. 2 and 5B. This steep wave - 
front is ideal as an input to a thyra- 
tron or controlled rectifier, which in 
turn can control the flow of large 
amounts of current. 

CONTROL WINDING 

4900490, -w^/r-0 

RL 

(A) Simple circuit diagram. 

CONTROL 

(B) Pictorial drawing. 

Fig. 7. Magnetic amplifier. 

Multitone 
ADAPHONE 

enables the DEAF to 
enjoy TV and Radio 

It enables the deaf to hear TV and Radio 
programmes in comfort and safety and 
with a clarity unobtainable when using a 
Hearing Aid for this purpose. 

FITS ANY MAKE OF TV OR RADIO 

NO BATTERIES REQUIRED, SO USERS OF 
HEARING AIDS SAVE THEIR BATTERIES 

ACHIEVES A NEW HIGH STANDARD IN 
CLARITY 

Ask your TV Supplier for details or- 

MULTITONE OF CANADA LIMITED 
130 Merton St.-Toronto 7-HU. 1-0731 or 

261 Great Arrow Ave.-Buffalo, N.Y. 

999 ION TRAPS 

,. -. .k+y '714, 
REPLACED IN TWO YEARS! 

AMAZING? Yes! Especially when you consider 

they were all replaced through the efforts of 

just one shop -- American Radio & Television 

Co. of Detroit. 

RESULTS: Not only did they improve picture 
tube performance In 100% of their test cases, 
they took In $7100.00 while doing Ill 

Are their customers happy? You bet they are, 
and yours will be, too, the day you begin stock- 
ing and selling ION, Berns' new beam bender. 

Furthermore, with Berns' ION, there's no 

danger of cutting CRT necks, corner shadows 
are easy to eliminate, pictures are brighter, 
sharper. Front magnet sets rough adjustment, 
rear magnet used tor final adjust. Gives pre- 
cise magnetic strength for any CRT. 

You buy it for only $1.95, suggested list Is 

57.95. . plenty of margin for an Incentive 
commission to outside servicemen. 

Write for free folder outlining unique sales 

program. 

Mfg. Co. 
9853 Chalmers, 
Detroit 13, Mich 
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Fig. 8. Several ways of using mag 
netic amplifiers in full -wave circuits 

A wide range of different sensing 
devices may be used as inputs to the 
magnetic amplifier. Fig. 9 sum- 
marizes a variety of typical applica- 
tions in which a "magamp" can be 
used as a middleman between the 
control -signal source and the device 
which actually couples the power to 
the load. 

INPUTS -- 
DC: 

STRAIN GAUGES 

VARIABLE RESISTORS 

DC BRIDGES 

TRANSDUCERS 

(PRESSURE) 

TACHOMETERS 

THERMOCOUPLES 

AC: 

AC BRIDGES 

TACHOMETERS 

RESOLVERS 

CONTROL 
TRANSFORMERS 

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIERS 

CONTROLLED 

DEVICES -- 

THYRATRONS 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
CONTROLLED 

RECTIFIERS 

Fig. 9. Typical devices used in corn 
bination with magnetic amplifiers 

5 GOOD REASONS 

WHY 

Shell 
THEM ALL! 

TEST-O-MATIC 

DEPENDABLE 

ACCURATE 

TIME SAVING 

PROFIT MAKING 

TOP QUALITY 

A 

TUBE TESTER 

TO FIT EVERY NEED 

TEST-O,MATIC 

iRfEP" 
AYE .MONEY! 

DELUXE 102 SELF-SERVICE 

VOLUME TUBE SALES 
Profit from list price sales of tubes at remote 
locations. The Test -O -Matit display is a per- 
manent ad for your pr ssional services. Units 
sell your tubes icesand for you.The 102 

and checks more es than any other self- 
service tube tester. 

Checks 6 and 12 vibrators . one knob 
control . complete emission tester . checks 
each section of multi -purpose tubes 

$199.95 dealer net price 

S-18 SELF-SERVICE 

CREATES 
REPEAT SALES 

The most consistent, dependable 
tester on the market. Suitable for 
placement in any high traffic loca- 
tion. Takes onl 19" n 15" floor 
space. St. city of up to 
400 tubes. , ck steel cab- 
inet allow ..-iv k control from 
compartm ding shelves. 
. tests each side of multi -purpose 
tubes . Emission tests all tubes . 
New sockets conform to MIL spec 
. Tests more than 800 tube types 

dealer net price $149.95 

TM 18 TABLE MODEL 

SERVICE SHOP 
MONEY MAKER 
Designed espec 
Shop the TM -18 
legs. Same panel 
ties as the S-18 

the Service 
ailable with 
rming Quali- 
ively priced: 

$91.95 dealer net price 

TC -18 TUBE CADI -TESTER 

TUBE TESTER AND 
AMPLE STORAGE 
The Tube Cadi -Tester is a com- 
plete service outfit. A handy, con- 
venient serviceman's dream with 

le, built-in 
er. "On -the - 
ill stand up 
overing is 

orced outside 

its accurate, 
Test -O -Matit 
job" tube sa 
under const 
black vinyl wi 
trim. Uses just 18 sockets to test 
all tube types. Easy -to -use controls 
and fool -proof test meter. 

;.. 
V-18 PORTABLE t ̀ 

HANDY PORTABLE <' 

.6 
Compact, yet t ore than 800 tube 
types. Rugge tructed, increases 

on -the -lob les. Panel and 
specs same 8. 

dealer net price $59.60 

dealer net price $69.95 

and our NEW BATTERY TESTER at $14.95 

-. www 
www www.. 

Shell 
ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP. 

112 STATE ST. 

WESTBURY, N. Y. 
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IMPORTANT NEW 

SAMS BOOKS 

Getting theMost Out of Vacuum Tubes 
by Robert Tomer 

The author of the CBS "Tech 
Tip" series has come up with a 
"must" book for every techni- 
cian, designer and engineer. Vac- 
uum tubes account for nearly 
80% of equipment failures-yet 
according to Bud Tomer this 
doesn't have to be! He explains 
why tubes fail and what can be 
done to obtain maximum tube 
life and usage. Covers character- 

istic variables and how to predict them; selected 
and premium tubes; why so many tube types; pre- 
dicting performance; special-purpose tubes; tube 
testing; methods for lengthening tube life, $350 etc. 160 p., 53' x835", hardbound. Only 

Servicing Transistor Radios. Vol. 6 
LATEST IN THE SERIES 

Gives you a complete analysis of 
ago 62 domestic and foreign transis- 

tor radios produced in 1959-60. 
Here's all you need to know to 
service transistor radios; full data 
based on actual analysis of each 
receiver includes: Sams Stand- 
ard Notation Schematics with 
exclusive CircuiTrace; chassis 
photos; alignment data; servic- 
ing tips; complete replacement 

parts lists. Special editorial section on using voltage 
analysis to pinpoint circuit troubles. 
160 pages; 83,¡ x 11". Only 

$295 

So You Want To Be a Ham 
by Robert Hertzberg, W2DJJ 
Brand-new edition, completely 
revised and enlarged. Tells how 
to meet license requirements, how 
to learn the code painlessly, how 
to select suitable equipment, 
how to be a good operator. De- 
scribes the amateur game in de- 
tail; conquering the code; getting 
your ticket; price ranges of equip- 
ment; going on the air; going 
mobile; testequipment and safety 

measures; organization of amateur radio; the 
ham in military service; electronics as a career. 
Everything the novice needs to know. 

ee 

$295 192 pages, 5tí5 x 8h". Only 

BEST 
SELLER 

TUBE SUBSTITUTION 
HANDBOOK 

Tube substitution hand- 

book includes over 3,800 

direct substitutions! 
Lists 

over 1,500 American receiv- 

ing tubes- Special 
sections list 

industrial dt 
Euro- 

pean á oal substitutes 

for American receiving tubes. 

Also has section recommend- 

ing 301Europe Arerican 
substitutes 

an types. ncludes 
for ctoryof400picturetubes. 

helpful facts on tube sub - 

Contains Handy 51/2x8W size. Only 

st it ution. 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Order from your Sams Distributor today, 
or mail to Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc., Dept. J-30 
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
Send me the following books: 

"Getting the Most Out of Vacuum Tubes" (VTT-1 ) 
"Servicing Transistor Radios. Vol. 6" (T5M-6) 

D "So You Want To Be a Ham" (HAM -2) 
D "Tube Substitution Handbook" (TUB -1) 

E enclosed. D Send Free Book List 

Name 

Address 

City 
Zone State - - (Outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) - 

HOOTER 
,ANSWERS YOUR SERVICE PROBLEMS 

Blows Out 
In an RCA Chassis KCS107D, the 

3/10 -amp fuse protecting the sweep 
circuits keeps blowing at intermittent 
intervals. Sometimes the set will operate 
for several weeks, sometimes only hours. 
The fuse is only carrying 130 mils; all 
voltages check okay, including the peak - 
to -peak amplitude of the drive signal. 

D. RECKTENWALD 
Seattle, Wash. 

Generally, this is caused by one of 
two things. Either the damper or hori- 
zontal output tube develops an inter- 
mittent short, or the horizontal oscillator 
fails to work. In each case, the hori- 
zontal output tube draws excessive cur- 
rent. Try a very careful tube test, or 
substitute for all three tubes to be 
reasonably sure of solving the problem 
if nothing shows up in the tube test. 

Suppressed Headache 

I've been trying to get ignition inter- 
ference out of an AM -FM -short wave 
auto radio in a 1960 Saab. I know the 
interference is being radiated, because it 
isn't present with the antenna discon- 
nected. The standard AM signal comes 
in nice and clean, but both FM and short 
wave have heavy motor interference. 

So far, l've tried the following: (1) 
Installed two ground straps from hood 
to engine and engine to frame, (2) 
grounded all cables going through the 
firewall to the dash, (3) wrapped the lead 
from the coil to the distributor with 
metal braid and grounded each end, (4) 
installed suppressors at each plug, coil 
feed, coil, generator, fuel pump, and 
starter. I've even used a separate antenna 
with shielded lead to probe all around 
the car for a less noisy spot. Nothing 
has helped-what now? 

EDWARD F. MCCLENAHAN 
Arlington, Va. 

Two things are quite apparent: You've 
chased auto interference before, and 
you've got a "dog" this time. My first 
suggestion would be to try touching up 
the detector alignment in the FM section 
to see if you can eliminate the interfer- 
ence that way. 

Since you are troubled only with high - 
frequency reception, and you have proved 
it to be a radiated interference, be on the 

lookout for even small areas of the car's 
body which may not be making a good 
ground. Bumpers, braces, and all other 
supports become likely suspects in high - 
frequency radiation. Perhaps a dragging 
ground strap, to provide an earth ground, 
will help. 

Installation of small -value ceramic or 
mica capacitors of approximately 1000 
mmf to provide RF grounding or bypass- 
ing of such things as fuel gauges, or other 
electrical wiring harnesses, may provide 
the solution. 

Flat Sawtooth 
A Muntz Chassis 17B4 loses horizontal 

sync after long periods of time. The Syn- 
chroguide waveform adjustment doesn't 
rock the humped scope waveform W12 
as it should, and the feedback and drive 
waveforms both are flat-topped rather 
than sawtooth-shaped. All operating volt- 
ages and signal levels appear normal. 

F. C. COLLINGS 
Wildwood Crest, N. J. 

The flat-topped shape of W13 seems to 
hold the clue to the problem. The reason 
for the flattening of positive peaks is that 
the horizontal discharge capacitor C57 is 
charging too rapidly. Substitute for both 
R68 and C57, which form the wave - 
shaping network. If this fails to restore 
the normal sawtooth, substitute for C58 
and C56. Once the proper drive wave- 
form has been provided, the signal sent 
back to the horizontal AFC stage should 
be of the correct nature. Also, the action 
of the waveform adjustment on W12 
should be restored to normal. 

FROM 

HORIZ 
AFC 

HORIZ OSC 

12 6SN7GT 

180 

mmf 

HORIZFREQ 
TO 

HORIZ AFC 

HORIZ 
WAVE FORM 

.01 

68K 

100o 
C. mmf 

260V 

TO HORIZ 
OUTPUT 

10K 

HORIZ 
DRIVE 

820 

mml 
-±-.2 
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Meter Pegs 

I've noticed in checking electrolytic 
capacitors with an ohmmeter that after 
they charge to infinity, the meter con- 
tinues to climb until it pegs. If the meter 
is removed and reconnected it hits the 
peg immediately. (This happens even if 
you let them sit overnight.) The capac- 
itors check OK on a bridge. What makes 
them react like this? 

R. P. LOESCH 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
This is due to an inherent character- 

istic of electrolytics known as dielectric 
absorption, a phenomenon that allows 
approximately 1.4% of the normal volt- 
age applied to the 'lytic to appear across 
it within a minute or so after being 
shorted. The 'lytic is effectively shorted 
by placing the ohmmeter across it to 
check for a short. Then, the capacitor 
builds up a charge, not only because of 
the ohmmeter's applied potential, but 
also because of the additional charge 
due to dielectric absorption. This, then, 
continues to cause current to flow through 
the meter, causing the needle to peg. 

It should be noted that it is possible 
(although not probable in TV service) 
for the increased current caused by this 
dielectric charge to damage a meter. 
The charge will continue to grow with 
time, reaching 6 to 7% of the normally 
applied potential. This explains the im- 
mediate pegging "the next morning." It 
is as though you were connecting your 
ohmmeter across a 12 -volt battery. 

More Feedback Problems 
I've replaced the feedback filter capaci- 

tor C65 in an Emerson Chassis 120220D 
three times in the last six months. Even 
though I've checked every replacement 
prior to installation, they still short. Can 
you give me the reason for the short life 
of this component? 

M. L. CHAPIN 
Detroit, Mich. 

In addition to coupling a signal back 
from the output stage to the first stage of 
the multivibrator, C64 and C65 form a 
pulse -division network. The high -ampli- 
tude pulse present at the plate of V13 is 

divided so that 90% of the original value 
appears across C65, and the other 10% 
across C64. Since the highest pulse volt- 
age appears across C65, it is doing the 
most work. Be sure to check C64 and 
C66, and use a 1000 -volt capacitor as 
C65 to insure against future breakdowns 

680K 

VERT 
HOLD 

1 meg 

0.0E147 

VERT MULT 

12125N7GT 

2 

3 

VERT 
SIZE 
2 meg 

BOOST 

150K 

660K 

T.001 

FROM 

SYNC 

2.2 
meg 

.01 

150K 

VERT MULT 
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6S4 
TO 
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470n 

VERT 
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"SAMS PHOTOFACTS MAKE IT EASY" 

"Since I work on all makes and 
models, PHOTOFACT is a must 
for my shop. Bench time is re- 
duced on each set, and when 
replacement parts are required, 
Sams PHOTOFACTS make it 
easy." -L. J. Savage, Jr. 

Gainesville, Texas 

Service Technicians! YOU EARN MORE... 

YOU RATE with the public when you own 

the PHOTOFACT service data library! 
You enjoy maximum earnings as the 
owner of a complete PHOTOFACT 
Service Data Library! It's inevitable, 
because no matter how expert you are, 
you can always save more time on 
any job, get more jobs done dàily- 
EARN MORE, DAY IN AND DAY OUT... 

What's more-as the owner of a 
complete PHOTOFACT Library, you 
know your customers' sets best. You 
can actually show each customer you 
have the PHOTOFACT Folder covering 
his very own set. Result : You command 
public respect and acceptance which 
paves the way to more business and 
earnings for you. 

NOW IS THE TIME TO JOIN 

THE POWERFUL NEW PROGRAM 

FOR QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS 

If you now own a PHOTO - 
FACT Library or plan to own 
one, you can apply for mem- 
bership in "PEET." It's the 
first industry program really 
designed to build powerful 
public acceptance for the 
Service Technician who qual- 
ifies. Builds enviable prestige 
and business for its members. 
Benefits cost you absolutely 
nothing if you qualify. Ask 
your Sams Distributor for the 
"PEET" details, or mail cou- 
pon today. 

HOW TO STAY AHEAD... 
Yes, the truly successful Service 
Technicians are those who own 
the complete PHOTOFACT Library, 
who can meet and solve any re- 
pair problem-faster and more 
profitably. And these men keep 
ahead because they're on a Stand- 
ing Order Subscription with their 
Distributors to receive all new 
PHOTOFACTS as they are released 
monthly. (They're eligible for the 
benefits of membership in PEET, 
too-see below!) 
ONLY $10 DOWN puts the com- 
plete PHOTOFACT Library in your 
shop-and you have up to 30 months 
to pay. See your Sams Distributor 

today, or write to 
Howard W. Sams 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO.,. INC. 
1728 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

D Send me full details on the new "PEET" Program. 

D Send full information on the Easy -Buy Plan and Free 
File Cabinet deal. 

D I'm interested in a Standing Order Subscription. 

I'm a Service Technician full-time; D part-time 

My distributor Is 

Shop Name 

Attn 

Address 

I City 
L_ 

Zone_State 
-J 
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Check the 

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES 

you get in the RCA 

V -O -M with the Extras 

20,000 ohms -per -volt 
meter movement 

Clearly marked db 
scales; no squinting to 

.. _ read results 

Special 1 -volt and 0.25 
volt (full-scale) ranges 

dc 

3% accuracy on dc 

5% accuracy on ac 

See page 65 for the full story on this superlative 
value at only 543.95' 'User Price (Optional) 

RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

FOR TECHNICIANS, SERVICE MEN, 

HI-FI, STEREO HOBBYISTS 

AFT sWATc 
Ñe ess ities 

Everyday 

STANDARD ITEMS ALWAYS IN DEMAND 

"LITTEL-PLUGS" 

$witchcraft's new phone 
plug design assures you of 
dependable products. Many 
exclusive features. Complete 
line. 

"TINI -PLUGS" 

Sub -miniature, 2 -conductor phone plug for use 

with transistor equipment-mates with 'Tini- ' 

Jax". 

"LITTEL-JAX" 

Dependability, low cost and 
consistent quality assured 
through exclusive construc- 
tion features-complete line. 

"TINI-JAX" 
Subminiature design, one-third size of "Littel- 
Jax". Mates with "Tini -Plug". Ideal for use 

in transistorized portable radios. 

Stocked by Leading Distributors 

S \Zv 113.IM(. 
5573 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, III., 

Canadian Rep.: Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd. 
50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 

WEBCOR IS BUILT 
for easyservicing servcn g 

NEW! Technical information 

on all 1961 Webcor products 

available on subscription! 
Service Manuals and Bulletins on all 
current models, plus literature on 
new models as they are released- 
from July 1960 to July 1961 . . . 

punched for filing in Webcor folder. 

only $5.00 per year's subscription 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
WEBCOR, INC. Service Dept., 912 W. North Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. 
Enclosed is $5.00 (by check , money order ). 
Please send a full year's subscription of Webcor technical literature to: 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE_ STATE 

Neon Troubles 

I installed a master antenna system in 
a motel and used RG -59/U cable for the 
leads. I ran the shielded cable all the way 
to the antenna and mounted it 100' away 
from the building in an attempt to get 
away from neon -light interference. I've 
still got the interference. Is there any 
solution to this problem? 

WALTER G. SMITH 
McConnellsburg, Pa. 

Most neon installations are made with 
only twisted -wire connections, and these 
form potent sources of radiation when- 
ever they become corroded or loose. Per- 
haps the best way to overcome the offend- 
ing interference would be to make good 
solder joints on all connections in the 
neon -light circuit. 

It's also likely that a filter will help. 
Use a pair of .1-mfd capacitors of at least 
600 -volt rating to make the best possible 
filter. Connect the two caps together, and 
attach their junction to a good earth 
ground; then connect the remaining two 
free leads to opposite sides of the AC 
supply line, right at the neon transformer. 

Bypass vs. Decoupling 

I'd appreciate it if you would clear up 
a technical point I have been wondering 
about. Exactly what is the difference be- 
tween a bypass capacitor and a decou- 
pling capacitor? 

Also, I notice that you seldom print 
articles about servicing the sound section 
of a television receiver. I'm interested in 
learning the best way of troubleshooting 
the sound channel, and I'd like to know 
what I should expect to see with the 
scope. 

JOSEPH COLLAZO 
Union City, N. J. 

Bypass and decoupling capacitors both 
have the same general function-shunting 
a signal to ground from some point in the 
circuit where the presence of the signal 
would be undesirable. However, there's a 
slight difference in usage of the two 
terms. In general, a "bypass" capacitor 
maintains a specific point (such as a tube 
element) at AC ground potential; on the 
other hand, a "decoupling" capacitor is 
intended to keep signals off common feed 
lines such as B+, AGC, etc., in order to 
prevent stray coupling between different 
stages or sections of the receiver. 

The scope isn't used very often in TV 
sound circuits except when you are align- 
ing them. Of course, it would be possible 
to use a scope in conjunction with a sig- 
nal generator to make visual checks of 
distortion and stage gain in audio ampli- 
fiers; however, the troubles uncovered by 
this method can often be found just as 
well by other means. An effective and 
widely -used servicing approach is to lo- 
calize troubles to a particular stage by 
signal injection, and then to make voltage 
and resistance checks in the suspected 
circuit. This method was outlined by Milt 
Kiver last November in the article, "Tai- 
loring Your Servicing Technique to the 
Circuit." 
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Q & A on TV Alignment 
(Continued from page 31) 

JOHN: Hey, couldn't you say you're 
"sweeping" the generator frequency 
by hand? Seems to me you could 
sweep -align the IF with this test 
setup. If you had too much or too 
little gain at some frequency, it 
would show up on the meter. 
BILL: In a way, you're right; but 
we'll leave the "sweeping" to the 
sweep generator. The visible scope 
trace will give more accurate and 
quicker results than trying to plot a 
graph, mental or otherwise, of the 
VTVM readings. For now, we're 
only going to "spot-check" the IF 
gain at several different frequencies. 
The trick is to choose the ones most 
important to set operation. If they 
indicate that the alignment is off, 
we'll make a closer check of the 
separate coils involved. 

Notice the eight steps in the basic 
IF -alignment directions. In each 
step, you're told to peak one of the 
IF tuned circuits at its resonant fre- 
quency. You can see that most of 
the adjustment frequencies are dif- 
ferent; this is because the IF section 
is "stagger -tuned." Each coil is 
tuned to some definite single fre- 
quency and favors some limited por- 
tion of the total frequency band. 
Each stage then amplifies some fre- 
quencies more than others. But, 
since each transformer is tuned to a 
different frequency, the over-all gain 
of the IF strip is averaged out so that 
all frequencies eventually get the 
right amount of amplification. I'll 
soon use the scope to show you how 
this works. 
FRED: What do they mean by ad- 
justing for "minimum deflection" in 
the first two steps of the chart? 
BILL: The first two adjustments are 
traps. You tune for a dip in the me- 
ter reading at a certain frequency to 
show that minimum signal strength 
is reaching the detector at that fre- 
quency. 

Now I'm ready to start peaking 
the other adjustments for maximum 
negative DC on the meter. Remem- 
ber, this means maximum detector 
output. The most important thing to 
watch out for is the generator fre- 
quency; you need to be sure you're 
tuned precisely where you want to 
be, before you ever touch a slug. 
The best insurance is to use the 
crystal calibrator built into the gen- 
erator. See, it takes only a couple of 
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SPEND ONE HOUR 

A DAY WITH THESE 

RIDER BOOKS 

INCREASE YOUR INCOME 

langrEMUM 
MASTER RECEIVING - PICTURE TUBE SUBSTITU- 

TION GUIDEBOOK, H. A. Middleton, $7.45 
RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDEBOOK 4th 

suppl., H. A. Middleton, $1.35 
TUBE CADDY -TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDEBOOK, 

H. A. Middleton, 90c 
HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT TV SYNC CIRCUITS, 

I. Remer, $2.90 
REPAIRING TELEVISION RECEIVERS, C. Glick - 

stein, $4.40 
PICTURE BOOK OF TV TROUBLES, Rider Lab 

Staff. Fabulous series of definitive practical 
books that teach recognition of faults in TV 
receivers. 

VOL. 1: HORIZONTAL AFC -OSCILLATOR 
CIRCUITS, $1.35 

VOL 2; VERTICAL SWEEP -DEFLECTION 
CIRCUITS, $1.80 

VOL. 3: VIDEO I -F & VIDEO AMPLIFIER 
CIRCUITS, $1.80 

VOL. 4: AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CIR- 
CUITS, $2.25 

VOL 5: HORIZONTAL OUTPUT & H -V CIR- 
CUITS, $2.40 

VOL. 6: HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL SYNC 
CIRCUITS, $2.50 

VOL 7: SOUND CIRCUITS & L -V POWER 
SUPPLIES, $1.50 

TV PICTURE TUBE -CHASSIS GUIDE, Rider Lab 
Staff, $1.35 

TV TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR GUIDEBOOK, R. 
G. Middleton, VOL. 1: $3.90; VOL. 2: $3.30 

TECHNICIAN'S GUIDE TO TV PICTURE TUBES, I. 
Renter, $2.40 

TV TUBE LOCATION á TROUBLE GUIDE (RCA), 
Rider Lab Staff, $1.25 

TV SWEEP ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES, A. Lieb- 
acher, $2.10 

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT A TV RECEIVER, J. 
Richard Johnson (end ed.), $2.90 

SERVICING TV VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL OUT- 
PUT SYSTEMS, H. Thomas, $2.90 

HANDBOOK OF 630 -TYPE TV RECEIVERS, Miller 
& Bierman, $3.50 

ADVANCED TELEVISION SERVICING TECHNIQUES, 
Zbar & Schildkraut, Main Text, $3.60; Lab. 
Workbook, 95c 

COLOR TELEVISION 

INTRODUCTION TO COLOR TV (2nd ed.), Kauf- 
man & Thomas, $2.70 

HIGHLIGHTS OF COLOR TELEVISION, John R. 
Locke, Jr., 99c 

COLOR TELEVISION RECEIVER PRACTICES, Hazel- 
tine Corp. Lab. Staff, soft cover, $4.50; cloth, 
$6.00 

COLOR TV DICTIONARY, J. Richard Johnson, 
$1.25 

AUDIO & HIGH-FIDELITY SERVICING 

RIDER'S SPECIALIZED HI-FI AM -FM TUNER 
MANUAL, $3.50 

HOW TO INSTALL á SERVICE INTERCOMMUNICA- 
TION SYSTEMS, J. Darr, $3.60 

HOW TO SERVICE TAPE RECORDERS, C. A. Tut- 
hill, $2.90 

RIDER'S SPECIALIZED TAPE RECORDER MANUAL, 
VOL. 1, $4.50 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

HOW TO USE METERS (2nd ed.), J. F. Rider & 
S. Prensky, $3.50 

HOW TO USE TEST PROBES, A. Ghirardi & R. 
Middleton, $2.90 

OBTAINING INTERPRETING TEST SCOPE TRACES, 
J. F. Rider, $3.00 

HOW TO USE SIGNAL & SWEEP GENERATORS, J. 
Richard Johnson, $2.40 

HOW TO USE GRID -DIP OSCILLATORS, R. P. Tur- 
ner P. E., K6AI, $2.50 

RADIO SERVICING 
RADIO RECEIVER LABORATORY MANUAL, A. W. 

Levey, M. S. $2.00 
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK, VOL 1, 

Rider & Johnson, $2.40. 
HOW TO INSTALL á SERVICE AUTO RADIOS (2nd 

ed.), J. Darr, $3.25 
REPAIRING PORTABLE & CLOCK RADIOS, B. 

Crisses & D. Gnessin, $2.75 

JOHN F. RIDER. PUBLISHER, INC. 
116 West 14th Street, New York 11, N.Y. ah: Canada: Chas. W. Pointon, Ltd., 

66 Racine Rd., Rexdale, Oct. 

seconds to zero -beat the variable 
marker oscillator against the crystal 
oscillator so you can calibrate the 
dial. 

By the way, fellows, I picked up 
a new alignment -tool kit; so there'll 
be no excuse for chewing up any 
more slugs. 
DAN: Step 4 in the instructions has 
me puzzled. How come the mixer 
plate coil has to be adjusted? I 
thought it was in the tuner. 
BILL: Physically, it is. As far as cir- 
cuit action is concerned, it's strictly 
an IF component. See now why you 
have to adjust this slug on every 
replacement tuner you install? It 
matches the tuner output to the IF 
input. 

This set seems to be in pretty 
good shape, since all the slugs give 
definite peak indications. If we had 
a smeary or ghosty picture, and one 
transformer refused to peak, we'd be 
on our way to finding a sour stage. 

We're not done yet, because we 
still have to recheck the over-all 
curve. 
GEORGE: Why do you need to do 
that -haven't you already peaked all 
the slugs? 
BILL: Yes, we have, but there's a 
catch. What would happen if one of 
the IF stages happened to have ab- 
normally high or low gain? Remem- 
ber, they're all peaked at different 
frequencies. 
GEORGE: Oh, I get it. If you had 
one weak stage, it would cut down 
the gain at some video frequencies, 
but not at others. 
BILL: Right. And we can discover 
this at a glance by looking at the 
sweep -alignment curve. It's not un- 
usual to find some odd humps and 
hollows even after all the slugs are 
peaked. But we can generally iron 
these out reasonably well by slightly 

juggling the different slugs. If the 
curve still looks lopsided after the 
final tune-up, we should suspect 
trouble in the IF. 

The VTVM alignment seems to 
have helped this particular set. The 
curve shape looks practically the 
same as before; but the marker 
shows that the 45.75 point has risen 
to the 50% level, as we wanted it 
to do. 
JOHN: The curve in the instructions 
shows two distinct peaks, but we 
still have only one wide peak -the 
way we did when we started. [Fig 
10] 
BILL: That's true, but I'd say the 
curve shape is well within tolerance 
and is good enough to get the job 
done. The main thing is to have the 
right amount of gain at 45.75 - 
that's the picture carrier -without 
throwing off the low -frequency end 
of the curve. 

Let's see if we can get a better 
idea of what's happening in this 
stagger -tuned receiver by looking at 
the response of separate stages. 
Fred, go over in the stock cabinet 
and get me three 270 -ohm resistors, 
will you, please? 
FRED: What are you going to do 
now? 
BILL: I'm going to set up the sweep 
generator and scope as I did for the 
over-all response check. I'm also 
going to disable different tuned cir- 
cuits in the receiver so we can see 
what each stage is contributing to 
the over-all alignment curve. First, 
I'm going to shunt the plate coils in 
the first and second video IF stages 
with 270 -ohm resistors. The curve 
we now have on the scope screen 
[Fig. 11A] shows which frequencies 
are being favored in the third IF and 
detector tuned circuits. Notice where 
the 42.25- and 45.75 -mc markers 
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occur on each side of the curve. As 
I run a marker over the peak, you 
can see that we get the most gain at 
about 43.5 mc. 

Now I'm going to remove the 
shunt from the second stage and put 
one across the plate coil in the third 
stage. This will effectively disable 
the tuned circuits in the first and 
third IF's, and we will be viewing 
the response of the second stage 
alone. Notice that the curve is not 
peaked quite as high. This is mainly 
because the second stage has AGC 
bias on it, while the third IF does 
not. Also note that the markers are 
not directly across from each other 
[Fig. 11B] The very peak of this 
curve is at 44 mc. 
JOHN: Could you feed the signal 
directly into the input of one stage, 
and connect the scope through a de- 
tector probe to the output of the 
same stage? This would let you see 
the response of that stage by itself. 
BILL: Yes, sometimes you can, if 
you have sufficient stage gain to de- 
velop a usable curve, and if you 
don't detune the stage by connecting 
the scope and generator leads. Some 
sets are designed to be aligned by 
this method-especially the older 
ones with complex IF strips that 
have two or even more tuned circuits 
in a single stage. 

Let's go ahead and see what hap- 
pens when I transfer the shunt re- 
sistor from' the first to the second IF 
transformer. The response curve of 
the first -IF plate circuit [Fig. 11C1 
looks a little narrower and is peaked 
toward the high end. When I run a 
marker all the way to the peak, I 
find that it's at 45 mc. The 45.75 -mc 
marker rests at about 70%, and the 
42.25 -mc marker is not even visible 
because the response isn't broad 
enough to provide any gain at the 
low -frequency end. Let's see where 
the response falls off. Notice that a 
43 -mc marker comes pretty close to 
the base line. Beyond this point, 
gain is almost zero-but not quite. 
The lower -frequency portion of the 
signal is coupled through the first IF 
transformer, but that's about all. It 
receives its gain at a later point- 
mostly in the plate circuit of the 
second stage. 
FRED: I see now what's happening 
-the different stages are all peaked 
to different frequencies, but when 
you put them all together they spell 
flat response! 

BILL: Now you've got the idea. Sim- 
ple, isn't it? 
FRED: Could we have used the 
VTVM procedure on the other set, 
too? 
BILL: No, it has a somewhat more 
complicated design, and the different 
adjustments probably have more 
tendency to interact with each other. 
For this reason, I don't think you 
could have adjusted the various slugs 
for such clear-cut peak indications 
on the meter. 

Generally, the VTVM method of 
point-to-point alignment is depend- 
able only in sets where the correct 

VTVM procedure is given in the 
service data. Otherwise, you can 
figure that a sweep alignment will be 
quicker and more accurate in the 
long run. And to visualize the over- 
all IF response of any receiver, you 
must use sweep alignment. 

Whew! Any more questions? 
(Silence) 

GEORGE: We'll probably have plen- 
ty by tomorrow, but I think we all 
need some time to think over what 
you've told us already. 
BILL: All right - this would be a 
good time to adjourn. Let's go get 
something to eat! 
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Stretching CRT Life 
(Continued from page 28) 

(This is by no means limited to fe- 
male customers.) 

Some people are easily alarmed 
because of articles that have ap- 
peared in popular magazines and 
newspapers. For example, a doctor 
(who should certainly have known 
better!) came out last year with a 
flat statement that "picture -tube 
boosters" were a menace to society, 
because they raised the high voltage 
on a tube to such an extent that the 
tube gave off hard X-rays, gamma 
radiation, and other deadly emana- 

tions! Apparently, no one took the 
time to tell the good doctor that 
raising the high voltage to the figure 
he named would result in a picture 
on the average screen about 4" 
square, with a brightness rivaling the 
sun! Absurd as it may seem to us, 
some people accept as gospel any 
statement of this nature, simply be- 
cause it has appeared in print. It 
is up to us to educate them, as far 
as we may, in the facts of TV tube 
life. 

The majority of defective tubes 
have simply lost emission. The pic- 
ture grows dim and loses contrast. 

TV TIPS 
FROM TRIAD 

NO.9 IN A SERIES 

"It's this kind of job that makes me envy the box boy's career 
at a supermarket," said Joe, the Junior PTM, as he gloomily 
eyed the job on the bench. 

"You should be an expert on them, since that's the second 
one in three days," said Bill. 

"Same set, same trouble, but not same cure," said Joe. 
"The first set came in with a short between the yoke windings. 
I went down and picked up the replacement, compared 
terminal numbers, connected it, and it worked fine. This set 
came in, same type of short, so I bought the same yoke as 
before, compared numbers, connected it, and got a fine 
picture, but it was upside down and backwards. When I 
reversed the leads to make it read right I had the worst case 
of 'ring ripple' I have ever had." 

"Did you, by any chance," asked Bill, "buy a replacement 
with all the parts wired in?" 

"The counterman said it was an `exact' replacement," 
answered Joe defensively. "But why was it perfect in one 
case, and like this in the second?" 

"Hm," said Bill, as he looked, "did you notice where the 
leads came out of the first yoke' when you had it mounted?" 

"Out the bottom," said Joe promptly. 
"Well, they come out the top the way this one is mounted," 

said Bill. "If I remember correctly they used different mount- 
ings in different runs. When you installed this yoke you had 
exactly the right anti -ring network on exactly the wrong 
terminals, because you had to reverse polarity to make the 
picture read `right.' If you follow my system, use new parts 
to duplicate the wiring (and mounting) of the original, you 
would never know about this kind of trouble." 

MORAL : It is probably impossible to "exactly" replace over 
four thousand yokes from a line of less than a hundred. If 
you use the correct basic unit (proper deflection and induct- 
ance) plus a Network Kit to duplicate the original installa- 
tion, you will find that nearly all jobs can be done quickly 
and easily. Review your yoke fundamentals as outlined in 
PTM #3, a copy of which is available from your Triad 
Distributor or from Triad in Venice. Triad Transformer Cor- 
poration, 4055 Redwood Avenue, Venice, California. 

Tubes like this can frequently be 
brought back to nearly normal 
brightness by rejuvenation; or if the 
cathode's emitting surface is very 
far gone, increasing its operating 
temperature by means of a bright- 
ener will restore some of the lost 
performance. Tell these facts to the 
customer, as far as possible, with- 
out going into a long dissertation on 
CRT structures. We've found it 
helpful to explain that the cathode 
is a small tube about the size of the 
end of your ball-point pen, with the 
active material all concentrated on 
the end facing the CRT screen. Ex- 
plain that all you're going to do is 
heat it up a little more, so it will 
give off more electrons. (You might, 
in the case of "nervous old ladies" 
of either sex, avoid the use of the 
word "overheat"; use the phrase 
"heat it up a little more" to avoid 
any connection with the thought of 
overloading the tube. Proper choice 
of words is very important at this 
time.) 

The main idea you should try to 
get across is that you are not trying 
to sell them a new picture tube! 
This suspicion will inevitably occur 
to them, from all the unnecessary 
bad publicity our profession has re- 
ceived since the beginning of TV 
service! By making a very obvious 
effort to cure the trouble without 
having to replace the tube, you are 
bound to make a good impression. 

Now, with the human aspect of 
the subject out of the way, let's look 
at the actual mechanics of the opera- 
tion. Loss of emission is due to par- 
tial exhaustion of the chemical com- 
pound on the end of the tiny cathode 
cylinder, resulting in a decrease in 
the quantity of electrons available 
for beam current. 'Way back in the 
good old days, radio tubes were 
built with the same basic type of 
cathode, consisting of a tungsten 
wire coated with thorium or some 
other active material. "Rejuvena- 
tion" for tubes was popular in that 
era, and exactly the same means was 
employed then as now. The filament 
was overheated so as to "boil" more 
active material to the cathode sur- 
face. It was then cooled slowly to 
avoid flaking of the cathode ma- 
terial. 

"Tester -Rejuvenators" 
There are several makes of pic- 

ture -tube testers and rejuvenators 
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available. Most of them provide 
means of rejuvenating the tube by 
applying above -normal heater volt- 
ages. A typical unit combines an 
emission and shorts tester with a 
three -step rejuvenator circuit and a 
"flasher" circuit for correcting open 
or shorted elements. Emission is 
read directly on a meter calibrated 
both in microamperes and accord- 
ing to a BAD -GOOD scale. Taps on 
the filament transformer, through a 
selector switch, provide heater volt- 
ages of 6.3, 8, and 10 volts (Low, 
MED, and HIGH). The flasher cir- 
cuit applies about 1000 volts be- 
tween the cathode and the remain- 
ing elements through a momentary - 
contact push-button switch. 

This type of tester will check any 
standard black - and - white picture 
tube; generally, adapters are also 
available for accommodating both 
types of 110° tube bases, color 
tubes, and CRT's with special fila- 
ment voltages. 

Adapter harnesses for checking 
picture tubes for shorts and emis- 
sion on a standard tube tester are 
also available. These are simply 
plugged into the tester, and the 
checks made as in any other tube 
test. As far as shorts and emission 
checking are concerned, these tests 
are very accurate. Of course, no 
flashing voltage is included, but pic- 
ture tubes may be rejuvenated by 
raising the filament voltage of the 
checker. (Remember, the highest 
setting should not exceed 10 volts.) 

CRT Trouble Symptoms 
Unless the tests are a matter of 

routine (as they are in our shop), 
the CRT tester need not be used un- 
less the symptoms definitely point 
toward picture -tube trouble. Typical 
clues are a decided loss of bright- 
ness, lack of contrast, a "pearly" 
appearance to the picture, loss of 
focus, and a darkening of the "high- 
lights" in the picture when the 
brightness control is turned all the 
way up. The high voltage should al- 
ways be measured to be sure it is 
up to normal, since insufficient 
brightness could be due to a weak 
HV supply rather than a bad CRT. 
Low gain in the video amplifier 
could be responsible for poor con- 
trast, while other troubles could ac- 
count for such symptoms as loss of 
focus and poor resolution. How- 
ever, with the tester so simple to 

use, checking the CRT is often the 
quickest way to tell whether or not 
it is defective. 

A very low reading on the emis- 
sion test indicates trouble. However, 
the meter readings on either the 
microamp or BAD -GOOD scale are 
arbitrary, and must be correctly in- 
terpreted. For example, one popu- 
lar CRT tester shows BAD below 300 
microamperes. In actual use, how- 
ever, we have found that a tube 
reading as little as 100 microamps 
will produce a fairly good picture. 
This depends greatly on the condi- 
tion of the tube in other respects- 

gas content, interelement leakage, 
etc. Tubes which are gassy will show 
erratic meter readings and will usu- 
ally produce very poor -quality pic- 
tures. 

Interelement shorts and other al- 
lied symptoms will be detected by 
the shorts test. However, you will 
probably not even need to use the 
tester to spot a heater -cathode short; 
this 'defect is easily recognized be- 
cause the brightness control has no 
éffect. Grid -to -cathode shorts, G1 - 
to -G2 shorts, etc., may also occur 
once in a while. These are usually 
caused by flakes of getter or other 
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the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket 
prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart gives all necessary 
pin, current and voltage data. New Roll Charts are Free. 

UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A new. simple way to deter- 
mine yoke failure accurately-without removing yoke from picture tube. 
Merely disconnect one yoke lead and substitute. If high voltage (also 
bright vertical line) is restored, TV yoke is defective. 
DYNAMIC FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CHECKER. Merely 
flip switch to "Flyback Check" and meter will indicate condition of 
flyback transformer. in degrees of horizontal deflection. Extremely sensi- 
tive and accurate; even shows up one shorted turn on flyback. 
VOLTMETER. For testing bootstrap, screen and other voltages. 
Direct -reading voltmeter, 0-1000 volts. 

UNIVERSAL VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. Checks oscillator, 
output transformer and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and 
check picture on screen. 

55105 is completely self-contained, noth- 
ing else is needed. New Improved Circuit... DEALER NET 42 
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conductive material lodged between 
the elements or the support rods. 

The flashing voltage is intended 
for use in curing this condition. Ap- 
plying the high voltage between ele- 
ments burns the shorting material 
away. The same method may be 
used to repair an open element, such 
as the cathode, by literally welding 
it together. The best procedure for 
this is to overheat the cathode by 
raising the filament voltage to the 
top notch on the rejuvenator control, 
and then to tap the flasher button. 
Tapping the neck of the tube 
GENTLY with the handle of a 

screwdriver will sometimes help to 
make a weld. 

This is a "last -resort" treatment 
for open elements, however. A great 
many open elements in picture tubes 
can be traced to bad solder joints 
between the wire leads of the tube 
and the hollow base pins (Fig. 1A). 
These bases are in general use in 
picture tubes with deflection angles 
of 90° or less, as well as in a few 
110° types. (Most 110° tubes have 
wire -pin bases like those on minia- 
ture receiving tubes.) Before trying 
to flash an open element on a tube 
with a rigid -pin base, resolder the 

Just because 2 speakers LOOK alike 

doesn't 
mean 
they'll 
SOUND 
alike... 

1 

or that 
they'll 
give the 
same 
trouble -free 
performance. 

askforQUAM 

The NO CALL-BACK speaker with the exclusive Adjust -a -Cone Suspension 
Completely manufactured in the United States of America 

QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY 

FIL WINDING ON 

POWER TRANS 

FROM VIDEO 
AMP 

6.3 VAC 

ISOLATION -TYPE 

BRIGHTENER 

SHORT 

Fig. 3. CRT with heater -cathode short 
may be salvaged by using brightener 

base pins (or use a pin -crimping 
tool) and recheck. Merely melting 
the solder on the pin is often not 
sufficient. A more effective method 
is shown in Fig. 1B. Heat the pin, 
then insert a short piece of solid 
wire-well-tinned and lightly cov- 
ered with paste flux-inside the pin. 
Work this wire back and forth sev- 
eral times, to get some solder down 
inside the pin; then allow it to cool. 
Do not insert over 1/2" to 3/4" 
of the wire into the pin; too long a 
wire might go on through and cause 
a short to another wire lead inside 
the base. Clip off the excess wire and 
recheck. 

A pin -crimping tool, especially 
made for repairing loose base con- 
nections, indents the hollow pin to 
compress the wire lead and restore 
contact. Some technicians crimp the 
pins crosswise, using diagonal cut- 
ters. This must be done with extreme 
care; some poor unfortunates have 
cut pins completely off with an un- 
wary squeeze! 

Rejuvenation Techniques 
There is a certain amount of skill 

involved in using the rejuvenation 
feature of any tester. Improper use 
of the equipment can result in dam- 
age to even a good tube. The follow- 
ing method has been worked out 
over a period of several years in the 
field: 

ORIGINAL HOOKUP 

6.3 VAC 

6.3 VAC 

OPEN 

FROM VIDEO AMP 

FROM VIDEO AMP 

CATHODE CONNECTION TRANSFERRED TO 

SECONDARY OF ISOLATION -TYPE BRIGHTENER 

Fig. 4. Sometimes an open cathode can 
be tied to filament to restore CRT. 234 East Marquette Road Chicago 37, Illinois 
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After emission of a tube has been 
found low, apply the high filament 
voltage. If the emission is very low, 
use the highest tap (10 volts) . Allow 
the increased voltage to remain on 
the tube for 30 seconds, timing it by 
a watch. Then turn the switch to the 
medium tap (8 volts), and allow the 
cathode to cool for 15 seconds. At 
the end of this time, drop back to 
the normal or low tap for another 15 
seconds; then recheck the emission. 
In many cases, a fairly high reading 
will show up (300-400 microamps), 
but the emission will "sag" down as 
the cathode cools. If this happens, 
switch the filament control to the 
medium tap again for 30 seconds, 
and touch the flasher button once or 
twice. Retest. Sometimes the flash- 
ing will burn off an inactive outer 
"crust" on the cathode, and the 
emission will come up again. 

In general, unless the tube shows 
an open element, do not flash it at 
the 10 -volt filament level. Cathode 
leads have been completely burned 
off under such conditions. This is 
probably due to the almost molten 
condition of heater and cathode 
when greatly overheated. To clear 
shorts, flash at either normal or me- 
dium filament -heat levels. 

To weld open elements, apply 10 
volts to the filament, and allow the 
cathode to heat for at least 30 sec- 
onds. In stubborn cases, where the 
tube is a "goner" anyway, heat it for 
a full minute. Then flash it, holding 
the button down for a longer period 
than usual. (About one second is an 
average time.) In most testers, you'll 
hear a "humor" inside the tester if 
the element is being welded. When 
you hear this, release the flasher 
button immediately! Stubborn welds 
can sometimes be helped along by 
tapping the base of the tube and the 
flasher button simultaneously. It 
might also be of some help to change 
the position of the tube; you could 
turn it faceplate down, on either 
side, etc. 

Brighteners 

If the emission of the tube comes 
up to a good level after the rejuve- 
nation tests, but drops slowly to 
about 50-75 microamps, the use of 
a brightener is indicated. These are 
simply small transformers which 
raise the heater voltage of the tube 
to about 8 volts. Some of them are 

simple autotransformers (Fig. 2A), 
while others have isolated secondar- 
ies (Fig. 2B) . Different types are 
supplied for use in series and paral- 
lel filament circuits; the correct type 
for the set under test must be se- 
lected. The isolating -type brightener 
usually has a tap on the secondary 
winding, allowing the selection of 
either normal or boosted voltage. 

Some brighteners are a combina- 
tion of series- and parallel -circuit 
types, the switch from one to the 
other being made by a selector plug 
contacting different taps on the 
windings. The simpler types are 

quite small, and can be easily stowed 
away in the back of the TV set- 
even the smallest portable. 

The isolation -transformer type 
may be used to isolate heater - 
cathode shorts in the picture tube. 
If the video signal is injected into 
the cathode of the picture tube, a 
heater -cathode short will completely 
ground the signal, because the heater 
winding is always at or near ground 
potential (even in series strings). By 
isolating the heater winding from the 
chassis, the signal is "ungrounded," 
and in many cases the tube works 
almost as well as it did before. If the 

Transistor Radio Servicing 
CAN be Highly Profitable 

The ONLY Complete Transistor Radio Service Lab 
Everything you need for less than $50 

Check Transistors. Diodes. Rectifiers .. . 

SENCORE TRC4 TRANSISTOR CHECKER 
Accurately checks all transistors in hearing aids, 
radios and power transistors in auto radios. Tests 
for opens, shorts, leakage, current gain. Measures 
forward -reverse current ratio on all crystal diodes. 
Measures forward and reverse currents on selenium 
rectifiers. With set-up chart for accurate checking 
of each transistor. Size, 5x41/2x21/2". With 
batteries. DEALER NET 1995 

Replace Batteries During Repair .. . 

SENCORE PS103 BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
All -new "Transi -Pak," twin to TRC4 Checker 
above. Provides variable DC voltage to 24 volts; 
1.5 -volt biasing tap (a"must" for servicing Philco 
and Sylvania radios). Metered current output, to 
100 ma. Handles 200 -ma peaks. Two 200-mfd 
electrolytics provide proper filtering and low out- 
put impedance. No hum or feedback problems. 
Ideal fcr alignment using station signal; adjust IF 
slugs for max. current, also ideal for charging 
nickel -cadmium batteries. Size, 5x41/2x21/2" 
DEALER NET lÿ95 

Find Defectiue Stage in a Minute .. . 

SENCORE HG104 HARMONIC GENERATOR 
New signal generator designed primarily for fast 
signal -tracing of transistor radio circuits. No need 
to unsolder all transistors. Provides RF, IF and 
audio signals simultaneously, drastically cutting 
service time. Traces from speaker to antenna. Clear 
1000 cycle note signal is heard in speaker from all 
good stages. Signal weakens or stops at defective 
stage. Equally as effective for testing TV, hi-fi and 
other audio circuits also. Size, 31/2x41/2xl 3/4". 
With batteries. DEALER NET g95 
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Sync and Sound 
(Continued from page 33) 

mally narrow horizontal -hold range. 
The top of the picture may also ap- 
pear to bend, with vertical lines or 
objects curved to the right or left. 
Tnis effect occurs because the hori- 
zontal sync signal is more easily dis- 
rupted during the short interval just 
after a vertical sync pulse has passed 
through. In extreme cases of hori- 
zontal bending, the top of the picture 
will "flag -wave" . or move rapidly 
from side to side. 

In actual practice, the sync - 
separator output need not be as 
"clean" as Fig. 2A or 2B to achieve 
satisfactory lock -in under most cir- 
cumstances. In some circuits, it is 

entirely normal to find a certain 
amount of video along the base line 
(top) of the separator -plate wave- 
form, as shown in Fig. 4. Even if a 
small amount of video travels all the 
way into the horizontal AFC circuit 
(Fig. 5), this does not necessarily 
produce instability unless the video 
has enough amplitude to compete 
with the sync pulses. In that case, 
intermittent twitching of the picture 
can be expected. 

In severe overloading due to such 
causes as AGC trouble or a gassy 
video amplifier, the sync -input wave- 
form can be compressed to the ex- 
tent demonstrated in Fig. 6A. There 
are virtually no sync pulses left, so 
the separator's output consists most- 
ly of distorted video (Fig. 6B), and 
sync is extremely touchy or lost alto- 
gether. Note the notch in the plate 
signal each time the stub of a verti- 
cal sync pulse is applied to the 
separator. This regularly -recurring 
pattern is enough to permit a half- 
hearted attempt at vertical lock -in, 
but sync is still likely to be erratic. 

Since scope waveforms are so 
important in sync -circuit trouble- 
shooting, they should be carefully 
interpreted to insure best results. 
Since they can be locked in at either 
a 30- or a 7875 -cps scope -sweep 
rate, the question naturally arises as 
to which sweep frequency is prefer- 
able. Actually, both have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. 

The 30 -cps (vertical) rate gives 
an excellent over-all view of the 
signal. The tips and blanking pedes- 
tals of the horizontal pulses trace 
a ribbon-like, double -line pattern 
which is helpful in revealing faults 
such as 60 -cps hum in the signal 

(Fig. 7A). In contrast, the 7875 -cps 
waveform (Fig. 7B) has no similarly 
useful pattern. In the presence of 
hum, the varying height of the hori- 
zontal pulse tips shows up only as a 
blurring of the pulse outlines-and 
it's hard to tell whether this indicates 
signal trouble or merely a scope de- 
fect such as astigmatism or poor 
focus. 

On the other hand, the 7875 -cps 
sweep rate provides a clear close-up 
view of the sync -pulse waveshape, 
which is impossible to achieve at 30 
cps. 

Here are some things to look for 

when examining sync waveforms: 
Is over-all amplitude correct? 

Weak pulses may cause critical sync. 
A calibrator should be used to check 
the peak -to -peak value of the signal. 

Are the horizontal pulses greater 
in height than the vertical pulses? 
This can mean poor low -frequency 
response in the IF or video ampli- 
fier, a defective video coupling ca- 
pacitor, a weak separator tube, etc. 
The likely result is unstable vertical 
sync. 

Do the horizontal pulses vary in 
height in different parts of the wave- 
form pattern? There are many 

A ccmplete range of capacitors 
and resistors at your command. 

SENCORE HANDY 36 SUBSTITU 
Serviceman ... Engineer ... Experimentor .. . 

here's a unit that really saves you time. The 
Handy 36 provides the 36 most often needed 
capacitors and resistors for fast, on the spot 
substitution. The 12 position, 3 wafer switch 
individually selects one of the 36 components. 
You simply dial the value you want to the exact 
or closest reading. Substitution is still the only 
time tested method for determining whether or 
not a component is faulty while operating 
in circuit. 
Eliminate time wasted in hunting for parts to 
use in testing. Say goodby to the soldering mess 
created by substituting individual components. 
Put an end to the twisted wires and messy parts 
you've tossed in parts drawers. 
The Handy 36 is simple to use. If a component 
is suspected of being shorted, open one end and 
substitute the Handy 36. Or, merely parallel 
any capacitor or resistor you think is open. 

Model H36 DEALER NET 1275 

N UNIT 

10 to 5600 OMM; . 10K to S 6 MEG 

12 
RESISTORS 

1W- 10% 

H36 
10 

CAPACITORS 

600 V 

100 MMFD 
to SMFD 

12 
RESISTORS 

1/2W -10% 

ONE 
10 MFD 

ONE 
40 MFD 

450 V 
Electrolytic s 

The Handy 36, with new improved 
circuitry, pays for itself in the first 
month by saving you those val- 
uable minutes. The parts alone in 
the H36 would cost you more than 
the completed unit. 

Ask any parts distributor for the "Handy 36", accept no substitute. 

ALL PARTS 

MADE. tN AMERICA 
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A Profitable 
New Field! 

INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONIC 
SERVICING 

with ( OI!lrllMIITE® 
QUALITY 
Components 

Industrial electronic servicing 
is profitable new business for 
you. Especially when you 
stock and replace with de- 
pendable Ohmite components 
. . . the line your industrial 
customers know and prefer. 
Service such industrial equip- 
ment as mobile radio, aircraft 
and marine radar and radio, 
electronic controls for fac- 
tory processes and automa- 
tion, industrial P.A. and inter- 
com systems, and-medical 
and dental electronics. 

AXIAL -LEAD 
RESISTORS 
Vitreous -enameled, 
power -type units 
designed to with- 
stand high temper- 
atures. In 3, 5, and 
10 -watt sizes. 
BROWN DEVIL® 
RESISTORS 
Vitreous -enameled. 
In 5, 10, and 20 - 
watt sizes. 
LITTLE DEVIL® 
COMPOSITION 
RESISTORS 
Meet all MIL -R - 
11A requirements. 
Available in 1/lo, 1/4, 

1/2, 1, and 2 -watt 
sizes in all standard 
EIA values. 
MOLDED 
COMPOSITION 
POTENTI- 
OMETERS 
TYPE AB 
Resistance material 
is solid -molded, 
noise -free. Rated 
at 2 watts. 

Write for Stock Catalog 

DEPENDABLE 
RESISTANCE 

UNITS 

ORMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
3644 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois 

Fig. 5. A trace of video information 
may even reach horizontal AFC stage. 

causes for this symptom, but the re- 
sult is likely to be the same (hori- 
zontal instability) in just about all 
cases. 

The last two statements bring up 
a very important point: Sync -circuit 
trouble will not necessarily affect 
both vertical and horizontal syn- 
chronization. The effect on the 
sweep circuits will depend on the 
type of distortion in the waveform. 

Sync Amplifiers and Phase Inverters 

Most TV sets have one or more 
sync stages following the separator. 
These go by many names-ampli- 
fier, clipper, phase inverter, etc.- 
and yet they all have about the same 
function of modifying the separator 
output into a form suitable for direct 
application to the sweep sections. 
This involves such processes as lev- 
eling out variations in pulse ampli- 
tude, removing video and other 
spurious information as much as 
possible, and sometimes developing 
output pulses of two different polari- 
ties to satisfy the needs of the sweep 
circuits. 

Troubleshooting requirements for 
these stages are similar to those for 
sync separators. The scope comes 
foremost as a trouble -isolating tool; 
if it reveals that the input signal is 

(A) Distorted separator input. 

(B) Video at separator plate. 

Fig. 6. Severe overloading of video. 

normal and the output is distorted, 
the stage in question must be defec- 
tive. Servicing then becomes a mat- 
ter of using a VTVM or VOM to 
find the exact component causing 
the trouble. 
Noise Limiters 

To prevent random -frequency 
noise pulses from falsely triggering 
the sweep stages, it is highly desir- 
able to provide some method of pre- 
venting noise signals from passing 
through the sync stages. Therefore, 
noise limiters or cancellers are wide- 
ly employed in TV receivers. These 

The Modern 

"PUSH BUTTON" 

way to protect 

ELECTRONIC PARTS! 

Prevents corona in high 
voltage section 

Keeps lead-in connections 
tight 
Prevents rusting and pit- 
ting of antenna 

Goes on in seconds- 
DRIES IN MINUTES 

-Paowiranx-- 

KRYIoN. 

CRYSTAL 
' CLEAR 

e. me 
tPRAY COATIN6 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
ACRYLIC SPRAY 

Protect radio, TV and hi-fi equip- 
ment indefinitely against humidity 
and dust with Krylon Crystal -Clear, 
the modern "push button" acrylic 
spray. High dielectric strength, ex- 
cellent weatherproof qualities. Avail- 
able at your favorite radio -TV re 
pair shop. 

KRYLON, INC., Norristown, Pa. 

Paint touch-up work easily, expertly, with 

Krylon Spray Paints-choice of 24 colors 
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oníflr+Nl 
(A) At 30 -cps scope -sweep rate. 

(B) Not so obvious at 7875 cps. 

Fig. 7. Video signal with 60 -cps hum. 

circuits take various shapes; some- 
times an extra triode section is used 
(like V8A in Fig. 1), and in other 
sets the sync separator is a multigrid 
tube (6BE6, 6BU8, etc.) with a 
built-in noise -limiting feature. Re- 
gardless of how they are wired, noise 
limiters all have the same basic pur- 
pose of preventing the sync sepa- 
rator from conducting in response to 
noise pulses having greater ampli- 
tude than the sync pulses. 

In Fig. 1, a sample of the video - 
detector output is fed to the cathode 
of V8A. A noise -limiter control in 
the grid circuit biases this tube so 
that it conducts only on noise pulses 
more negative than the sync -tip level 
in the input signal. Each burst of 
conduction causes a negative pulse 
to be coupled through C65 to the 
grid of the sync separator. Mean- 
while, the video -detector output sig- 
nal has also been amplified and 
inverted in the video amplifier stage, 
and so a positive noise pulse appears 
in the regular sync -input signal. This 
positive pulse is nullified by the 
noise -limiter output pulse, and the 
output of the sync separator is un- 
disturbed. 

In the multigrid type of sync sepa- 
rator, a portion of the video -detector 
output signal is simply coupled to a 

special noise -limiter grid in the sepa- 
rator tube. Any strong noise pulse 
which occurs in the detector output 
then drives the separator into cutoff. 

If a noise limiter of any type is 
improperly biased, it may be actu- 
ated by the sync pulses themselves- 
resulting in a loss of sync. Whenever 
this situation is suspected, the easiest 
way to check the noise limiter's op- 
eration is to disable it temporarily. 
If there is a control in the circuit, 

this can be turned to a lower setting. 
An alternate method is to disconnect 
a strategic component such as C65 
in Fig. 1. Where the noise limiter is 
housed in a completely separate 
tube, this tube can often be removed 
from the set with no visible effect 
on operation (except in very noisy 
areas)! 

Sound IF and Detector 

Barring the usual tube failures, 
the sounc IF and FM sound detector 
are among the most trouble -free sec- 
tions of a TV set. On the infrequent 

occasions when circuit trouble in 
these stages causes a loss of sound, 
the fault can be localized by a 
signal -injection check. The proce- 
dure is somewhat the same as for the 
audio section, except that an RF 
signal generator tuned to 4.5 me 
should be used in place of the audio 
generator. Either amplitude or fre- 
quency modulation may be applied 
to the RF output. While it is true 
that the sound detector responds 
mainly to FM, it does not reject AM 
so completely that you could not get 
some sort of audible indication from 
the speaker. Of course, an FM sig- 

SENCORE ES1O2 

What more can you ask for? The Electro -Sub 
not only saves time for any serviceman, engi- 
neer or experimenter but insures maximum pro- 
tection too. Simply select the electrolytic, con- 
nect test leads and push surge protector switch. 
How many times have you reached for an 
electrolytic for substitution to find that value or 
voltage rating missing? 
How many times have you wanted a value just 
a little higher to see if you could knock out 
annoying hum? 
How many times have you had sets that blow 
fuses, fuse resistors or rectifiers and you did 
not check all electrolytics because it was too 
time consuming? 
Have you ever healed a suspected electrolytic 
by "bridging" it and made a call back that 
same week on the same trouble? 
Have you ever grabbed an electrolytic that you 
thought was discharged or watched a customer's 
dismay as you discharge one? 
Well, here is your answer ... from the smallest 
electrolytics used in transistor radios to the 
largest used in costly Hi-Fi amplifiers .. . 

complete, safe substitution. 
ES102 DEALER NET 15595 

MADE IN AMERICA 

Complete range of 
electro'ytics -4 to 350 
MFD. Connect in any 

circuit from 2 to 450 V. 

ELECTRO -SUB 

AUTOMATIC 
PROTECTOR 
for you and 
the circuit 

SURGE 

DISCHARGE (HUGE SUBSTITUTE 

It does all this by merely 
pushing surçe protector 
switch. MOVE it as fast as 
you wont; it is smooth and 
returns autonatically. 

You'd pay more for just the 
parts than you would for the 
complete ES 102... amazed? 
See your parts distributor. 
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nal will give more positive results if 
you have the proper equipment to 
produce it (a sweep generator, tun- 
able to 4.5 mc) . 

Start by touching the generator 
probe to the input side of the sound 
detector, and then work back toward 
the sound take-off point in the video 
amplifier or detector stage. There 
are only a couple or three steps to 
the whole procedure for most sets of 
fairly modern vintage, which typi- 
cally have just one sound IF stage. 
If you reach a point where the in- 
jected signal fails to produce an 
audible output from the speaker, the 
next step is to pick up the VTVM or 
VOM probe and localize the trouble 
by conventional voltage and resist- 
ance checks. 

Whenever an RF generator is not 
conveniently available, as in field 
servicing, it is often possible to per- 
form signal -tracing tests with an RF - 
type germanium diode (such as a 
1N295) or even with a large paper 
tubular capacitor. The vertical sync 
pulses in an ordinary station signal 
are used as an indicator. One end of 
the diode or capacitor is connected 
to the grid of the first audio ampli - 
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VTVM OR CIRCUITS 
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Fig. 8. Suggestions for troubleshooting sound IF and detector stages. 

fier, and the other end of the com- 
ponent is touched to various points 
in the sound IF circuit. For these 
checks, the fine-tuning control is 

adjusted to emphasize the 4.5 -mc 
beat signal at the video detector (in- 
dicated by a "wormy" picture and 
loud sound). When the improvised 

The only catalog 

you need to 

service all 

radios, 
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TV sets! 

Gives latest, 
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on exact and universal 
replacement parts. 
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COP T..3 

MAINTENANCE 
"SPOT" LUBRICATING OIL 

For pin -point oiling of 
bearings, shafts and oil 
holes." SPOT " is a high grade 

lubricant that reaches 
hard -to -get -at bearings with 
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TAPE RECORDER CLEANER 
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the spray and pin -point 
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probe is touched to a given point, a 

loud buzz from the speaker indicates 
continuity between the sound take- 
off point and the point being tested. 

Alignment Check 

Especially in older sets, a fairly 
common complaint about the sound 
is distortion or buzzing due to mis- 
alignment of the FM detector. In 

circuits using quadrature -grid detec- 
tors (6BN6 or 6DT6), the align- 

-ment is regularly performed by using 
a station signal as an indicator-so 
you won't do any harm by trying an 
alignment touch-up. In the 6BN6 
circuit only, the first thing to check 
is the buzz or quieting control, a 

variable cathode resistor which sets 
the proper operating bias for the de- 
tector to insure efficient AM limit- 
ing. The next thing to check-or 
first thing, in the case of the 6DT6- 
is the slug in the quadrature coil 
(A8 in Fig. 8). One manufacturer 
(Olympic) has even designated this 
slug as a service adjustment, labeling 
it a sound clarifier. If slight rotation 
of this slug does not improve the 
sound, you might try the other 
sound - IF alignment adjustments; 
but, before you do, be sure to reduce 
the input signal strength until a hiss 
appears in the sound. This insures 
maximum sensitivity of adjustment. 
In case you cannot obtain clear 
sound by realignment, further trou- 
bleshooting is needed. Voltage and 
resistance checks are a good start. 

The older -type dual -diode detec- 
tors (discriminator and ratio de- 
tector) are more critical to align, 
and indiscriminate slug -turning with- 
out a regular test -equipment setup 
is not advisable. There's one ex- 
ception to this rule: The secondary 
adjustment of the detector trans- 
former may be turned slightly in an 
attempt to clarify the sound by bal- 
ancing the detector. If this does not 
help, you will probably save time by 
making some other troubleshooting 
checks before proceeding with com- 
plete alignment. Although the dual - 
diode detectors do not receive DC 
supply voltages, you can sometimes 
gain helpful clues by taking voltage 
readings. In a ratio detector, for 
example, voltages which conform to 
those on the schematic are an indi- 
cation that the diodes are in balance 
and the electrolytic capacitor across 
the diode circuit is functioning. 

Summary 

When we first began to discuss 
this subject of developing a logical 
troubleshooting approach for televi- 
sion circuits, we worked out a three - 
step outline of the initial steps: 

1. Find out all you can about set 
behavior from the set user before 
any service work is done. 

2. From the way the set operates, 
determine the section of the receiver 
where the defective component is 
likely to be located. 

3. After the section in question 
has been located, check tubes in this 

section as a first step. 
To these, we can now add a fourth 

and final step: 
4. If tubes do not cure the trou- 

ble, select the test equipment which 
can be used most effectively in the 
circuit being serviced-and use it to 
make the tests which will give the 
most information with the least diffi- 
culty. (Table I will help you remem- 
ber which instruments are best suited 
for different jobs.) 

Using this outline will give you a 
servicing "short cut" which is flexi- 
ble and versatile enough to save time 
for you on all TV service jobs. 

Locate Faulty Rectifiers & Diodes 

SENCORE RS106 RECTIFIER TROUBLE-SHOOTER 

JAN 
SELENIUM SILICON 

SINGLE 
DIODES 

DUAL 
DIODES 

Instant, Direct Substitution for... 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Substitutes for all types 
used in Radio, TV and other electronic devices up to 
500 ma. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS. Types found in many new 
TV sets. 

SINGLE DIODES. With exception of some used in 
high frequency circuits. 

DUAL DIODES. Types used in sync Discriminator 
circuits. Third test lead is provided for center connection. 

Sencore has simplified trouble shooting rectifiers and 
diodes with this unique substitution unit. The RS106 
gives you a positive check everytime ... Substitute for 
suspected rectifier or diode ... watch picture or listen 
to sound and you'll know in seconds whether or not the 
rectifier or diode should be replaced. No guess work, no 
soldering mess, no time lost. The RS106 actually costs 
less than having loose rectifiers and diodes in the shop 
for testing and is worth many times more. i 

. Rectifiers & Diodes 
at your finger tips for 
fast substitution 

Protected by lh amp. 
Slow Blow Fuse. 

RS 106 
DEALER NET 

Ask your Distributor to show you the RSI06. 

1 275 

ALL PARTS 

SENCORE 

MADE IN AMERICA 

SENCORE 
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS 
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TV TUNERS OVERHAULED 

ALL 

5710 N. WESTERN 
CHICAGO 45, ILL. 

MAKE 
AND 

MODELS 

$014.95 
95 OR 

NET UHF 

UHF, VHF COMBINATION - $19.90 
90 DAYS WARRANTY 

SAME DAY SERVICE 
ON POPULAR TYPES -48 HOURS MOST OTHERS 

Overhaul charge includes labor and minor parts; tubes and 
major parts are extra at net prices. 
Tuner to be overhauled should be shipped complete; include 
tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts. Quote model 
and state complaint. Pack well and insure. 

WE WILL SHIP C.O.D.-F.O.B. CHICAGO OR TORONTO 

T' e Se 
U.S.A. 136 MAIN ST. CANADA TORONTO 13 

Suppliers of rebuilt TV Tuners to manufacturers, technicians & service dealers, coast to coast. 

Original and Only Complete TV Tuner Service covering the North American Continent. 

GOOD NEWS 
Have you heard about these two books? 

Tit. 

iraablerba°rak 

Haabob 

"The Troubleshooter's Handbook," 
a 96 -page collection of questions 
and answers, reprinted from 
"The Troubleshooter" column. 

"Servicing Industrial Electronics,' 
an 81" x 11", 64 -page book contain- 
ing 20 industrial electronics features 

from past issues. 

You can have one, or both - absolutely free - with your new 
renewal subscription order for PF REPORTER. In addition, you'll 
getting helpful and informative servicing articles on . . . 

INEDCIRONMS 

Receiving Tube Substitution 
Solid -State Rectifiers in TV 
Magnetic Amplifiers 
Replacing Controls 
Phono Speed Problems 

or 
be 

Causes & Cures for Negative 
Pictures 

Interpreting HiFi Power 
Specs 

Fundamentals of Transistors 
.. plus many others. 

Just fill out and send in the coupon below. With a 1 -year order, you have 
your choice of either servicing book. With an order for 2 years or more, 
you get both. Please be sure to check your occupation, and whether this is 
a new subscription or an extension of your present one. 

aa 

Enter my subscription to PF REPORTER 960 

and send me free books) checked. 
3 Years $9.00 2 Years $7.00 1 Year $4.00 

The Troubleshooter's Handbook 1 Check only one if 

Servicing Industrial Electronics Jr order is for one year 

Bill Me Remittance Enclosed Extend Present Subscription 

Take this coupon to your distributor, or mail to: 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City Zone State 

Please Check Your 
Business Classification 

Independent Radio, TY Owner, Mgr. 
Serviceman 

D Retailer with Service Service Mgr. 
Department 

Industrial Electronics D Employee 
Service 

Other (Specify occupation and title) 

TV Tuners 
(Continued from page 37) 

tuner in Fig. 2, with the turret re- 
moved to show the arrangement of 
the five -terminal Nuvistor socket. 
Compare it with the 9 -pin miniature 
tube socket on the left; also notice 
the variable capacitor (a neutraliz- 
ing adjustment for the RF stage) 
just below the RF -amplifier socket. 

Another item of interest is the 
pair of slots on opposite sides of the 
Nuvistor socket rim. These accom- 
modate the locating lugs which 
project downward from the tube 
(see Fig. 4A). This thoughtful fea- 
ture not only guides the tube into 
place, but is also very effective in 
protecting the frail pins from being 
bent while you are trying to seat the 
tube. Once you have positioned 
these lugs on the socket rim, you 
merely rotate the tube until the lugs 
find the slots and sink in - and the 
pins will automatically slide into 
their receptacles. The two lugs are 
of different sizes so that the tube can 
be inserted only one way. We tried 
installing a Nuvistor "blind"; and, 
even though a certain amount of 
fumbling is entailed in locating the 
socket, we found that the process 
is easier over-all than plugging in a 
conventional miniature tube. By the 
way, the 6CW4 runs at about the 
same temperature as any other RF - 
IF tube. It's likely to be quite warm, 
though not blistering hot, when you 
go to pull it out. 

Apart from the Nuvistor feature, 
the tuners in Figs. 1 and 2 are gen- 
erally very much like other recent 
models. The RCA unit uses a 6EA8 
oscillator -mixer tube, and some 
versions are equipped with a mech- 
anism for preset fine tuning as 
shown in Fig. 1. The Standard tur- 
ret tuner employs the "old standby" 
6CG8A as an oscillator -mixer, and 
it has many of the same physical 
features as the Guided Grid series 
of tuners - including a ball -and - 

Table I-Characteristics of 
Nuvistor and 6FH5 Triode. 

6CW4 6FH5 

HEATER CURRENT 
@6.3VAC 

PLATE VOLTAGE 

PLATE CURRENT 

T RAN S CONDUCTANCE 

Mu 

120 ma 

15V 

8 ma 

12, 500 

68 

200 ma 

135V 

II ma 

9,000 

50 
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spring detent device mounted on the 
front end of the tuner chassis. (If 
you have occasion to remove the 
turret from a late -model Standard 
tuner, be prepared to catch the de - 

tent ball when it drops out!) 

"View -Testing" the Nuvistor 

The specifications of the 6CW4 
indicate an outstanding gain factor 
and signal-to-noise ratio. To get 
some idea of what this means in 
terms of actual fringe -area TV re- 
ception, we made a "deep -fringe" 
viewing test using a Nuvistor- 
equipped '61 receiver. During this 
test, one thing became clear: The 
purpose of a "hotter'n a firecracker" 
RF amplifier is not so much to "pull 
in" previously -unobtainable signals 
as to improve the reception on al- 
ready -available channels. 

Due to continual progress over 
the years in the design of antennas, 
tuners, IF strips, video amplifiers, 
and picture tubes, the consistent re- 
ception range of TV signals has al- 
ready been extended almost to the 
practical limit - at least in the more 
thickly -populated areas of the coun- 
try. Co -channel interference, inter- 
mittent severe fading, and virtual 
drowning of the signal in atmos- 
pheric noise are among the inescap- 
able factors which limit the effective 
range. Of course, modern TV sets 
will receive pictures from beyond 
this boundary - sometimes. But let 
the atmospheric conditions change, 
and blooie! There's not enough sig- 
nal left to stir up the snow on the 
screen, let alone produce a viewable 
picture. 

However, this definition of a 
"consistent" reception range as- 
sumes only a minimum standard of 
picture quality - sometimes not 
much more than an ability to follow 
the action on the screen. Many 
people 50 to 100 miles from stations 
have regularly been watching anemic 
and snow -spotted pictures, because 
these are the only ones to be had. 
This group of viewers will benefit 
most from the new tuners, which 
promise to provide a welcome in- 
crease in picture contrast and 
"sparkle." 

Covered Switches 

In the new Sarkes Tarzian Silver 
Sealed wafer -switch tuner (Fig. 5), 
the switch contacts are completely 
enclosed by a protective cover which 

JOSEPH WHELAN, VICE PRESIDENT OF GERHARD'S, SAYS: 

"Gerhard's averages 10 service jobs a day 

. and we do the work faster with 

DUAL HEAT 
SOLDERING 

GUNS" 

Brand Name Retailer of the Year in 1959, Gerhard's of 
Glenside, Pa., is one of the largest TV, radio and hi-fi dealers 
in the nation. A major reason for this is dependable service. 
And this service is speeded by 23 service technicians -each 
with his own Weller Dual Heat Soldering Gun. The combi- 
nation of instant heat and 2 soldering temperatures saves 
many man hours and results in more reliable soldered 
connections. Weller's exclusive Dual Heat feature permits 
instant switching to high . or low heat as the job requires. 
Get these benefits in your service operation. 

WELLER DUAL HEAT 
SOLDERING GUN 

model 8200K 
G 

90 and 125 watt heat. High effi- $795 
ciency, long -life tip has long reach. list 
Instant heat. Prefocused spotlight. 

Weller Single and Dual Heat Soldering Guns from 90 
to 275 watts available at Electronic Parts Distributors. 

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP. EASTON, PA. 
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SAMS BOOKS 
TO HELP YOU TO ENLARGE 

YOUR SERVICE ACTIVITY 
available from your Sams Distributor 

i 

TV Distribution Systems and Antenna Tech. 
niques Complete information about instal- 
lation of antenna systems serving two or 
more TV receivers. Requirements are given 
for installations in hotels, apartments, 
stores, institutions, trailer parks, community 
antenna systems, etc. Helps you get into 
this profitable activity. 176 pages; $2.95 

x 8';". No. DSB-1. Only L 
Marine Electronics Handbook. Leo G Sands' 
comprehensive book describes the various 
types of marine electronic equipment avail- 
able, what each does and how to perform 
repairs. Includes detailed data on circuitry 
used, as well as installation and mainte- 
nance. Special foldouts at back of book in- 
clude full schematics. 264 pages; $3,95 
5%" x 8%". No. MES -1. Only 

TwoWay Mobile Radio Handbook. M o r e 
than one million vehicles are equipped with 
two - way mobile radio. Someone has to 
service this lucrative, mushrooming market 
-why not you? Author Jack Helmi presents 
the first really comprehensive treatment of 
the subject of mobile radio. Ten complete 
chapters cover: basic systems; types of re- 
ceivers available; transmitters; control sys- 
tems; antenna systems; power; servicing of 
mobile radios; etc. 240 pages; 5'A" $3,95 
x 8%". No. MRS -1. Only 

Industrial Sound Systems. Fully describes 
the operation, installation and servicing of 
sound and intercom systems in factories, 
theaters, schools, offices, stadiums, trains, 
etc. Amplifiers, input devices, loudspeakers. 
control circuits, portable and mobile equip- 
ment, and distribution methods are described 
and illustrated. 291 illus., 276 pages; $3,95 
5h" x 8`4". No. ISS -1. Only 

Servicing Unique Electronic Apparatus. 
Cash in on growing new opportunities in 
electronics servicing. Jack Darr gives you 
the know-how on such equipment as :Watch - 
master watch timer and tester; RF dia- 
thermy machines; liquid -flow timers; elec- 
tronic photoflash units; electric score- 
boards; RF heaters; gas -fired boiler con- 
trols; garage -door openers; movie sound 
systems; strobe tuning devices; photoelec- 
tric cells; ultrasonic cleaners, etc. 128 
pages; 5/" x 81/2". No. SED -1. $2.50 
onty 
Electronics Reference Data. Vol. 1. A com- 
pilation covering the design, application, 
and theory of operation of several TV cir- 
cuits; various oscillator circuits; wave- 
forms and wave shaping; meters and meas- 
urements; and the specialized applications 
and development of such equipment as 
Geiger counters, photoelectric cells, printed 
circuits; Citizens radio service, etc. 128 
pages; 81" x 11". No. ERA -1. $2.00 
only 
Electronics Reference Data. Vol. 2. Valuable 
reference compilation covering: antennas 
and transmission lines; UHF television; cir- 
cuit design; audio measurements; radar; 
meters and measurements; microwave tubes: 
RF transistors; traveling wave amplifier; 
etc. 128 pages; 8'/z " x 11". No. ERA -2. 

Only $2.50 

FREE SAMS BOOKLIST AVAILABLE- 
ask your Distributor or write us direct 

Available from your Sams Distributor 

HOWARD W. SAMS 8 CO., INC. 
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

guards against dust, moisture, prob- 
ing screwdrivers, and other common 
causes of intermittent or noisy tuner 
operation. 

Tuning coils of the incremental 
type are mounted outside the switch 
enclosure. Those for the low chan- 
nels are conventional, but the high - 
channel coils (most of which can be 
seen in Fig. 5) are somewhat un- 
usual. Attached to each wafer switch 
is a thin, perforated strip of metal 
divided into a half -dozen small 
"grilles" which can be independent- 
ly bent one way or the other to 
achieve proper alignment on indi- 
vidual channels. 

The Silver Sealed tuner has no 
oscillator -adjustment slugs; if oscil- 
lator frequency ever needs adjust- 
ing, this can be done by bending 
the sections of the high -channel coil 
strips and squeezing or stretching 
the low -channel coils. 

An interesting mechanical fea- 
ture of this tuner is its torsion -bar 
detent system. In Fig. 5, note the 
long slender bar across the bottom 
of the chassis. One end is held un- 
der tension by a clip on the front 
cover, causing the opposite end to 
press down on a notched wheel 
fastened to the tuner shaft just out- 
side the rear cover. When the shaft 
reaches an "on -channel" position, a 
V-shaped kink in the torsion bar 
comes to rest in one of the notches 
of the wheel - thus holding the 
shaft in place. 

This tuner falls into the modern 
"compact" class, with a chassis 
measuring approximately 3%" long, 
21/4" wide, and 21h" deep. The RF 
amplifier being used in current pro- 
duction is a 2-, 3-, or 6EV5, a 
tetrode based on the 6CY5 design 
but modified for "hotter" perform- 
ance. A 6CY5 can be used in this 

socket as an emergency replacement, 
but you should anticipate that it will 
throw the tuner somewhat out of 
alignment and decrease its gain. 
Teamed with the 6EV5 is a 6CL8A 
oscillator -mixer, the same tube type 
being used for this function in other 
Sarkes Tarzian tuners. 

The Real McCoy 

No fooling this time - the unit 
in Fig. 6 is a completely transis- 
torized TV tuner, the TT -602A 
built by Standard for Motorola's 
new Astronaut 19" portable (Chas- 
sis TS -432) . All three of the PNP 

A 

GOLDMINE 

of Helpful 

Information Is 

Contained in Back 

Issues of PF REPORTER 

The answer to that tough 
technical problem that's had 
you stumped is more than 
likely contained in an article 
which has appeared in PF 

REPORTER. Write today for a 
list of back copies available, 
plus annual article indexes 
for 1957-58-59. Back issues 
sell for 50c each, postpaid. 

CIRCULATION DEPT. 
PF REPORTER 

2201 E. 46th St., 
Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

i 
' 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
1 

1 

I 
I 
I 
1 

I 

1 

PHONE 
ED 9-9653 

$7.50 

plus parts, r 
C.O.D. and postage charges 

Precision Tuner Service 
ALL TYPES T.V. TUNERS REPAIRED AND ALIGNED TO FACTORY 

SPECIFICATIONS ON CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED SWEEP GENERATORS 
24 -HOUR SERVICE ON MOST TUNERS 

UHF - VHF COMBINATIONS - $13.50 
See your local distributor or send to: 

P.O. Box 272, 601 N. College State make and model. Send 
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA all parts, tubes and shields 

90 DAY 
WARRANTY 
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transistors are of a special micro - 
alloy diffused -base (MADT) type, 
capable of VHF operation. 

In Fig. 6, note that only one lug 
is provided for connecting an an- 
tenna lead. Instead of the usual 300 - 
ohm balanced input, this tuner has 
a 75 -ohm unbalanced input circuit 
connected directly to the set's built- 
in "monopole" antenna. For oper- 
ation from an outside antenna, a 

matching transformer (mounted 
separately from the tuner) is 

switched in series with the external 
antenna leads. (See lower left 
corner of schematic, Fig. 7.) An- 
other unusual feature of the input 
circuit is an attenuator network 
which cuts down the input -signal 
strength when the range switch is 

placed in the LOCAL position. 
The RF stage is a transistorized 

version of the Neutrode circuit, 
using a T1832 transistor in a com- 
mon -emitter arrangement. The in- 
coming signal is fed through the 
high-pass filter and wave -trap as- 
sembly (T1) to the base of X 1. 

The 2.2-mmf neutralizing capacitor 
between the base and collector cir- 
cuits is not adjustable, like its coun- 
terpart in a tube circuit; however, 
trimmers are provided in the RF - 
output and mixer -input tuned cir- 
cuits. 

DC voltage distribution for all 
three transistors follows typical 
practice for PNP circuits, with the 
collector returned to ground and the 
emitter connected to a positive volt- 
age source. The base circuits also 
receive their required positive volt- 
ages through voltage -divider net- 
works. 

The RF transistor's base voltage 
is controlled by the AGC system 
of the receiver. As signal strength 
rises, the base voltage becomes less 
positive, thus increasing the forward 
bias on the transistor and driving it 
toward saturation. This limits the 
gain of the RF stage at high signal 
levels. Due to the characteristics of 
the transistors used, this method of 
control is more effective and more 
linear than the conventional system 
in which the AGC bias drives the 
controlled stage toward cutoff. 

The RF signal is inductively 
coupled to the emitter circuit of the 
mixer through the tuning coils. 
Mixer transistor X2 operates in a 
common -base circuit, comparable to 

a grounded -grid setup for a tube. 
(Note the 1000-mmf RF bypass 
capacitor from base to ground.) 
The collector circuit of the mixer, 
tuned to the IF band, furnishes an 
input signal to the IF strip. Note 
'that two test points are furnished 
in the mixer circuit - one for in- 
put, and another for output. 

X3, operating in a common -base 
Colpitts oscillator circuit, injects a 
signal into the emitter of X2 through 
a 4-mmf coupling capacitor. There 
is an inductive fine-tuning adjust- 
ment in parallel with the oscillator 
coil; in addition, the coil for each 

channel has an adjustable core 
which is accessible in the usual man- 
ner from the front of the tuner. 

When servicing this tuner, be sure 
to observe an important precaution 
concerning the plug-in transistors. 
There are four possible ways to in- 
sert each transistor into its socket, 
only one of which is correct. Each 
of the original transistors is marked 
with a spot of color which lines up 
with a similar spot on the socket 
when the transistor is properly in- 
stalled. If you replace a transistor, 
you'd be wise to mark the new unit 
in the appropriate place. 

Only 

Grid Circuit 
Tube Tester 
with Full TV 

tube coverage! 

GRID CIRCUIT TUBE TESTER 
Introducing the new Seco GCT-9-the first and only Grid Circuit Tester that offers you 
complete coverage of all TV tube types-including voltage amplifiers, power output and 
heater -type diodes, hundreds of Foreign and Industrial types as well as types with Grid, 
Plate or Cathode caps. Quickly lets you test for Grid Emission, Leakage, Shorts and Gas in 
one operation-indicates results instantly, visually on a 6AF6 "Eye" Indicator. In addition 
to conventional tests, the GCT-9 also offers two exclusive new testing features not found on 
any other tester: I. Cathode Continuity Check; and 2. Complete Inter -Element Short Test, 
with shorts identified to pin numbers. 

The new Seco GCT-9 is available in a sturdy metal case with exposed panel (GCT-9S): 
or mounted in a compact, portable carrying case (GCT-9W)-complete with easy to read 
tube set-up data. 

Wired and FactoryTested .... $ V 29 5 NET 
MODEL ÿ $3A 9 5Mre 

DEL 
ry 

S 
Wired d Factory Tested . t NET 

Fast, low-cost tester-com- 
plete TV tube coverage! 
Checks all modern TV 
tubes and heater type 

radio tubes. With Seco Grid Circuit Test, 
Cathode Emission Test. In carrying case. 
MODEL 713 $69.50 NET 

NEW! 
PIGGY -BACK ADAPTER 

bre for tube caddies! 
Developed by Seco to 
save you steps! Free 

III 

with Seco tube testers 
or by enclosing 25¢ 
with coupon. 

Dynamic check 

on transistors "In" 
or "out" of circuit! 
Fast and easy to use! Dy- 
namic check for "opens", 

shorts or gain-permits matching of similar 
transistor types. Wide range.. No set-up nec- 
essary. MODEL 100 $19.95 

Mr -SECO 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

5015 Penn Ave. So.- Minneapolis 19, Minn. 

Please send free literature on all Seco Test Equipment. 
i have enclosed . Please send 
Seco "Piggy -Back" Adapters. (25r each.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

R-7 

EAST CANADA: Daveco Agencies, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec WEST CANADA: Ron Merritt Co_ Vancouver 1, B. C. 
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B W UY PYRAMID 
GET MORE 

Only Pyramid offers you so much! Only 
Pyramid gives you highest quality ca- 
pacitors plus so many "all new" extras. 

THE VU-PAK 

An entirely new way to package capacitors ... 
clear plastic tubes, plainly labeled and packed 

with the highest quality electrolytic twist -mount 
capacitors. Each re -usable Vu -Pak comes with 

a blank label, ideal for storing small parts and 

tools on your bench or in your tool kit. 

EXTRA OFFER! 
Save 50 Vu -Pak labels and get the 
fabulous new Pyramid storage 
rack the Capac-o-mat, at tre- 
mendous savings from your 
authorized Pyramid distributor. 
The Capac-o-mat fits right on 

your shelf, is dust -free and holds 
54 Vu-Paks. 

..-'"!erhe ferber 

TrIalt"117"1" 

JEWEL BOX Handsome tan plastic, high impact cabinet 
with 9 drawers, contains 45 assorted Mylar*- 
paper Gold Dip capacitors, type 151. Practical 
... convenient ... for storage in your shop, or 

JEWEL BOX 
GOLD -OW 

home. Actual value of the Jewel Box with 45 

Gold Dip capacitors-$19.50, dealer net only 
$9.25. 

Gold Dip capacitors are also available in Clear - 
Vu paks ... 5 to a package. Find them on 

Pyramid's new Whirl -o -mat on your favorite 
'parts distributor counter. 

"GOLD STANDARD" 111 KIT 
Clear lucite hinged box containing 
75 Pyramid's popular assorted 
Gold Standard Mylar* capacitors. 
You'll find so many uses for the 

Gold Standard 111 Kit. Actual 
value is $26.00, dealer net only 
$13.00. 

515 LYTI K -KIT 
Hinged cover, clear lucite box with 
15 assorted miniature low voltage 
electrolytic capacitors for transistor- 
ized circuit replacements, type 
MLV. This Kit is a constant com- 

panion to any busy serviceman. 
Actual value, $20.60, dealer net 

only $10.30. 

PYRAMID 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION: UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY " 
Factories: Gastonia, North Carolina Darlington, South Carolina 
In Canada: Wm. Cohen, Limited, 8900 Tanyuay Street, Montreal 
Export: Morhan Exporting Co., 485 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

For further information on any of the following items, circle 
the associated number on the Catalog & Literature Card. 

Filament Continuity 
A neon lamp on the front 

panel of the PACO Model T-5 
Rapid Filament Tester Kit glows 
to indicate continuity of a tube 
filament, fuse, or other low - 
resistance circuit being checked. 
Sockets are provided for 7- and 
9 -pin miniature, octal, and ]oc- 
tal tubes; other types can be 
checked using clip leads. A pair 
of screw heads at the bottom of 
the front panel serve as con- 
tacts for a quick test of car- 
tridge fuses. Net price is $4.50 
(kit) or $6.50 (wired). 

Checker (45T) 

Improved Cable Connector (46T) 

A more rugged molded type 
of female connector has re- 
placed the soldered connector 
formerly used on certain ca- 
ble assemblies manufactured by 
Switchcraft. The new feature 
is available in combination with 
any of the opposite -end con- 
nectors illustrated in the photo- 
graph. 

Scope Stand on Wheels (47T) 

PBR Mfg. Co.'s Model 
32957D Scope Dolly, an all - 
steel unit 17" wide and 23" 
long, is mounted on ball -bear- 
ing casters with 5" rubber -tired 
wheels. The top platform is 
tilted 20° and has retaining de- 
vices to hold the scope firmly in 
place. One AC line input and >f 

three outlets are built in. Price 
is $67.50; an alternate model, 
without drawer, is $62.95. 

TV Twin -Lead (48T) 

Alpha Wire is now supplying 
300 -ohm flat TV lead-in cable 
in two different web thicknesses, 
.060" and .100". Both types 
contain #20 AWG stranded 
copper conductors. The twin - 
lead is packaged in coils of four 
different lengths -25', 50', 75', 
and 100'-all with preassem- 
bled lugs at one end. 

CRT Brighteners (49T) 

Four new types of picture -tube 
brighteners have been intro- 
duced by Perma-Power. Model 
C 412 is usable on all 110° 
"button -base" tubes with series - 

type heaters, regardless of heat- 
er -voltage rating; companion 
type C 403 is for series -string 
CRT's with standard duodecal 
bases. The other two new brighteners, both for use with 
"button -base" 110° tubes, are the C 411 (for parallel heaters) 
and the C 311 (for universal use). 
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other 
"push 

Sweep Components (50T) 

Three new Stancor flyback 
transformers have been devel- 
oped for exact -replacement serv- 
ice in 141 models of Emerson 
receivers. Part No. HO -309 re- 
places original part 738138/-A; 
HO -310 replaces 738142; and 
HO -311 replaces 738155. Also 
just introduced are two 90° 
yokes - the DY -36A to re- 
place Emerson part 708353, 
and the DY -35A as an exact 
replacement for Philca part 
76-9173-13 or 14. 

Speaker Systems (51T) 

Decorator Group speaker sys- 
tems are available in four dif- 
ferent furniture styles from Jen- 
sen Mfg. Co. The TR -30 TRI - 
ette three-way system (shown) 
and the GS -3 Galaxy III (cen- 
ter -bass unit with satellites) are 
offered in Danish styling (wal- 
nut wood), provincial (cherry), 
traditional (mahogany) or con- 
temporary (limed oak). Either 
system may also be obtained in 
an unfinished hardwood cabinet. 
Net prices are as follows: 
Model TR -30, $159.50 (furni- 
ture) or $134.50 (unfinished) ; 

Model GS -3, $229.50 (furni- 
ture) or $195.50 (unfinished). 
Floor stands are $9.95 extra. 

Soldering -Tip Lubricant (52T) 

It's exasperating to find a 
soldering -iron tip "stuck" when 
you attempt to unscrew it from 
the barrel of the iron. To pre- 
vent this trouble, Ungar has 
introduced an Anti -Seize lubri- 
cant for tip threads. A light 
coating not only protects 
against corrosion, but also im- 
proves heat transfer from heat- 
ing element to tip. The lubricant 
(No. 8001) is packed in 2 -oz 
tins priced at 69e. 

Microphones (53T) 

Six models are offered in 
American Microphone's n e w 
line of high -impedance mikes 
for Citizens band transceivers. 
The B -208-A (ceramic) and 
X -208-A (crystal) have a nor- 
mally -open switch; the B -208-B 
and X -208-B are similar except 
for having a normally -closed 
switch. All of the above have 
a "slide -lock" switch feature 
and a list price of 12.50. Two 

models, B-208 and X-208 ($10.50 each), have a simple 
to talk" switch. 

CB 

High -Frequency Speaker (54T) 

A super tweeter with flat re- 
sponse within -'-2 db from 3000 
cps to well beyond the audible 
range, the University Model 
T202 Sphericon features a wide 
dispersion pattern. Added fea- 
tures are a built-in 3000 -cps 
crossover network and a bril- 
liance control on a 36" exten- 
sion cable. Power capacity, 
rated according to "integrated 
program material," is 30 watts; 
impedance is 8 ohms; dimen- 
sions are 4 5/8" in diameter by 
4" in depth; price is $24.94. 

3 

CONfvsm 
MOOT 

WOW? 
HERE'S THE ANSWER... 

COLMAN MASTER -PLAN CLEANERS 

fmewm HOW GREATER (LEANING ACTION MOVE THIS WAY 4 

COLMA 

m) FOR HEAVIER LUBRICANT MOVE THIS 

XLEENALI RID -OX lUlE-A-TROC 

NIGH PURITY 01L -TREE CLEANER 
DE-0RIDIZING CLEANER QUALITY CLEANER 

PROTECTS WITH A PERMANENT FILM WITH SPECIAL HEAVY LUBRICANT 

Recommended best for 

AN Connectors 

Antennin 

Antenna Insulators 

formal Plugs 

Chassis (leaning 

(pistols 

De -Greasing 

Inductive Tanks 

1 -Boxes 

Motors 

Primed Circuit honk 
Printed Circuit Connectors 

Slide Mechanisms 

Solenoids 

Terminal Skips 

Transistor Neat Sinks 

Trimmers and Podders 

Tube Sockets 

Tuning Condensers 

TY Set Couplers 

Recommended best for. 

B Battery (lips 

Contorts 

Crossbars 

Crystal Diode (lips 

Decades 

Fahnstock (lips 

'Keys 

Mike locks 

Pin Jacks 

Phone lacks 

Phono Drawer Slides 

Printed Switches 

Push Button Contacts 

Relays 

Restoring Dry Speaker Cones 

Rotary Switches 

Sequencing Relays 

Step Attenuaturs 

Steppers 

Switches of old Types 

Tuners of oll Types 

Recommended best for. 

Automoti. Tuning Gears 

Adlustoble Slide Resistors 

Battery Cables and Posts 

Bearings 

Brightness Controls 

(onto, Controls 

fosters 

Contrast Controls 

f oders 

Loudness Controb 

L Pods 

Phono Gears and Mechanisms 

Potentiometers 

Rheostats 

Tone (ontroh 
Pods 

Variable Attenuolors 

N,,,oble Transformers 

Volume (ontroh 

Wire Wound (ontroh 

The only scientifically designed program of Electronic Cleaners, each 
spe ified for a particular series of jobs. These cleaners dove- toil so 
closely together that you will know in advance what the results will be if 
you switch from one cleaner to another. 

GET YOUR HANDY POCKET SELECTOR GUIDE 
FROM YOUR FAVORITE JOBBER, OR WRITE TO 

COLMAN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
P. O. Box 2965 dmnrilln Terso, 

,.,ECO 

Cut servicing and 

installatior time on 

crystal -controlled 

2 -WAY RADIO 

equipment! 

2 -WAY RADIO TEST SET 
Compact, portable, use it anywhere. Designed to assist you in the following applications: 

CHECKS WIDE RANGE OF CRYSTAL TYPES! Checks fundamental types at funda- 
mental frequency -5th and 7th overtone types at fundamental frequency - 
3rd overtone types in 25-30 me range in special overtone circuit. 
RF POWER INDICATOR FOR DIRECT OR REMOTE METERING!! Simply place next 
to antenna or use 15 ft. remote metering cable furnished with unit. 
MODULATED RF CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED SIGNAL GENERATOR! 

MODULATION CHECKER! BEAT FREQUENCY DEMODULATOR! 

PLATE MILLIAMMETER FOR RF TUNING! AUDIO FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATOR! 
MODEL soo-Fully transistorized-the perfect 
"assist" instrument even for the fully equipped shop 2995 NET 

NEW! R-6 

PIGGY -BACK 
ADAPTER 

for tube caddies! 

Developed by Seco to 
save you steps! Free 
with Seco tube testers 
or by enclosing 25e 
with coupon. 

4111, SECO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5015 Penn Ave. So.-Minneapolis 19, Minn. 

Please send free literature on all Seco Test Equipment. 
t have enclosed Please send 
Seco "Piggy -Back" Adapters. (25c each.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

EAST CANADA: Dareco Agencies. Ltd.. Montreal. Quebec 

WEST CANADA: Ron Merritt Co.. Vancouver I, B.0 
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and get 
BETTER PERFORMANCE 

with this 
ACME ELECTRIC VOLTAGE ADJUSTOR 
TV sets, hi-fi's and other electronic equipment operate best 
when voltage holds closely to the normal 115-117 volts for 
which they were designed. Over -voltage and/or under -volt- 
age affects the performance of the tubes and the life expec- 
tancy of all other components. Why fight an off -standard 
voltage condition? Correct it with an Acme Electric T -8394M 
Voltage Adjustor. 
Corrects voltage over a range from 95 to 125 volts to normal 
115/117 volts, simply by turning a regulating switch. Includes 
voltmeter which indicates output voltage; cord and plug and 
built-in, plug-in receptacle. Tell your supply dealer you want 
the Acme Electric T -8394M Voltage Adjustor. No other so 
compact, complete, practical, inexpensive. snn 5402.1849 

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
949 WATER STREET CUBA, N. Y. 

SAVES 
your back... 

SAVES 
your time... 

I I 

SHORTY 
DOLLY 
for 
RADIO and TV 

just 47 inches high for STATION WAGONS 
and PANEL PICK-UPS 

! 

FOLDING PLATFORM 
151/4" x 241/2" top. 
Snaps on or off. 

(Platform only) 
$11.95 

FURNITURE PAD 

Designed for TV, radio and appliance 
men who make deliveries by station 
wagon or panel truck ... the short 
47 inch length saves detaching the 
set for loading into the "wagon" or 

pick up. Tough, yet featherlight alu- 
minum alloy frame has padded felt 
front, fast (30 second) web strap 
ratchet fastener and two endless rub- 
ber belt step glides. New folding 
platform attachment, at left, saves 

your back handling large TV chassis 
or table models. Call your YEATS 

dealer or write direct today! 

YEATS 

Sc4 beta«COVER AND PADS 

YEATS semi fitted covers are made 
of tough water repellent fabric with 
adjustable web straps and soft, 
scratchless white flannel liners. All 
shapes and sizes - Write 

YEATS 
Model No. 5 
Height 47" 

Weight 32 lbs. 

TV COVER 

APPLIANCE DOLLY SALES COMPANY 

2103 N. 12th STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Ignitron for Welding (55T) 

The spiral cooling coil around 
the Amperex Type 7585 ig- 
nitron is specially designed 
to concentrate cooling action 
around the discharge chamber, 
thereby reducing the problem 
of arc -back. This tube, used 
for single-phase welding control 
and similar applications, is com- 
patible and interchangeable with 
all existing C -size tubes. Its 
electrical characteristics are 
identical to those of Type 5552A. 

Silicon Rectifiers (56T) 

For industrial and certain 
specialized T V applications 
where a miniature rectifier must 
handle high power, Interna- 
tional Rectifier has introduced 
the X5A series of diffused - 
junction silicon diodes. Four 
types are offered, with peak 
reverse voltage ratings of 200, 
400. 500, and 600 volts. All 
have a maximum DC output 
of 750 ma and a peak surge - 
current rating of 50 amps. 

Tape -Recorder Cleaning Fluid 

Guaranteed by the manufac- 
turer not to stain or damage 
plastic parts of recorders, Tape 
Recorder Cleaner by Chemtron- 
ics is intended for use in remov- 
ing tape oxide and other con- 
taminants from parts such as 
tape heads and pressure rollers. 
A 2 -oz bottle, with felt -tipped 
applicator attached inside the 
lid, has a dealer net price of 89c. 

Top -of -Set Antenna (58T) 

The Clear Beam Slim Line 
indoor antenna is offered in two 
different finishes to harmonize 
with cabinet colors - mahog- 
any (Model H6M) and blond 
(Model H6B ). Each of the 
four -section telescoping dipole 
arms can be extended to 36". 
The base is heavily weighted, 
for improved stability; in addi- 
tion, the bottom surface is 
covered with felt to protect the 
TV cabinet top from scratches. 

Test Clips (59T) 

Grayhill, Inc., manufactures 
miniature test clips (with 3/8" 
threaded stud) for fastening 
small components to "bread- 
board" layouts or for connect- 
ing parts together in test setups. 
The component lead snaps into 
a spring clip, the tension of 
which is adjustable by means 
of a hex nut. Single clips have 
a list price of 25¢ each; dual 
clips on a common post are also 
available at 30e. 

(57T) 

Tube Manual (60T) 

The RCA Receiving Tube Manual has again been revised and 
enlarged. The new 432 -page RC -20 edition contains up-to-date 
technical specifications on 760 receiving tubes and 173 picture 
tubes, plus basic theory articles and an expanded section on 
tube applications. The Circuits section features a number of new 
schematics for high-fidelity amplifiers and related circuits. Price 
is $1 per copy. 
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Pencil Iron (61T) 

The No. 863 Radioman pen- 
cil -type soldering iron made by 
Wall Mfg. Co. is a 40 -watt unit 
weighing 2 oz and measuring 

-----"^ 81/2" in length. Tip temperature ^ is 800° F, but a silicon spacer 
keeps the handle cool. A num- 
ber of differently -shaped, inter- 
changeable tips are available for 
special jobs. 

Stereo Power Amplifier (62T) 

Dual amplifiers, each with an 
rms power -output rating of 50 
watts, are mounted on the 15" 
x 11" chassis of the EICO 
Model HF -89 stereo power am- 
plifier. Push-pull EL84 output 
tubes in each channel are driven 
by a cathode -coupled phase in- 
verter preceded by a direct - 

coupled voltage amplifier. Shipping weight is 371/2 lbs.; price is 
$99.50 (kit) or $139.50 (wired). 

Small Selenium Diodes (63T) 

Eight types of subminiature, 
plastic - encapsulated selenium 
diodes are available at low cost 
from Radio Receptor. Peak in- 
verse voltage ratings range from 
50 to 400 volts at 3.75 ma, 
and the units can operate in 
ambient temperatures from -50° 
to 100° C without derating. 
Maximum case length is .188" 
for all types, and widths range 
from .188" to .350". 

Subminiature Transistor Amplifier (64T) 

The Centralab TA -12 is a 
complete four - stage transistor- 
ized amplifier in a package 
.531" in diameter and .228" 
high. Over-all gain is 73 db; 
power output is 0.5 mw; in- 
put impedance is 2500 ohms; 
frequency response is flat with- 
in ±5 db from 300-20,000 cps; 
net price is $45.00. 

Recording Tape (651) 

SCOTCII:;... 

SCOTCH. 14 
141 ..sr 

142 'C) 

follows: 1 

1 -mil, No. 

"Scotch" brand Tartan Series 
magnetic recording tape is now 
available with 1 -mil polyester 
backing, in addition to the pre- 
viously -announced 1- and 1 1/2 - 
mil acetate backings. Retail 
prices for the new No. 142 tape 
are $2.85 for a 900' (5") reel 
or $4.95 for an 1800' (7") 
reel. Acetate tapes are priced as 

1/2 -mil, No. 141, $1.75' for 600' or $2.95 for 1200'; 
140, $2.50 for 900' or $4.25 for 1800'. 

Miniature 115 -Volt Irons (66T) 

Oryx Model 115-10W and 
115-15W pencil -type soldering 
irons operate directly from an 
AC power line without requir- 
ing a step-down power trans- 
former. The standard version 
of the 10 -watt unit has a 3/32" 
tip which heats to 672° F in 
70 seconds: the 15 -watt iron, 

with 7/32" tip, achieves 717° F in 50 sec. Other tip sizes 
can be installed. Net price of each iron is $6.95. 

CHEMTRONICS' 
new h o -Arc Hi -Voltage 

Insulator,. Better than 20,000V 

dielectric strength ... positively 

prevents arcing, eliminates corona 

shorts or your money back. See 

your parts distributor today! 

CHEM-RONICS INC., 
Brooklyn 25, N. Y. 

MOST 

COMPLETE 

TESTER 

AVAILABLE! 

WON'T BE OBSOLETED-OFFERS 
EVERY IMPORTANT TEST YOU NEED! 

Finest, fastest tester at a popular price-and here's why! Dy- 
namic Mutual Conductance Test on pre -wired chassis-best 
method for testing high transconductance amplifiers! Cathode 
Emission Test by free point selector system-best method for 
testing power output, pulse amplifiers, and damper tubes! 
Nationally accepted Grid Circuit Test patented by Seco-up to 
I l simultaneous checks for leakage, shorts and grid emission. In 
carrying case with handy flip chart for tube set-up data. 

MODEL 107-Wired and Tested $139.50 NET 

NEW! 
R-21 

PIGGYBACK 
ADAPTER 

for tube caddies! 

Developed by Seco to 
save you steps! Free 

with Seco tube testers 
or by enclosing 25e 
with coupon. 

SECO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5015 Penn Ave. So.-Minneapolis 19, Minn. 

Please send free literature on all Seco Test Equipment. 
I have enclosed - . Please send 
Seco "Piggy -Back" Adapters. (25e each.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE J 
EAST CANADA: Daveco Agencies. Ltd., Montreal, Cuebec 

WEST CANADA: Ron Merritt Co., Vancouver 1, B.C. 
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ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES 
1T. JFD-1960 Exact -Replacement Antenna 

Guide for Portable and Toteable TV 
Sets (20 pages), compiled and edited 
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Gives 
TV receiver model number, manufac- 
turer's antenna part number, and model 
number of corresponding JFD exact - 
replacement antenna. Also Form 940 
dealer catalog illustrating and describ- 
ing 1960 line of natural silver and gold 
anodized Hi-Fi TV antennas, mounts, 
masts, and accessories. See ad pages 
14-15. 

2T. JERROLD-Data sheet on Model HSA- 
43 TV/FM Amplified 3 -Set Coupler, 
which permits simultaneous operation 
of three receivers - with 5 db gain 
across the entire TV -FM band on two 
outlets and unity gain on the third. 
See ad 2nd cover. 

3T. SOUTH RIVER -New 20 -page catalog, 
listing and illustrating an expanded 
line of antenna mountings and acces- 
sories for all types of TV, FM, Citizens 
band, and "ham" antenna installations. 

AUDIO, HI-FI & COMMUNICATIONS 
4T. CBS -Folder RPA-374 on Harmony line 

of phonographs (also available from 
CBS Electronics Sales Corp. distribu- 
tors). See ad page 47. 

ST. DUO TONE -Wall chart of replacement 
phono needles, giving cross-reference 
data, illustrations, and prices. 

6T. JENSEN MFG. CO. -New data sheet 
No. 168 describing Concert and Viking 
speakers for replacement and general- 
purpose applications. See ad page 29. 

7T. ROBINS -Catalog No. 14 of audio ac- 
cessories, condensed catalog for con- 
sumer distribution, No. RRP-3 Phono/ 
Recorder Drive Reference Guide, and 
No. RMM-2 M/M head guide. 

8T. SONOTONE - Illustrated leaflet on 
CM -17 Flex -Mike, a ceramic microphone 
with flexible stand for permanent in- 
stallation in language labs, classrooms, 
PA systems, paging systems, and two- 
way radios. See ad page 40. 

9T. TELEX -Literature on new Dyna-Twin 
headset for high-fidelity monaural or 
binaural listening, Magna -Twin headset 
designed for language -learning labora- 
tories, and complete line of headsets, 
microphones, and other communications 
accessories. See ad page 38. 

10T. UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABS. -Fold- 
ers on Model TR -800 Radio -Phone 
Citizens band transceiver and DeWald 
stereo and monophonic high-fidelity 
components. 

11T. UTAH -Catalog featuring radically new 
thin -profile wall speaker -baffle combi- 
nations and new inverted speakers. 

COMPONENTS 
12T. ARCO -12 -page Arcolytic capacitor cat- 

alog, listing 1120 twist -mount types, 176 
tubular types, and 49 printed -circuit 
twist -mount types of electrolytic capac- 
itors. See ad page 41. 

13T. BERNS -Data on Ion adjustable beam 
bender. See ads pages 66, 78. 

14T. BUSSMANN- 24 -page booklet giving 
detailed information on complete line 
of BUSS and FUSETRON Small Di- 
mension fuses and fuse holders -the 
Ones most used in protecting electronic 
equipment. See ad page 61. 

1ST. CORNELL-DUBILIER-Bulletin ESS- 
460 describing new Wide -Range CDE 
electrolytic capacitor for replacement 
of many different units with various 
ratings often found in modern table 
radios and clock -radios. See ads pages 
44, 53. 

16T. MERIT -New Simplified Replacement 
Guide for Service Technicians of Merit, 
a cross-reference of original manufac- 
turers' part numbers with Merit re- 
placement part numbers, arranged alph- 
abetically by manufacturer. See ad page 
71. 

17T. SAMPSON-Catalog No. 558 of Hitachi 
components; full -color folder describing 
line of Hitachi radios. See ad page 45. 

18T. SPRAGUE -36 -page Catalog No. C-613 
of service -type capacitors, transistors, 
and test equipment. See ad page 10. 

19T. TRIAD -New brochure TY-61 on tran- 
sistor transformers, containing complete 
electrical data on 26 types. Schematics 
for circuit applications include sug- 
gested transistors and rectifiers for use 
with each transformer. See ad page 74. 

20T. VIDAIRE-Data sheets B212A-3 on 
power transistors and silicon rectifiers, 
B215-4 on replacement IF transformers, 
and B214-3 on line -voltage regulator 
capable of handling loads up to 350 
watts. 

21T. WORKMAN -New transistor cross- 
reference chart, listing more than 800 
entertainment -type transistors of do- 
mestic, private -label, and Japanese 
types. See ad page 72. 

KITS 
22T. EICO-New 28 -page 1960 catalog of 

kits and wired equipment for stereo and 
monophonic hi-fi, test instruments, 
"ham" gear, Citizens band transceivers, 
and transistor radios. Also "Stereo Hi- 
Fi Guide" and "Short Course for Novice 
License." See ad page 20. 

SERVICE AIDS 
23T. CHEMICAL ELECTRONIC ENG'G.- 

Descriptive folder on HUSH, EVER 
QUIET, EVER KLEER, and SURE - 
N -EASY electronic chemicals. See ad 
page 50. 

24T. GC ELECTRONICS -Wall chart of 
exact -replacement knobs for TV re- 
ceivers and record changers, with cross- 
reference information and photographs 
of all 235 types of knobs available. 

25T. INJECTORALL-1960 catalog of elec- 
tronic chemicals. See ad page 82. 

26T. PERMA-POWER - Colorfully illus- 
trated brochure describing complete line 
of brighteners, featuring new low - 
voltage series and 110° types. See ad 
page 56. 

27T. PRECISION TUNER -Information on 
repair and alignment service available 
for any type of TV tuner. See ad page 
86. 

28T. SUPEREX-Catalog of products "de- 
signed to make life easier for the ser- 
viceman," featuring repair shafts for 
broken studs on tunable coils such as 
width and horizontal frequency adjust- 
ments. See ad page 64. 

29T. YEATS-Information about dolly for 
delivering TV and hi-fi sets or ap- 
pliances, and about padded TV, radio, 
and appliance covers. See ad page 90. 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
30T. ACME ELECTRIC -Catalog 091-BLO1 

giving detailed information on auto- 
matic voltage stabilizers and manual 
voltage adjustors for TV receivers and 
other electronic applications. See ad 
page 90. 

31T. SWITCHCRAFT-2-color, 4 -page bro- 
chure on Language Laboratory compo- 
nents, with illustrations and electrical 
specifications. See ad page 70. 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
32T. CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF 

ELECTRONICS -32 -page brochure de- 
scribing new instructional material for 
radio and TV servicemen who want to 
know more about computers, industrial 
electronics, pulse circuits, magnetic 
an.plifiers, FCC licensing, and many 
other related fields. Also copyrighted 
Pocket Electronics Data Guide. 

33T. GENERAL ELECTRIC -10 -page guide 
to profitable servicing, Techni-Talk, 
containing information on new circuits, 
work -saving short cuts, and photo. 
graphic reproductions of T V faults. 
See ads pages 26-27, 55. 

34T. GERNSBACK - Descriptive literature 
on Gernsback Library books. See ad 
page 63. 

35T. RIDER -Summer 1960 Catalog. See ad 
page 72. 

36T. HOWARD W. SAMS -Literature de- 
scribing all current publications on 
radio, TV, amateur radio, communica- 
tions, audio and hi-fi, and industrial 
electronics servicing. See ads pages 
68, 69, 78, 86. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
37T. B & K -Bulletin ST25-R, digest of 

information on Model 1075 Television 
Analyst, Models 1070 and A107 Dyna- 
Sweep circuit analyzers, Models 550, 
650 and automatic 675 Dyna-Quik 
mutual conductance tube and transistor 
testers, and Model 440 CRT rejuv- 
enator -tester. See ad page 13. 

38T. CLAROSTAT-Information on power - 
resistor decade box covering range from 
1 to 999,999 ohms. See ad page 9. 

39T. HICKOK-2-color broadside (form TT - 
601) describing complete line of tube 
and transistors testers, including roll - 
chart and punch -card types. See ad 
page 57. 

40T. JACKSON -Information and specifica- 
tions on Model 605 Audio Sine/Square 
Wave Oscillator, with suggestions for 
service uses. See ads pages 58, 92. 

41T. RCA -New brochure 1Q1003 on line of 
electronic instruments. See ads pages 
50, 62, 65, 70. 

42T. SECO -Data on new Model 500 test 
set which cuts servicing and installa- 
tion time on Citizens band and other 
crystal -controlled two-way radio equip- 
ment; also information on new version 
of Grid -Circuit Tester. See ads pages 
87, 89, 91. 

43T. SENCORE-New booklet. How to Use 
the SS105 Sweep Circuit Troubleshooter. 
See ads pages 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83. 

TOOLS 
44T. BERNS -Information on 3 -in -1 picture - 

tube repair tool and Audio Pin -Plug 
Crimper. See ads pages 66, 78. 
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to help you sell more 

RCA Silverama Picture Tubes 
... the All -New replacement picture tubes that command premium price and profits. 

Here are the facts-proof that RCA Silverama is your customers' best picture tube buy. 

FREE OF GLASS DEFECTS. Glass cord lines, scratches, 
chips, or buffed faceplates are common defects found in many 
brands of tubes made with used glass. Surest way to avoid 
these defects and also obtain the latest optical advances in 
faceplate engineering : an All -New RCA Silverama 

ALL -NEW. Of the three Iwges -selling brands of replacement 
TV picture tubes, only RA ilverama is guaranteed 100% 
all-new-new glass, new n w phosphor, new everything! 
You'll get written proof-rig on the warranty card. 

FINEST SCREEN QUA Advanced screen coating and 
bonding processes combine th RCA's giant vibration -free 
screen settling machines e the maximum in picture 
screen quality and uniformity. 

RCA "KNOW-HOW". RCA's continuous product research 
and advanced design engireerind have resulted in RCA Silver - 
ama picture tubes being steps ahead of all other brands. 

WORLD'S FINEST. RCA Silvirama is manufactured in the 
world's most modern manufac ring plant using all -new pre- 
mium -quality materials. Result RCA Silverama is the world's 
finest picture tube. ® Silverama \ RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION HARRISON, N.J. 

A 
Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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THERE'S ONLY ONE RIGHT WAY 
A fuse caddy for your tube caddy: 18 individual compartments for fingertip select 
is complete with the 15 boxes of fuses required to service 93% of all TV sets. Three 
are provided for additional fuses of your own selection. 

LITTELFU 

buri ,2 re 

ion. The fuse caddy 
spare compartmerts 

SE Des Plaines, RI 
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